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Burkholderia mallei (Bm) and B. pseudomallei (Bpm) are facultative intracellular 

pathogens and the causative agents of glanders and melioidosis. At present, effective 

vaccines for the prevention of glanders, or melioidosis in humans, are not available. 

However, renewed attention has been directed toward developing Burkholderia vaccines 

because of the pathogens' seemingly ideal characteristics for malicious use as a biothreat 

agent. Additionally, a vaccine will also have significant value for the immunization of at-

risk populations in melioidosis/glanders endemic areas of the world. Therefore, the 

following studies' long-term goal is to develop a platform that allows for the efficient 

generation of a multicomponent vaccine that can protect against both glanders and 

melioidosis. In this study, glycoconjugates coupled to gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were 

tested for their protective properties in clinically relevant infection models. The flexible 

NP platform allow us to incorporate novel antigens identified previously by a reverse 

vaccinology model. In these studies, we have established an optimal immunization 

procedure to test the efficacies of several protein-polysaccharide NPs when delivered alone 

or in a combination containing various proteins in a clinically relevant and highly 
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controlled aerosol murine model of infection. We have demonstrated that several 

glycoconjugates offer protection against lethality when delivered intranasally, with 

increased protection afforded by a refined formulating containing the most immunogenic 

proteins. Also, we have shown that antigen-specific humoral responses play a significant 

role in the protection induced by various AuNP-coupled glycoconjugate formulations. 

Similarly, we have shown a protective effect of AuNP-coupled proteins in a colonization 

model of Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli (EHEC). Furthermore, we showed that 

vaccination with AuNP-coupled to EHEC-specific antigens elicits strong systemic and 

mucosal response associated with protection against EHEC colonization. This work 

proposes to bridge the properties of subunit vaccination with those of synthetic 

nanomaterials to enhance immune responses to vaccines against pathogenic bacteria. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1: Vaccinology 

The discovery and development of vaccines are one of humanity’s greatest achievements 

and arguably the singular most effective medical intervention with profound impacts on 

public health increasing longevity and health. The fundamental concept of vaccination 

predates the establishment of the germ theory in Asia, where artificial induction by 

variolation was practiced in various regions of Asia in the 1500s (1). Nonetheless, this 

concept of removing pus from a smallpox vesicle and introducing it to an uninfected patient 

would become the foundation for Edward Jenner’s groundbreaking experiment in 1798, 

demonstrating that large-scale inoculation with cowpox was an effective means of 

combating smallpox (2). Over 200 years after this original observation, vaccine 

development has been a great success story in modern medicine, albeit with some setbacks, 

missteps, and even controversies. Nonetheless, today, vaccines save individuals from 

several debilitating disease consequences and save approximately 2 to 3 million lives each 

year (1). Owing to numerous global immunization strategies and programs, vaccines 

allowed for eradicating smallpox and have almost eliminated many others, including 

diphtheria, tetanus, measles, among others (2).  

 While the fundamental concept and mechanism of vaccination have remained 

relatively unchanged since its conception, the technologies and composition of these have 

drastically changed. That is, the idea of introducing a biological substance, for example, an 

antigen, that resembles a pathogen either by whole cell-modified or a single subunit (e.g., 

protein) to stimulate an immunological response that will develop memory or ‘trained’ 

recognition of the pathogen and mount an appropriate immune response it should re-

encounter the corresponding pathogen. Recent advances in technologies used to synthesize 
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vaccines, such as genetic engineering and next-generation sequencing, and the 

understanding of how vaccine adjuvants work have allowed the application of novel 

vaccine technologies to be referred as “rational” vaccine development (1). However, rather 

than applying the direct antonym of “irrational” to traditional vaccinology, a more 

appropriate term should be “empiric,” and we should build on these approaches rather than 

exclude them (1). Over 200 years have passed since Jenner’s first experiment, yet the field 

of vaccinology is still trying to decipher the underlying mechanisms of protection by 

immunization.  

 Live attenuated vaccines are among the most successful empiric methods of 

deriving vaccines for bacterial and viral pathogens. This approach relies on the reduction 

of pathogenicity for an organism while maintaining protective immune responses (3). The 

strength of this immunization approach relies on the use of whole microbes that mimic a 

natural course of infection while eliciting immune responses to a wide variety of conserved 

antigens. Traditional live-attenuated vaccine generation methods include serial passaging 

of a microbe to lose virulence characteristics while adapting to a particular host. Also, 

growing the organism in a surrogate host, as exemplified by the measles, mumps, and 

rubella (MMR) vaccine, grown in chicken fibroblasts to select for mutant viruses with 

enhanced virulence in a host while displaying an attenuation phenotype in humans (2, 3). 

Nonetheless, while this attenuation method is well suitable for RNA viruses, given their 

high mutation rate, this method is often not employed against bacterial pathogens (1, 2). 

Recombinant DNA technology is the most used method for creating attenuated bacterial 

mutants. One example is the Vibrio cholerae vaccine CVD 103-HgR which does not 

express the enzymatically active subunit of cholera toxin (1). Live-attenuated bacterial 

vaccine strains have shown great promise in protecting against infection. The notion that 

live-attenuated organisms help broaden the breadth of immunological protection is often 

attributed to the idea that priming the immune system with a live organism may reflect the 

natural course of infection (3). In addition, live attenuated vaccines can often induce robust 
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cellular and humoral responses after a single or two doses of a vaccine. However, some 

obstacles of these traditional vaccinology approaches include the potential for reversion 

and safety concerns for their use in immunocompromised individuals (1, 2). Furthermore, 

the wide implementation of live attenuated vaccines in low-income countries can be 

cumbersome, as many of these have to be maintained in refrigeration for long periods (1).  

One other approach against bacterial pathogens that utilizes the whole organism 

involves vaccination after inactivation, for example, using heat, chemicals, or radiation (1). 

This method, termed killed whole-cell (KWC), consists of a wild-type organism without 

the need to introduce mutations and artificially used different methods to attenuate its 

virulence in a host. Among the first vaccines that were inactivated and that were applied 

included typhoid, plague, cholera bacilli (1). Unlike attenuated vaccine strains, organisms 

generated for KWC vaccination cannot cause disease, and vaccines do not require 

refrigeration. However, this mechanism of vaccine development often affects the 

immunogenicity of the pathogen, with some studies suggesting that irradiated antigens 

retain some of the antigenic structures destroyed by heat. Given that this vaccination 

strategy uses organisms that cannot replicate in a host organism, adjuvants have been added 

to their formulation to augment the weak adaptive immune responses induced by KWC 

(1). However, local adverse reactions in the vaccination site have been observed in KWC 

vaccinated individuals, but most are attributed to the type of adjuvant used (1). Another 

disadvantage of the KWC vaccine platform is its inability to induce robust CD8+ T cell 

responses, which are essential mediators of protection against intracellular pathogens (1). 

One common obstacle of traditional whole-organism vaccines is the lack of specificity in 

the immune response elicited. For example, one disadvantage of whole-cell vaccines is that 

antibodies may be raised against proteins involved in virulence, and pathogens may 

modulate this to their advantage (1). Furthermore, pathogenic organisms may contain 

proteins that down-regulate adaptive immune responses (4). Therefore, the selection of 
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immunogenic candidates is essential for vaccine development against a wide range of 

proteins. 

Recent vaccinology strategies have focused on the identification, formulation, and 

delivery of microbial components, also termed ‘subunits’, as a safe alternative for 

stimulating a potent immune response. Given that these components can be better 

characterized before and after formulation, they have a high degree of safety associated 

with human use (1, 2). However, one obstacle has been the identification of protective 

components. Because genetic engineering made a revolutionary impact on the 

development of vaccines in the 20th century, genomics and next-generation sequencing 

has made a breakthrough in the of vaccines of the 21st century (1, 5). Reverse vaccinology 

exploits the use of computational analysis of a pathogen's genome for the prediction of 

epitopes in an antigen (5–8). Whereas conventional antigen identification relies on the 

purification of an antigen and testing the ability to induce protective immunity, this process 

is time-consuming, and often, immunogenic proteins are only be expressed by a pathogen 

under certain infection conditions. Several available algorithms capable of predicting 

highly immunodominant epitopes based on primary sequence data alone can be selected 

for further testing based on protein location or predicted T-cell epitopes (6). Together with 

high-throughput next-generation sequencing (NGS), which allows for the analysis of 

sequence variants in a population, reverse vaccinology will allow for the identification and 

prediction of sequence variants and immunodominant epitopes to increase vaccine 

efficacy. 

Furthermore, once identified, their isolation and delivery can be modified to target 

different immune pathways. For example, they may be delivered as DNA or RNA vectors 

for expression in host cells or given in a formulation containing one or more adjuvants (2). 

In the wake of the current global coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic 

caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), RNA 

technology has been one of the most recent successful vaccination technologies that use 
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mRNA encoding the spike protein for endogenous expression a cell to elicit protective 

immunity (9, 10). However, unlike traditional whole-cell vaccines, microbial components 

are often associated with weak inducers of long-term immunity and require adjuvants or 

targeted delivery to boost their efficacy (1). These adjuvants may act directly and can be 

made from organic or inorganic compounds and act by encapsulating antigen for uptake 

by antigen-presenting cells (APCs) or acting as immunostimulants (1). While the use of 

microbial components for subunit vaccine formulation remains an appealing, and safe 

alternative to traditional vaccinology methods, there is a need to develop, understand, and 

employ effective vaccine-delivery platforms that can augment protective immune 

responses while maintaining a safe profile. Some of the ramifications of these technologies 

may extend beyond infectious diseases and may have prophylactic or therapeutic potential 

in other disease models. 

 

PROTECTIVE IMMUNE MECHANISMS 

Understanding the mechanisms of vaccine-mediated protection is at the center of 

vaccinology today. Identifying correlates or markers of protection is a significant asset to 

developing new vaccine technologies and platforms or improving existing vaccinations (2). 

Long-term mediated vaccine protection is conferred by the maintenance of antigen-specific 

immune effector and induction of memory cells that may be sufficient to be rapidly 

activated into immune effector cells upon pathogen exposure (2, 3). The main objective of 

vaccination is to activate antigen-specific B and T cell effector responses capable of 

controlling the natural course of a disease, to a variable degree, depending on the disease 

model (3). At the interface of this acquired or memory response associated with B and T 

cell are Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs), predominantly dendritic cells (DCs) which upon 

pathogen sensing undergo maturation, modulate surface receptors, and migrate towards 

secondary lymphoid organs for the B and T cell activation to occur (3). APCs can sense 
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several conserved pathogen signals or pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) 

by pattern-recognition receptors, such as toll-like receptors (TLRs), which can initiate 

innate immune activation, leading to DC activation (3). This activation results in the 

modulation of surface receptors and subsequent production of inflammatory cytokines and 

chemokines, allowing for the recruitment of additional APCs (3). Upon antigen exposure, 

APCs also undergo maturation resulting in the reorganization of major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC) structures from intracellular compartments to the surface and undergo 

peptide loading, furthering their T cell activation capacity (2, 3). Therefore, the first step 

of a successful vaccine is to provide sufficient danger signals in the form of antigens or 

adjuvants to trigger an inflammatory reaction by innate immune cells to allow for efficient 

induction of memory responses.  

Upon antigen encounter, APCs can use several engulfment mechanisms, but the 

decision is influenced by the particle size (3, 11, 12). Generally, but not always, the process 

of engulfment is dictated by the direct interaction of surface receptors binding to specific 

ligands, such as pathogen motifs. Endocytosis of larger particles (> 0.5 µm), such as 

bacteria, occurs mostly by macropinocytosis and phagocytosis, which form surface 

extensions capable of engulfing pathogens leading to the formation of macropinosomes or 

endosomes, respectively (11, 12). These endocytic vesicles can fuse with early and late 

endosomes as well as lysosomes to form phagolysosomes. These structures contain 

proteolytic enzymes and reactive oxygen species (ROS) capable of degrading bacterial 

proteins into peptides (13).  These peptides can bind MHC class II molecules for 

presentation on the surface and subsequent recognition by CD4+ T-helper (TH) cells, 

capable of stimulating both the humoral (antibody-mediated) as well as cellular arms of the 

adaptive immune system (3, 11–13). Activated CD4+ Th cells can modulate their cytokine 

expression and further differentiate into one of two significant subclasses of effector T 

cells, termed TH1 and TH2 (3, 11, 14). This decision is regulated by the cytokine 
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environment generated by APCs along with other innate immune cells, including natural 

killer (NK cells), basophils, and mast cells (3).  

TH1 cells are essential players in the adaptive immune defenses against intracellular 

pathogens by the production of interferon (IFN)-g, a type II interferon, secretion of 

interleukin 2 (IL-2), and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a (2, 3). A fraction of these cells can 

persist as memory CD4+ T cells (TM), which provide a rapid enhanced response against 

secondary infection. IL-12 is a critical cytokine in the induction of TH1 biased responses, 

whereas IL-10 has been shown to suppress the development of this response (2, 3). On the 

other hand, TH2 cells are critical components in control against extracellular pathogens, 

and IL-4 is one of the main drivers of their development. TH2 cells produce anti-

inflammatory cytokines such as IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 (2, 3). 

Furthermore, TH2 cells play an essential role in the induction of humoral responses 

by stimulating B cells in germinal centers (GCs), leading to their differentiation into 

memory B cells (BM) or plasma cells (2, 3). While naïve B cells produce low-affinity 

immunoglobulins (Ig) like IgM and IgD, Th activated B cells undergo clonal expansion 

and affinity maturation to undergo Ig class switching to produce IgG, IgE, and IgA 

depending on the cytokine environment (2, 3). T follicular helper cells (TFH) also play a 

fundamental role in supporting B cell differentiation and Ig class switching by providing 

co-stimulation in the form of IL-10 and IL-21, allowing the production of antibodies with 

higher binding capacity (2). Balance of effector Th cell activity is controlled by regulatory 

T cells (Tregs), which produce IL-10 and transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) producing 

immune homeostasis. Also, Tregs play a critical role in preventing the development of 

autoimmune diseases and allergic reaction by dampening immune responses to both self 

and non-self antigens (1).  

The prevailing idea in antigen presentation by MHC molecules was that APCs were 

capable of loading exogenous peptides onto MHC-II and that endogenous peptides were 

loaded onto MHC-I for presentation (15–17). However, it is well accepted that APCs can 
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load exogenous peptides onto MHC-I molecules for presentation by antigen cross-

presentation (15–17). Cross-presentation of peptides by MHC-I molecules is critical for 

priming a CD8+ T response against intracellular pathogens. Although the precise 

mechanism by which this occurs is unknown, it involves the fusion of phagosomes with 

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) before loading peptides onto MHC-I (17, 18). Given the 

potential to produce cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses against intracellular 

pathogens by exploiting the delivery of antigens into APCs to access the cytosol, there have 

been various attempts to create vaccines against intracellular pathogens exploiting the 

cross-presentation ability of APCs by various nanoparticle delivery platforms (16, 18–26).  

While a natural infection, and by an extent, live vaccines, will be able to induce a 

mixed B and T (CD4+ versus CD8+) response, subunit vaccines have an advantage in that 

their composition and delivery will have a direct impact on the quality and type of immune 

response elicited (1, 3). Therefore, this idea allows us to reason that tailoring an immune 

response to a specific pathogen may be a useful strategy when designing a vaccine. For 

example, bacterial polysaccharides can induce B cell responses in a T cell-independent 

manner, but this immune response is isotype restricted and is devoid of T cell memory (13, 

27). However, upon conjugation of polysaccharides to a protein carrier, also termed 

glycoconjugates, peptide antigens can be displayed and recognized by either CD4+ or 

CD8+ T cells and elicit a B cells response in a T cell-dependent manner (13, 27). Therefore, 

these characteristics can be tailored to favor a particular response to an antigen or multiple 

antigens, preventing immune escape recognition.  

Designing vaccines that favor a CD8+ CTL or TH1 response against intracellular 

pathogens may be an advantageous route to provide protection. Whereas the ability to tailor 

an immune response to a particular antigen can be one of the most challenging concepts of 

vaccine development strategies, today, the field of vaccinology has made tremendous 

advances into how delivery systems and novel adjuvants may be the driving force breaking 

this paradigm. 
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ADJUVANTS AND IMMUNE MODULATION 

To circumvent some of the challenges of subunit vaccine platforms, such as decreased 

duration of immune response or induction of negligible cell-mediated immunity, several 

compounds have been developed to help improve the immunogenicity of a vaccine. 

Adjuvants (from Latin, adjuvare, meaning “to help”) offer a mechanism to enhance the 

magnitude and modulate the type of immune response, to induce a protective and long-

lasting immune response (2). Therefore, the selection of adjuvants for subunit vaccines is 

a critical step in increasing and directing the immunogenicity of subunit vaccines, thereby 

guiding the stimulation of innate immunity and developing an appropriate adaptive 

immune response capable of protecting against the pathogen of interest. While the precise 

mechanism by which many of the current adjuvant technologies work is not entirely 

understood, they are generally divided as particulate formulations, immunomodulatory 

molecules, or a combination of these two characteristics (28–30). These properties have 

been utilized to modulate antibody avidity and function, subclass distribution, extending 

or accelerating the duration of the immune response, eliciting cell-mediated immunity, 

which together can lower a vaccine dose, lower the number of doses, and overall 

augmenting or directing the immunogenicity of subunit vaccines (2, 29). Today, there are 

seven clinically approved adjuvants for human use, including aluminum salts (alum), 

emulsions, virosomes, and particulate formulations (2, 29).  

For nearly 80 years, aluminum salts (commonly referred to as ‘alum’) have been 

the only adjuvant used in human vaccines. Alum is found in several clinically-administered 

vaccines, including diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis, human papillomavirus, and hepatitis 

vaccines (30, 31). Alum is postulated to act by the creation of a depot effect that allows 

retention of antigen for a more extended period allowing for enhanced antigen persistence 

at the site of vaccination and increase recruitment and activation of APCs and is associated 
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with provoking a more robust TH2-biased response that is often not effective against 

intracellular pathogens (31). However, while alum is more commonly found in clinically 

used vaccines and is generally well-tolerated, there have been some adverse effects, such 

as the formation of granulomas at the site of vaccination when administered 

subcutaneously or intradermally, over intramuscularly (1, 31). In addition, renal 

dysfunction can lead to aluminum accumulation, which is associated with a high degree of 

toxicity and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and Alzheimer’s disease (1, 31). Emulsion 

adjuvants (oil-in-water or water-in-oil) such as Freund’s Incomplete Adjuvant (IFA) and 

MF59© are also associated with creating a depot effect, which is directly associated with 

enhancing MHC presentation by APCs (32).  IFA is associated with eliciting a more robust 

TH2-biased response with some TH1 cellular response. On the other hand, MF59© is 

associated with the induction of both a cellular (TH1) and humoral (TH2) response (32). 

Nonetheless, the precise adjuvant mechanism of these remains to be elucidated. One of the 

potential complications associated with emulsifying adjuvants is the potential development 

of autoimmunity. However, with increasing knowledge of adjuvanticity and 

immunogenicity, new technologies have been implemented that are more specific and 

increase vaccine safety.  

One important new class of adjuvants includes stimulatory adjuvants that directly 

bind PRRs and act by directly activating APCs, consequently influencing the adaptive 

immune response. Nearly all PRR family members can be used as targets for adjuvants, 

including TLRs, NOD-like receptors (NLRs), and C-type lectin receptors (CLRs) (25, 29, 

33, 34). Stimulation of these PRRs signals through distinct adaptor molecules that lead to 

the activation of different transcription factors (25, 29, 33, 34). These transcription factors 

trigger the production of various cytokines and chemokines that play a role in the priming, 

expansion, and subsequent polarization of the immune responses. Unmethylated cytosine-

guanine dinucleotides (CpG), which are found in bacterial DNA, and monophosphoryl 

lipid A (MPLA) are characterized by their ability to bind co-stimulatory signals or 
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intracellular signaling pathways (32). In humans, MPLA binds TLR2, which triggers the 

release of pro-inflammatory cytokines through NF-kB activation (32). On the other hand, 

CpG is recognized by TLR9, which is found in endosomal membranes, and which in 

conjugation with stimulatory molecules triggers the release of TNF-a and IL-12 causing a 

potent TH1-biased response (32).  As traditional adjuvant technologies trigger strong TH2 

biased responses with little TH1 response, it remains a challenge to create adjuvants that 

trigger more robust TH1-based responses. However, when innate immune signaling 

stimulatory adjuvants have been used in conjugation with alum or traditional emulsion 

adjuvants, they are potent stimulants of TH1 biased responses (32)  

 

GOLD-NANOPARTICLES IN VACCINE DEVELOPMENT  

Nanotechnology is a continuously growing field that focuses on developing technologies 

by manipulating matter on a nanoscale. The International Organization for Standardization 

(ISO) defines a nanostructure as “an object that has at least one dimension within the 

nanoscale”; 1 - 1000 nm (1 nm = 10-9 m) (35, 36). Despite our understanding of subunit 

vaccination and its advantages over live platforms, increasing long-term immunity remains 

a challenge. Adjuvants have been a preferred method for enhancing protection and skewing 

the immune response to favor protective mechanisms. However, few adjuvants are 

approved for clinical use, limiting the pool of available immune enhancers for subunit 

vaccination. One approach we have studied is the use of NPs as delivery and stabilizing 

scaffolds allowing for prolonged antigen exposure and enhanced immune responses. Both 

inorganic (e.g., silver, gold, silica) and organic (e.g., liposomes, saccharide-based) NPs 

have been of particular interest due to their low toxicity, non-immunogenicity, and ability 

to encapsulate antigens allowing for antigen stabilization (14, 35, 37, 38). A wide array of 

platforms has been utilized for antibacterial vaccines and are often classified based on their 

composition: polymeric, inorganic, liposomes, immunostimulatory complexes (ISCOMs), 
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virus-like particles, emulsions, and self-assembling materials (14, 35, 37, 38). Thus far, 

some of the most commonly studied include outer membrane vesicles (OMVs), protein or 

peptide with self-assemble properties, and metallic or organic nanoparticles (38, 39). 

Rationally designed and tailored nanoparticle vaccines are demonstrated to overcome the 

delivery barriers of soluble antigens to shape and enhance adaptive immune responses. The 

ability to enhance protective immune responses depends on the inherent characteristics of 

the NPs, such as size, shape, and surface composition, which not only dictate their 

interactions with biological systems, and overall properties (14, 35).  

Among the advantages of metallic nanoparticles for effectively delivering of 

biomolecules include their rigid and controllable or tunable synthesis (39). Together with 

their cargo loading capacity, biocompatibility, and ease of synthesis, gold nanoparticles 

(AuNPs) have garnered interest for medical applications, including vaccine development. 

These properties make AuNPs an attractive platform for delivery of antigens given their 

ease of fabrication into a variety of shapes (e.g., spherical, rod, cubic, etc.), with a size 

range of 2 - 150 nm, can be surface modified with an array of biological molecules 

including proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and carbohydrates (40–46). The ability to 

conjugate a wide range of molecules on the surface of AuNPs by either direct conjugation 

methods or absorption via chemical interactions confer various antigenic and adjuvating 

properties (47). Among their desirable properties, AuNPs have the benefit that they do not 

induce antibody responses to the vehicle itself, a potential problem for other NPs, and acute 

cytotoxicity at high concentrations has rarely been observed (41, 43, 44, 46). Not only can 

AuNPs act as vehicles to APCs, but they have also been shown to promote immune cell 

uptake, APC activation, and cytokine production, and as a result, subsequently influences 

humoral and cellular immune responses (24, 38, 48–51). AuNPs have been implicated in 

acting as immunostimulant in bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) in which, 

following incubation, these APCs not only exhibited an activated phenotype but also 

produced proinflammatory cytokines such as TNFa, IL-6, and IL-12 (52, 53). 
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Interestingly, this phenotype was shown to be shape and size-dependent, where 40 nm NPs 

showed higher antibody levels for West Nile Virus (WNV) E protein when compared to 

20 nm ones (50). A different study showed that AuNP ranging from 8 – 17 nm induced 

higher antibody responses to a foot-and-mouth disease virus peptide, more so than larger 

particles ranging from 37 and 50 nm particles (54). These results suggest that AuNPs may 

have a complex role in immune potentiation that varies according to their shape or size, or 

physicochemical properties. 

Previous approaches of AuNP use as vaccine platforms against bacterial diseases 

include Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Listeria monocytogenes, Streptococcus pneumoniae, 

and Yersinia pestis (55–58). Two seminal studies by Dakterzada et al. and Gregory et al. 

using P. aeruginosa and Y. pestis (F1) antigens demonstrated that when delivered using 

gold nanoparticles, vaccination elicited a strong antibody response comparable to an 

antigen formulated with Freund’s adjuvant (55, 58). The latter study showed that F1-

delivered using AuNPs, the IgG2a titer was found to be enhanced, compared with F1 soluble 

antigen (55). These results suggested an indication that AuNPs have an intrinsic property 

that led to TH1 responses. Also, mice vaccinated with AuNP-delivered listeriolysin O 

peptide were shown to induce moderate levels of TNFa and IFNg in sera and partially 

protected mice from Listeria infection (57). However, when the same formulation was 

given with Advax as an adjuvant, the T cell response and subsequent protection were 

further enhanced to levels similar to peptide-loaded DC vaccines (57). Furthermore, Gao 

et al. showed that Escherichia coli OMV-coated AuNPs induced enhanced DC maturation 

and higher levels of IFNg and IL-17 after vaccination, suggesting the promotion of a TH1-

TH17 biased cellular response (48).  

One clear advantage of NP-delivered vaccines over soluble antigens arises from 

their ability to facilitate antigen uptake and activation of APCs (Illustration 1). This 

enhancement of antigen uptake is due to the multiple array display of an antigen on the 

surface, which are co-ingested by the immune cell while protecting the antigen until it 
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reaches its target location. The overall physicochemical properties of NPs (e.g., size, 

charge, and shape) dictate the interaction with APCs, their uptake, delivery, and ultimate 

type of immune responses (12, 28, 59). The interaction of NPs with antigens is important 

but necessary for all NPs (12, 28, 59). Hard material NPs, like AuNPs, can be used to attach 

antigens by physical adsorption, involving charge or hydrophobic interactions, but these 

tend to be relatively weak, leading to rapid antigen dissociation (11, 28, 59). However, 

chemical conjugation onto the NP's surface is a much more stable interaction as the antigen 

is chemically crosslinked on the surface, allowing for simultaneous uptake by the cell 

before intracellular release (39, 50). It has been shown that spherical AuNPs are more 

readily endocytosed than rod-shaped NPs (41, 50). Furthermore, localization of NPs to 

Lymph nodes (LNs) is primarily affected by their size, where particles ranging from 10 - 

100 nm can penetrate the extracellular matrix and travel to LNs more efficiently where 

they are taken up by resident DCs (41, 50). However, the route of vaccination can also play 

a critical role in ensuring this. Also, it has been shown that smaller particles, although they 

are more easily endocytosed, tend to be associated with a higher degree of toxicity, but not 

larger particles (38, 41, 49, 50).  

Particle properties such as charge, size, and shape also have fundamental 

implications in particle uptake mechanisms such as phagocytosis, clathrin-dependent 

endocytosis, or non-endosomal pathways (60) (Illustration 1). However, the type of ligand-

receptor interaction mediating phagocytosis by APCs influences the downstream 

processing of internalized particles and their subsequent immune response. Aside from 

phagocytic receptors, TLRs (e.g., TLR2 and TLR4) also influence the phagosome 

maturation favoring antigen presentation and induction of an immune response (Illustration 

1) (39, 50, 57). The endocytic pathways can direct antigen into distinct populations of early 

endosomes and dictate an antigen's intracellular processing and presentation mechanism. 

It is this mechanism, by which the endocytic process determines the pre-early endosome 

sorting, that will dictate subsequent loading onto MHC class I and MHC class II 
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(Illustration 1). The use of NPs has been shown to increase the efficiency of uptake into 

APCs and subsequently induce their maturation and cross-presentation to activate robust 

adaptive response (21, 22, 24, 37, 41, 48, 55, 57). However, exogenous antigens can be 

loaded onto MHC class II molecules in different compartments of the endocytic pathway, 

but phagosomes may also mediate the formation of peptide-MHC class II complexes (41). 

Antigen-MHC II can then be transported onto the cell surface for presentation to CD4+ T 

cells, which can help activate B cells to plasma cells that produce antibodies, thereby 

inducing humoral responses (Illustration 1) (39, 41, 46, 50). On the other hand, after 

internalization, exogenous antigens can undergo degradation and loading of peptides onto 

MHC-I molecules for antigen cross-presentation. AuNPs have been shown to play a role 

in the induction of cellular responses by promoting antigen cross-presentation (21, 39, 51, 

57, 61, 62). Although the exact mechanism by which AuNPs may allow for antigen cross-

presentation remains unclear, there are several hypotheses. In the first model, antigens are 

degraded by proteases and loaded onto MHC class I molecules inside endosomes (21, 39, 

51, 57, 61, 62). In the second model, it has been postulated that antigens gain access to 

MHC class I by escaping the phagosomal lumen and into the cytosol where the proteasome 

processes them and then, through TAP-dependent import, gain access into the ER lumen 

where they are loaded onto MHC class I molecules (21, 39, 51, 57, 61, 62). These antigens 

peptide-MHC class I complexes can be transported directly toward the cell’s surface or to 

endosomes than then travel to the cell’s surface for presentation and priming CD8+ T cells, 

allowing for proliferation and subsequent activation of potent effector CTLs (21, 63).  

New advances in vaccine technologies, antigen selection, immunology, adjuvants, 

a vaccine delivery platform, rational selection of different modulators can be selected to 

achieve optimal protective or therapeutic immune response against infection or even other 

disease models. However, depending on the pathogen, antigen type, and administration 

route, each formulation must be tailored for each model. Thus, further studies must 

understand how and the best method of generating protective or even therapeutic immune 
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responses by tailored vaccine formulations. Nonetheless, nanoparticle delivery systems 

will play a central role in such future attempts.  

 

 

Illustration 1: Gold nanoparticle mechanisms of uptake, processing, and induction of T-
helper 1 (TH1) or TH2 responses.  
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Chapter 2: Emerging Role of Biologics For the Treatment of Melioidosis 

and Glanders 

MELIOIDOSIS AND GLANDERS 

Melioidosis and glanders are two potentially life-threatening diseases caused by the Gram-

negative organisms, Burkholderia pseudomallei (Bpm) and B. mallei (Bm), respectively 

(64–66). These genetically-related pathogens are facultative intracellular bacteria with the 

ability to infect both phagocytic and non-phagocytic cells, thereby effectively evading the 

host immune response (67). Bpm is a motile saprophytic bacterium capable of infecting a 

wide variety of mammalian, as well as non-mammalian host species and which can survive 

in the environment for extended periods of time (66, 68). In contrast, Bm is an non-motile 

bacterium, which requires an animal host to survive and its host tropism is limited to 

equines (67). The endemicity of Bpm is well documented in Southeast Asia and Northern 

Australia; however, predictive modeling has estimated the global burden of Bpm to be 

positioned in countries along the tropics with an estimate of 165,000 new cases annually 

of which approximately 89,000 are fatal (66, 69). Melioidosis can be contracted by 

inhalation, cutaneous inoculation, or ingestion of soil-contaminated food or water (68). 

Infections associated with Bpm can result in a broad spectrum of symptomology ranging 

from acute pneumonia, skin or organ abscesses, septicemia, or chronic infection, often 

depending on the route of infection (68). The estimated case fatality rate for melioidosis 

ranges from 10 – 50% depending on the geographical region and availability of treatment 

and from those that survived, approximately 5 – 28% experience reoccurring infections 

(66). In contrast, glanders is a zoonotic disease with high transmissibility between solipeds 

(horses, donkeys, and mules) (65, 70). Although glanders was eradiated from a large 

portion of the Western Hemisphere in the late 20th century, the disease remains endemic 

in Western Asia, India, Africa, and South America, with focal outbreaks still occurring (70, 
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71). Today, glanders is primarily an occupational disease where infections can occur when 

individuals come in contact with infected animals (71). Like melioidosis, both equines and 

humans can present a range of clinical signs depending on the route of infection (65). 

Disease with Bm can present as a pulmonary infection with nasal discharge, referred to as 

glanders; or cutaneous infection, known as farcy, which can develop as either acute or 

chronic infections (65, 70). The high mortality, common routes of transmission and the 

ability for aerosolization with the capability of infecting both humans and animals, has 

resulted in the dual classification of both Bpm and Bm as Tier 1 Select Agents by the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the United States Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) (72). There are currently no available vaccines for humans or animals 

and the treatment options though limited, include a biphasic antibiotic therapy which can 

last up to 6 months (65, 66).  

TREATMENT FOR MELIOIDOSIS AND GLANDERS 

Early detection for both melioidosis and glanders is imperative for effective pathogen 

control and early management of disease. In regions with effective diagnosis, early 

implementation of proper therapy, and facilities with adequate infrastructure for managing 

sepsis, the mortality of septicemic melioidosis is reduced significantly to approximately 

~10% (66, 73). However, such interventions are often not available or are very limited in 

many countries were melioidosis is endemic. Therefore, effective melioidosis treatment 

has the potential to reduce mortality rates against this pathogen considerably. The limited 

knowledge of glanders epidemiology – due in part to the limited number of cases – has 

resulted in the decline of studies measuring the susceptibility of Bm to common antibiotics 

and other therapies (65, 72). Given that Bm presents a similar antibiotic-susceptibility 

pattern as Bpm, therapeutic studies are often focused on protection against Bpm, and in a 

few cases, studies are done using both pathogens. Single drug-therapy is only partially 
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effective; therefore, therapy relies on the use combination of antibiotics for extended 

periods of time (74). An additional concern is the fact that there is a larger number of 

antibiotic-resistant variants of Bm, in comparison to Bpm, and proper treatment may require 

abscess drainage in some cases (74). Due to their genetic similarity and pathogenic life 

cycles, similar therapeutic approaches are recommended and routinely used to treat 

melioidosis, and if necessary, glanders (74). Likewise, novel vaccine candidates are often 

tested in cross-protective assays against both Bpm and Bm. Although not covered here, 

great progress has been made in the development of novel vaccine candidates and those 

studies are reviewed in great detail, elsewhere (75). One of the challenges for the treatment 

of melioidosis includes the resistance of Bpm to first and second-generation 

cephalosporins, penicillin, gentamicin, tobramycin, streptomycin, macrolide, polymyxins, 

and aminoglycosides (74). However, the majority of Bpm clinical isolates have a similar 

antimicrobial susceptibility pattern including, β-lactam antibiotics such as ceftazidime, 

meropenem, imipenem, and co-amoxiclav, and almost always present similar susceptibility 

patterns to bacteriostatic antibiotics like doxycycline, chloramphenicol, and trimethoprim-

sulfamethoxazole (66, 74). Furthermore, concerns regarding the rise of multi-drug resistant 

Bpm by the overuse of antibiotics or by natural acquisition of resistance, combined with 

the limited treatment options against Bpm have generated the need to develop novel 

therapies that either enhance antibiotic therapy or that target specific mechanisms of 

pathogenesis (66). Although many candidates have shown variable degrees of success, 

none have replaced the formal guidelines for the treatment of melioidosis defined by the 

CDC. The treatment for melioidosis includes an intensive phase of intravenous antibiotic 

therapy consisting of ceftazidime or meropenem for 10 – 14 days, followed by an extensive 

eradication phase to prevent relapse of disease, especially in highly susceptible 

immunosuppressed patients (66, 68, 76). The eradication phase consists of an oral 

administration of trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole that can last between 3 - 6 months, 

depending on clinical presentations, with more prolonged therapy recommended for neuro-
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melioidosis or osteomyelitis complications (64, 66). Because of the long-term antibiotic 

therapy against melioidosis, adverse effects are reported in up to 40% of patients, including 

allergic reactions (e.g. rash, pruritus) or gastrointestinal disorders (e.g. nausea, vomiting) 

(76). Therefore, new therapies should address the potential side effects, specifically in the 

young and elder populations, or heavily immunocompromised individuals (66). In 

addressing the need for effective therapies, novel compounds should address the need to 

reduce mortality, treatment length, reduce adverse effects, and the potential for relapse.  

NOVEL THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES 

The natural resistance to clinically-relevant antibiotics among clinical isolates of Bpm, 

especially to oral antibiotics used during the eradication phase (e.g. 0.3%-5.1% of clinical 

strains are resistant to co-trimoxazole), has generated attention in the development of new 

therapeutic approaches against Bpm (66, 74, 77). As stated before, few studies assessing 

antibiotic sensitivity patterns of resistance have been performed but indicate a similar 

pattern of resistance between Bpm and Bm (65, 74). Here we provide a literature update on 

new targets for both the prevention and treatment of melioidosis and glanders (Illustration 

2). The studies have focused mainly on the identification of novel drug targets, reappraisal 

or potentiation of existing treatments, or immune modulation as a means of pathogen 

control (Illustration 2).  
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Illustration 2: Antimicrobial approaches for B. pseudomallei and B. mallei.  
 Summary of approaches taken for the development of preventive and 

therapeutic approaches against both pathogens. Green squares represent 
approaches taken for B. pseudomallei, yellow squares represent approaches 
taken against B. mallei, and combination of green/yellow squares represent 
approaches taken against both.  

NEW ANTIBIOTICS AND NOVEL TREATMENT OPTIONS 

Screening of new drugs and repurposing compounds 

Ciprofloxacin is a fluoroquinolone that was routinely given as a compound during the oral 

eradication phase for melioidosis. However, a clinical study conducted in Thailand raised 

efficacy concerns while reporting a failure rate of 29%; therefore, regimens containing 

fluoroquinolones like ciprofloxacin are currently not recommended for treatment of 

melioidosis, unless no other option is available (78). A study examined the efficacy of 

finafloxacin, a novel fluoroquinolone with bactericidal activity at an acidic pH both in vitro 

and in vivo (79). Finafloxacin showed bactericidal activity against Bpm with a minimum 

inhibitory concentration (MIC) of 1-2 µg/mL (79). In addition, finafloxacin showed higher 
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efficacy in an inhalational murine model of infection with a 60-80% survival at 14 days 

post infection, and lower bacteria load in the lungs and spleens of infected animals as 

compared to ciprofloxacin or co-trimoxazole (79). Due to the rise in antimicrobial 

resistance, combinations of compounds have received attention as potential therapies 

against Bpm. Another study determined the in vitro efficacy of ceftolozane-tazobactam in 

62 Bpm strains isolated from human, marine, birds, and soil samples. Of all strains tested, 

approximately 90% of human isolates and 100% of animal and environmental strains 

showed susceptibility at concentrations < 4 µg/mL (80). A separate study assessed the 

susceptibility of several Bpm clinical isolates to LpxC-4, an LpxC inhibitor, which is an 

enzyme involved in the biosynthesis of lipid A (81). Both bacteriostatic and bactericidal 

effects against Bpm were demonstrated at low concentrations, 2 and 4 µg/mL, respectively 

(81). There were no synergistic effects by combining LpxC-4 with ceftazidime; however, 

the minimum concentration required to inhibit 90% of both antibiotic-resistant and 

antibiotic-susceptible Bpm strains was 2 µg/mL (81). Another study focused on the 

inhibition of a metabolic process using 5R-thiolactomycin (TLM), a bacterial fatty acid 

synthesis inhibitor for β-ketoacyl-ACP synthases (KAS) (82). TLM showed anti-Bpm 

activity in vitro with a MIC of 8 µg/mL (82). A more recent study targeted aceto-hydroxy-

acid synthase (AHAS), an enzyme important in the biosynthesis of branch chain amino 

acids (BCAAs) using sulfonyl-urea herbicides (SH) (83). Different SH analogs showed 

bacteriostatic effects against Bpm in vitro with chlorimuron-ethyl, and metsulfuron-methyl 

being the most effective with a MIC of 31.2 µM (83). Mice that received daily oral 

administrations of metsulfuron-methyl (50 mg/kg) exhibited 100% survival at day 10, after 

a lethal intranasal Bpm challenge (83). Another group investigated PT01, a FabI-specific 

enoyl-ACP reductase inhibitor, which exhibited a MIC of 1 µg/mL in vitro against Bpm 

(84). Animals treated with PT01 after Bpm infection showed lower bacterial burden in the 

spleen, in comparison to vehicle control, but higher than ceftazidime-treated animals (84). 

Later experiments assessed the efficacy of a FabI1-specific inhibitor library with 
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substituted diphenyl-ethers against Bpm, in addition to enzyme kinetics against the FabI1 

enzyme (85). The most effective compound, PT52, had potent activity against FabI1 enoyl-

ACP reductase, with a MIC of 1 µg/mL against Bpm (85). PT52 also showed activity in 

vivo against Bpm infection with a reduction in bacterial burden in the lung and spleen 60 h 

post infection, though not significantly lower than ceftazidime-treated animals (85).  

The use of currently approved drugs as repurposed therapeutics has been explored 

in vitro and in small animal models for melioidosis (86). Our group recently reported the 

effectiveness, in vitro, of several drugs against a set of Bpm strains, the lowest MICs were 

established for auranofin, rifampicin and MMV688271, with doses of 150, 18-45, and 6-

12 µg/mL, respectively (86). This is the first study showing the potential for these 

compounds to reduce the number of persister cells, a small population of bacteria closely 

associated with relapse and chronicity, a big obstacle in the treatment of melioidosis. Most 

studies concentrating in the development of new antimicrobials focus on evaluating 

bacterial viability, but future studies should also aim to evaluate the potential to reduce or 

eliminate persister cell populations as a measure of their ability to reduce disease 

recrudescence. Other antimicrobial compounds that have been tested in vitro include a new 

monosulfactam (BAL30072), doripenem, ertapenem, tigecycline, moxifloxacin, and 

tebipenem (86–88). BAL30072 showed remarkable bactericidal activity against Bpm with 

a MIC of 0.008 µg/mL (87). Given the specificity and low MIC values, a combination of 

BAL30072 and a FabI1 enoyl-ACP reductase, such as PT52, should be further explored 

for its potential potentiation in controlling Bpm infection in vitro and in vivo. The 

combination of compounds has the potential to reduce resistance and treatment length, 

while maintain specificity and efficacy. However, future experiments should focus in 

evaluating the ability to control potential relapse. Doripenem, ertapenem, tigecycline, 

moxifloxacin, and tebipenem have been also shown effective against Bpm with MICs of 1, 

4, 3, 1.5, and 1-2 µg/mL (tested against 102 Bpm clinical isolates), respectively (88).   
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Most studies assessing the efficacy of novel therapeutics against Bm rely on the 

potential for cross-reactivity and test against both Bm and Bpm. For example, the 

antibacterial properties of N-benzyl aminomethyl spectinomycins (amSPCs), a novel class 

of protein synthesis inhibitors was examined in vitro by MIC, synergistic testing, as well 

as in vivo experiments (89). Interestingly, compound 1950 showed a potent MIC of 6.3 

µg/mL against Bm with a dose range across 29 strains of 3.13-50 µg/mL, whereas the MIC 

for Bpm was > 200 µg/mL (89). In addition, a combination of amSPC 1950 with 

doxycycline or trimethoprim was tested against Bm, and the treatment was shown to have 

a synergistic effect (89). However, no synergistic effect was seen with amSPC 1950 against 

Bpm. Lastly, amSPC 1950 showed significantly increase in mice survival for up to 40 days 

post infection after receiving a 14 day treatment regimen, followed by an intranasal 

challenge with 10 lethal dose-50 (LD50) of Bm (89). Surviving animals receiving treatment 

up to 6 h post infection exhibited low bacterial burden in the lungs, livers, and spleens (89). 

The use of amSPC 1950 with other Bm-specific therapies should be further evaluated in 

small animal models to evaluate the potential to reduce chronic infections, treatment 

length, and potential adverse effects. Another group tested the efficacy of co-trimoxazole 

(trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole) as post-exposure prophylaxis against both pathogens 

(90). The MICs against Bpm and Bm were 32/16 µg/mL and 8/32 µg/mL, respectively (90). 

Mice that received co-trimoxazole twice for 14 days, beginning with 6 h post infection, 

showed 60-100% survival after a lethal challenge with Bpm; however, surviving animals 

were heavily colonized in both the lungs and spleens (90). In comparison, 67% of animals 

that received an equivalent treatment regimen of co-trimoxazole survived to 74 days after 

challenge with Bm (90). No differences in bacterial colonization in mice treated with co-

trimoxazole from 6 h or 24 h post infection were observed (90). Single drug therapies 

remain an obstacle for effectively controlling Bpm or Bm infection. Therefore, we 

recommend that future research should focus in evaluating combination therapy options 

that maintain a safe profile, specifically target Burkholderia pathogenesis, and have the 
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potential to reduce bacterial latency as a gold standard for evaluating compound efficacy. 

Overall, development of Burkholderia-specific antimicrobials and the prospective use of 

multidrug therapies necessary for the treatment of glanders and melioidosis is feasible. 

Antibiotic potentiation 

The capacity to potentiate antibiotic therapy while reducing side effects is essential to 

improve treatment against Bpm and Bm infections. A recent study showed the antimicrobial 

activity and mechanism of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) against Bpm (91). The determined 

MICs and minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) against 9 strains of Bpm ranged 

from 32-48 and 96-128 µg/mL, respectively. In comparison, the MIC and MBC for 

ceftazidime against Bpm ranged from 128-512 and 512-1024 µg/mL, respectively (91). In 

addition, AgNPs were showed to have a two-phase bactericidal mechanism involving the 

induction of cell death by damaging the integrity of the membrane, and the production of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) (91). Cytotoxicity is a concern when AgNPs are used; 

however, toxicity was not observed in human red blood cells at a concentration < 256 

µg/mL (91). Another approach to potentiate therapeutics effectiveness includes improving 

their delivery. NanoCluster, a dry powder aerosol for pulmonary antibiotic delivery in 

humans, was shown to provide high drug doses directly into infected tissues, eliminating 

the need for intravenous delivery and minimizing systemic side effects (92, 93). The 

aerosolized NanoCluster particulates containing ceftazidime were retained in the lungs of 

mice for up to 6 h post exposure (92).  Animals treated with nebulized ceftazidime (100 

mg/kg) every 12 h after an aerosol challenge with a lethal Bpm dose survived up to 21 days, 

though animals appear symptomatic and did not recover their baseline body weight (92). 

Although aerosolized ceftazidime was able to control Bpm infection, animals had high 

bacterial burdens in the lungs and spleens (92).  Another study evaluated the in vitro 

activity of farnesol, an oil-like substance, against Bpm biofilms and the potentiating effect 
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on the activity of several antibacterial drugs (94). The minimum biofilm eradication 

concentration (MBEC) had a range from 75-2400 mmol/L, and when combined 

with ceftazidime, amoxicillin, doxycycline, and sulfamethoxazole–trimethoprim, farnesol 

reduced their MBEC values by 256, 16, 4, and 4 times, respectively (94).  

Targeting host immune responses by creating a balance that allows for bacterial 

control while preventing pathogenic immune responses in humans is an area of interest for 

both the prevention and treatment of melioidosis (95). To potentiate conventional 

antimicrobial therapy as a prophylactic treatment against Bpm, a group tested the 

combination of immunotherapy, using IFNγ, and ceftazidime to evaluate a potential 

synergistic effect (96). Treatment with low IFNγ doses in combination with ceftazidime 

showed strong synergistic correlation in the inhibition of Bpm replication in infected 

macrophages, with compound concentrations as low as 1 µg/mL. In animals treated with 

IFNγ and a low dose of ceftazidime and then challenged, a potentiated effect of each 

compound with significantly higher survivors during acute infection (day 21 post 

infection), lower bacterial burden, and dissemination to the spleen, was observed (96). 

However, no differences were seen in survival in chronically infected mice at day 60 post 

infection (96).  

In a study to potentiate antibiotic therapy against glanders and using animals 

immunized with a whole-cell killed vaccine, Bm-challenged mice were treated with either 

moxifloxacin, azithromycin, or sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim, and therapy significantly 

increased survival (day 21 post infection), even when antibiotic therapy was administered 

5 days post challenge (97). Although this course of therapy is not realistic in a clinical 

setting, continuing to assess how immunotherapy works, might help potentiate the 

antimicrobial properties of traditional prophylactic therapies (97). Antibiotic potentiation 

has shown great promise, specifically in the delivery of antimicrobial compounds, an area 

that remains largely understudied. We recommend future studies should focus in 

maintaining safety while reducing treatment length. 
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ANTIBODY THERAPY 

Recent evidence has determined the importance of antibodies for the protection against 

melioidosis and glanders in small animal models (75, 98, 99). Therefore, the use of 

monoclonal antibodies against various virulence factors of Bpm has gained interest. The 

polysaccharides of Bpm and Bm are conserved virulence factors and provide partial 

protection in mouse models of infection. A group recently explored the therapeutic 

potential of two monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) targeting the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) 

(4C7) and the manno-heptose domain of the capsular polysaccharide (CPS) (3C5) (100, 

101). Animals challenged with a lethal inhalational dose of Bpm and treated with 1 mg of 

each antibody, or a combination 18 h post infection, exhibited increased survival compared 

to isotype IgG3 antibody control (101). The anti-CPS, anti-LPS, or combination 

formulation, had 86%, 50% and 100% survival at 21 dpi, respectively (101). In addition, 

animals that were immunized with the combination formulation had lower bacterial burden 

and no abscesses were found in the spleen, compared to single antibody immunization 

(101). Another study evaluated two mAbs, BURK24, and BURK37, which are reactive 

against outer membrane proteins and LPS, respectively, and tested their ability to limit 

biofilm formation, invasion, and induction of apoptosis against Bpm (102). Incubation of 

cultures in the presence of BURK24 and BURK37 mAbs resulted in a bacteriostatic effect 

against two strains of Bpm with a MIC of 30 and 62.5 µg/mL respectively (101). In 

addition, MBC for BURK24 and BURK37 was determined to be 125 and 500 µg/mL, 

respectively, and both antibodies limited the formation of biofilm and significantly reduced 

the invasion and apoptosis of alveolar epithelial cells (101).  

A different approach has been taken by targeting the host innate system to control 

acute infection. IL-1β is a pro-inflammatory cytokine that produces deleterious effect when 

controlling infection by excessive neutrophil recruitment, thereby promoting intracellular 

Bpm growth, excessive tissue damage, and inhibition of IFNγ (103). A recent study 
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targeted this deleterious inflammatory response by giving a therapeutic dose of anti-IL-1β, 

starting at 6 h post infection, and resulting in a significant bacterial reduction in blood, 

lungs, and livers of animals at 24 and 72 h post infection (104). In addition, there was a 

significant delay in the time of death in animals treated 6 and 24 h post Bpm infection, 

although no synergistic effect was observed in the reduction in organ colonization when 

animals were co-treated with ceftazidime and anti-IL-1β (104). These results support the 

potentially protective nature of passive Abs immunization in the prevention of melioidosis.  

Another study using mAbs against various surface antigens of Bpm and Bm 

demonstrated that antibodies targeting LPS and CPS had strong opsonophagocytic activity; 

however, none of them showed any bactericidal activity (105). To determine if mAbs 

conferred a protective effect, BALB/c mice were passively immunized with mAb BP7 2C6 

(CPS reactive) and mAb BP7 2G6 (LPS reactive) showing significant increase in survival 

at day 21 post Bpm lethal challenge (105). In comparison, animals that received 

immunization with mAb BP1 2E7 or mAb BP7 2F4 showed a significant increase in 

survival, in comparison to those receiving naïve serum after challenge with a lethal dose 

of Bm (105). These mAbs had reactivity against different epitopes of CPS or LPS, 

supporting the importance of these antigens as targets to prevent infection. These 

antibodies target carbohydrates and may, as a result, prevent the initial adherence of the 

bacteria to the surface of the epithelium; thereby, limiting their intracellular replication 

(105, 106). A separate study determined the therapeutic potential of antibodies against an 

autotransporter protein shared by Bpm and Bm. Sera from animals immunized with a Bm 

DbatA strain, and administered by passive immunization, showed protection with an 

increase in survival against both lethal Bpm and Bm inhalational challenges (107). 

Experiments also showed that the protective immunity is predominantly mediated by IgG 

antibodies reacting against in vivo-expressed antigens (107). Antibody therapy, specifically 

against Burkholderia polysaccharides has shown promising results, but the short time 
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window for treatment remains an obstacle for further testing, and the potential development 

of adverse effects should be further evaluated before initiating clinical trials.   

IMMUNE MODULATION 

Experimental immunotherapy has demonstrated its potential against a wide range of 

intracellular pathogens (74). Systemic administration of synthetic CpG 

oligodeoxynucleotide (ODN), a TLR9 agonist, has been shown to protect against Bpm and 

Bm (74). Recent work has focused on understanding the underlying immune mechanisms 

mediating such protection. Previously, it has been shown that CpG significantly increases 

the time to death and provides partial protection against Bpm when delivered at the time of 

infection, and for up to 18 h (108). In addition, administration of CpG intranasally at the 

time of infection delayed the onset of sepsis and reduced bacterial burden in lungs (108). 

The protection associated with intranasal delivery of CpG was associated with a rapid 

increase in the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines such as TNFα, 

IL-6, and MCP-1 at days 1 and 2 post-treatment (108). However, the combination of 

immunization prior to challenge, along with CpG treatment at the time of challenge, 

provided significantly greater protection than either treatment alone and with decreased 

bacterial burden by > 1,000 fold (108). Besides the function of CpG as an adjuvant 

molecule to enhance vaccines, the potential of CpG as a therapeutic has been demonstrated 

when delivered at the time of or after infection (109). The prophylactic potential of CpG 

as a therapy for Bpm infection has been corroborated in our laboratory (109). Intranasal 

treatment with class C CpG had an increase in inflammatory monocyte and neutrophil 

recruitment post-treatment (109). Animals infected post CpG treatment had reduced 

bacterial colonization and reduced levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines 

such as monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), IL-1α, IL-1β, and granulocyte 

colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) (109). The protective effect of CpG against Bpm can be 
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maintained when given up to 10 days prior to infection (110). Another study has extended 

this narrow window of protection by incorporating CpG to cationic liposomes (DOTAP) 

(110). Intramuscular delivery of DOTAP-CpG significantly increased survival of mice 

challenged with Bpm up to day 30 with 100% survival (110). Co-delivery of CpG with 

DOTAP increased the window of protection of CpG in animals receive treatment up to 30 

days prior to infection (110). Delivery of DOTAP plus CpG was associated with lower 

IFNγ levels following intranasal infection, although macrophages from stimulated mice 

showed higher antimicrobial activity with lower bacterial replication, and higher nitric 

oxide production (110). Other studies aimed at increasing the protective effect of CpG by 

combining immunotherapy with vaccination (108, 111). In a recent study, animals were 

immunized intranasally with a live-attenuated vaccine (2D2) prior to an intranasal 

challenge a lethal dose of Bpm, then treated with CpG 18 h post infection (108). The 

combination of pre-exposure vaccination with 2D2 and CpG treatment up to 18 h post-

infection significantly increased survival, lowered bacterial load, and delayed the onset of 

sepsis than either treatment alone (108).   

Diabetes mellitus is among the most common risk factors associated with Bpm 

infection and its association with melioidosis includes impaired host responses like those 

of cytokines and macrophage killing (66). A recent study found that melioidosis patients 

with diagnosed diabetes prior to Bpm infection had a lower risk of mortality than patients 

without diabetes [50]. The authors found that this reduction in mortality rates was 

associated with the use of glyburide, rather than the diabetes disease. In addition, they 

found that the use of glyburide-prior to admission was associated with lower mortality and 

an attenuated inflammatory response [50]. Glyburide is a KATP-channel blocker, and a 

broad-spectrum ABC-binding cassette used to treat type 2 diabetes. In addition, there is 

evidence that glyburide also has a wide range of anti-inflammatory effects (114). An 

animal model of diabetes was used to assess the effect of glyburide in controlling Bpm 

infection (112). Although glyburide treatment did not affect glucose levels in the blood or 
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Bpm growth, animals treated with glyburide prior to infection showed reduced pulmonary 

cellular influx, reduced bacterial dissemination to both the liver and spleen, and reduced 

IL-1β secretion in comparison to untreated controls (112).  

Another approach to modulate the inflammatory responses after Bpm infection is 

the inhibition of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) production by blocking the enzyme 

cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) using tolfenamic acid (TA), an approved COX-2 inhibitor for 

migraines (115). Using an intranasal animal model of melioidosis, co-treatment with orally 

administered TA (MIC > 489 μM) and a sub-therapeutic dose of ceftazidime, it 

significantly increased survival of mice and reduced bacterial burden in the lungs of 

infected mice, and to some extent, a delay in the time of death in TA-only treated mice 

(115). Another study also wanted to exploit the inhibition of pro-inflammatory secretion 

of PGE2 by testing a commercially-available COX-2 inhibitor, (N-[2-(cyclohexyloxy)-4-

nitrophenyl] methane sulfonamide) (NS398), as a post-exposure therapeutic agent against 

Bpm (116). Animals treated with three intraperitoneal doses of 15 mg/kg of COX-2 

inhibitor (NS398) had a significant increase in survival for up to 10 days after infection, 

and had reduced bacterial replication in macrophages (116). Another approach screened 

various polysaccharides derived from the Acai berry (Acai PS), which are natural immune 

agonists and have immunotherapeutic potential due to their ability to enhance host 

resistance to infection (117). Animals treated with intranasally-delivered Acai PS prior or 

during infection had a significant increase in protection against intranasal infection with 

Bpm (117). Acai PS treatment reduced significantly the lung bacterial burden and 

subsequent dissemination to the liver and spleens of infected mice, which was associated 

with elevated levels of IFNγ responses produced by NK and γ𝛿 T cells in the lungs (117). 

Another group exploited the regulation of the inflammatory response by blocking the 

activity of glycogen synthase kinase-3, a well-recognized molecular switch controlling 

inflammatory responses during infection (118). In particular, glycogen synthase kinase 3 

(GSK3β) has been shown to play a role in regulating the balance between the production 
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of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines (118–120). In a recent study, animals were given 

LiCl, a GSK3 inhibitor, and showed that treatment post infection significantly increased 

survival and reduced organ bacterial load in the lungs as well as in the spleens and livers 

after challenge with Bpm (119). Due to GSK3 inhibition, pro-inflammatory cytokines such 

as TNFα, IL-1β, and IFNγ were decreased in several organs whilst levels of anti-

inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 and IL-1Rα were further elevated (118). These 

results indicate that control of immune responses could be a potential therapy against Bpm, 

especially in immunocompromised individuals. 

Few studies have assessed the importance of targeting immune mechanisms as a 

form of therapy against glanders. One study evaluated a dimeric structure compound, 4210, 

which contains a small molecule mimicking the BB-loop of MyD88 and acts inhibiting the 

Bm LPS-mediated production of pro-inflammatory cytokines in human primary cell lines, 

with an inhibitory concentration 50 (IC50) of 10-200 µM (121). Although the experiments 

assess the protective ability of 4210 against endotoxemia, they suggest that controlling 

inflammatory responses might be effective therapeutic targets to control Burkholderia 

infection. Immunotherapy options for Burkholderia have shown promising results in 

treating these infections, but the ability of CpG to prevent Burkholderia infection remains 

an important target. Although the time window of opportunity for treatment and potential 

adverse effects in humans remain an obstacle, future therapeutics or preventive vaccines 

should aim at exploiting this compound for its antimicrobial and adjuvant properties.   

ANTIMICROBIAL PEPTIDES 

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are important protective components of the innate immune 

system which help protect against invading organisms (122, 123). Although the precise 

mechanism by which AMPs act in their targets is non-specific, they are potent inhibitors 

of pathogen growth, acting directly by disrupting membrane integrity (123). Unlike 
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antibiotics, AMPs often have a broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity, interacting with 

both Gram-negative or Gram-positive outer membrane components, making them ideal 

candidates for use against antibiotic-resistant pathogens (123). A study evaluated the 

antimicrobial properties of four AMPs: bactenecin, RTA3, BMAP-18, and CA-MA. All 

peptides demonstrated strong bactericidal activity > 97% against Bpm, with bactenecin 

having the highest activity, at a concentration of 20 µM (124). In addition, all peptides 

showed potent inhibition on Bpm biofilm formation, and bactenecin and CA-MA showed 

complete inhibition of bacterial growth at 50 µM (124). Bactenecin was found to have a 

strong binding ability to LPS and induced perturbation of the inner membrane by changing 

the membrane fluidity and permeability (124). In addition, bactenecin was shown to insert 

into the membrane, forming dimers in the membrane, causing permeabilization and leading 

to leakage of the cytosol and death (124). To increase the activity of antimicrobial peptides, 

a phenomena sometimes dependent on the cellular environment in which it is acting, a 

novel approach was used by engineering de novo-synthesized cationic antimicrobial 

peptides (eCAPs) and tested two peptides, WLBU2 and WR12, against several pathogens 

including Bpm (125). When compared to the human CAP cathelicidin (LL-37), WLBU2 

showed robust bactericidal activity against Bpm with a concentration of 25 µM, while all 

three peptides were shown to have bacteriostatic activity against Bpm by inhibiting 

bacterial growth (125). Another study screened the antimicrobial properties of naturally 

derived peptides synthesized from Python reticulatus serum proteins against Bpm (126). 

Among the different peptides tested, phospholipase A2 inhibitor peptide (PIP)-18[59e76], 

β-Asp65-PIP[59e67], D-Ala66- PNT.II, and D60,65E-PIP[59e67] had the strongest 

bactericidal activity, with PIP-18[59e76] and b-Asp65-PIP[59e67] having the lowest MIC 

of 3.125 µg/mL against Bpm (126). In addition, it was shown that both of these peptides 

helped promoting wound healing by enhancing specific cell activities such as cell growth, 

migration, and angiogenesis while displaying minor cytotoxic effects on cultured cells 

(126). The potential of CAPs as therapeutic agents, for their broad-spectrum activity 
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against multidrug-resistant organisms like Bpm, needs to be further investigated. 

Antimicrobial peptides show moderate results in vitro against Bpm, but further in vivo 

testing should be performed to evaluate their potential as therapy in combination with other 

antimicrobials.  

OTHER APPROACHES 

Some recent therapeutic approaches used to combat Burkholderia infections include the 

evaluation of phage therapy. The use of phages and their lytic proteins has regained interest 

due to their antimicrobial potential, especially against multidrug-resistant organisms, and 

has the potential to be used as an alternative to, or in combination with conventional 

antimicrobials (127, 128). Two lysogenic phages isolated from the soil in endemic regions 

showed Bpm-specific bactericidal activity (129). Phages ST79 and ST96 lysed 71% and 

67% of all Bpm strains tested, respectively, and were also able to induce the formation of 

plaques against Bm (129). When tested using a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.1, both 

ST79 and ST96 were able to lyse a mid-log phase culture within 6 h (129). In a later study 

with 6 phages, including ST79, they examined their bactericidal activity and ST79 had the 

highest lytic capability. ST79 was able to reduce the bacterial number by 4-logs after 4 

hours of incubation (130). In addition, ST79 treatment using an MOI of 10 significantly 

reduced Bpm biofilm formation (130). Three derivates of ST79 were generated by serial 

passage in phage-resistant Bpm strains, allowing an increase in lytic activity from 62% to 

80% (130). Another study identified the lysis gene cassette required for the induction of 

Bpm lysis and found a 1.5 kb gene cluster containing holin, peptidase M15A (endolysin), 

lysB and lysC genes (131). When tested individually or in combination for their ability to 

induce membrane lysis,  co-expression of holin and peptidase M15A showed the highest 

lytic activity against E. coli, but no information was provided for Bpm (131). Another group 

identified ϕX216, a phage capable of infecting up to 78% of different Bpm isolates and Bm 
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but was not able to infect other Burkholderia species, including B. thailandensis, an 

environmental bacterium (132). Although no antimicrobial effects were described, the 

broad strain infectivity, combined with the specificity for both Bpm and Bm indicate 

that ϕX216 would be a viable candidate for therapy. A more recent study investigated the 

potential of C34, a phage isolated from seawater, for treatment of Bpm-infected cells (133). 

C34 was able to lyse 39.5% of clinical Bpm strains and treatment of human lung epithelial 

cells with an MOI of 100 of C34 prior to infection increase cell survivability by 

approximately 20% (133). In addition, treatment of mice with C34 prior to infection, had 

a significant increase in survival to 33% at day 14 post infection (133). Although still in 

very early stages of clinical development, advances in the understanding of phage biology 

have made this therapy a promising approach and preventive biological measure against 

Burkholderia infections.  

Another antibacterial agent recently tested against Bpm is chitosan, a natural 

biopolymer derived from chitin which has been shown to have antimicrobial activity 

against many drug-resistant bacteria and acts by compromising the bacterial cell wall (134). 

Chitosan at 5 mg/mL had complete bactericidal activity against four environmental strains 

of Bpm within 24 h, while 2 mg/mL lowered the viability of Bpm by 20% within the same 

time span (134). It was determined that the mechanism of action of chitosan against Bpm 

was the disruption of the bacterial membrane, releasing intracellular contents, and with 

subsequent bacterial death (134). Although phage therapy as antimicrobial therapy is still 

a developing field, the potential to control persistent infections has shown great success 

with other pathogens (135), and continuous progress has been made in the last ten years. 

Future studies should focus in evaluating Bpm-specific phages alone or in combination 

with other forms of therapy to reduce treatment length and chronic infections.  

COMMENTARY OF FUTURE BURKHOLDERIA THERAPEUTICS 
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Although melioidosis and glanders are bacterial infections that have affected humans and 

animals since the 18th century, efforts to develop effective therapeutic approaches have 

not gained significant attention and treatment was solely dependent on the use of 

antibiotics. Reinvigoration in the therapeutic field was dependent on the inclusion of these 

two pathogens in the Select Agent registration list. As a result, multiple research groups 

have developed a wide variety of approaches as standalone treatment or as co-treatment 

options associated with either antibiotic or vaccine therapy. The area of vaccine 

development has been extensively reviewed elsewhere (75) and in further detail in the next 

sections of this dissertation. However, vaccines are a field that have made enormous 

advances in a short period of time in developing, testing, and advancing to pre-clinical 

evaluation, particularly in the case of a melioidosis vaccine. In contrast, other therapeutic 

approaches have made steady-state advances, but further testing, optimization and 

eventually implementation are needed. One strong justification to develop alternative 

approaches is the fact that implementation of a melioidosis and/or glanders vaccine might 

be limited to some endemic regions or only used for military personnel deployed to areas 

of endemicity. As these pathogens have been demonstrated to be present in all tropical 

areas around the world, it is necessary to have other treatment options available. In addition 

to antibiotics, it is desirable to have supportive therapy that can specifically target the 

disease in patients that accidentally encountered these pathogens in nature or upon contact 

with infected animals.  

The advancements in treatments designed for military personnel that might be 

intentionally or accidentally exposed to these pathogens require that such therapeutic 

agents act quickly and specifically and that can prevent recurrence or recrudescence of the 

disease. If such supportive treatment is implemented in addition to the conventional 

antibiotic therapy, it will provide the community at large with more options to reduce the 

time for treatment and will potentially support areas where antibiotics are not available, or 

patients might not be able to financially afford a long treatment. More exciting is the fact 
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that developing alternative options to treat these devastating diseases has opened the door 

for novel therapeutic approaches that can be directed to treat a wide variety of pathogens, 

many of them that do not have an effective vaccine, or which current treatment is not 

effective.  
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Chapter 3: Pathogenic Escherichia coli  

PATHOTYPES AND ENTEROHEMORRHAGIC E. COLI O157:H7 

Escherichia coli is an innocuous member of the intestinal microbiota in the gastrointestinal 

tract of humans and other mammals; however, it also can cause severe diarrheal and 

extraintestinal disease using a wide range of virulence factors affecting several cellular 

processes (136, 137). These virulence factors, which are often encoded on mobile genetic 

elements, can move into different strains creating novel combinations of virulence factors 

allowing for adaptation and survival in new niches in a wide range of environments (137). 

This remarkable ability of E. coli species to adapt to a wide range of environments also 

contributes to the broad spectrum of disease. These fixed combinations of virulence factors 

have been used to define specific “pathotypes” of E. coli, each with a unique lifestyle and 

capable of causing disease in healthy individuals with three general syndromes: 

enteric/diarrheal disease, urinary tract infections (UTIs), and sepsis or meningitis (137). 

Many of the E. coli pathotypes are a significant public health concern and are associated 

with outbreaks common in developing and developed nations, often associated with fatal 

consequences (136, 137).  

Among the pathotypes, diarrheagenic pathotypes are a significant contributor to the 

mortality associated with diarrhea, particularly in children under five years of age (136). 

While various pathotypes can contribute to diarrhea, the clinical outcomes and mechanism 

of the disease can differ. The different traits associated with the different pathotypes come 

from the genome plasticity and evolutionary adaptability through the acquisition of 

different combinations of virulence traits or virulence islands (136, 137). Therefore, the 

description of different pathotypes has conventionally relied on a signature of 

characteristics including clinical manifestations, epidemiological, and genotypic or 

phenotypic traits (137). The major diarrheagenic E. coli pathotypes include 
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enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC) (which encompass 

enterohemorrhagic E. coli [EHEC]), Shigella/enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC), 

enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC), diffusely adherent E. coli (DAEC), and enterotoxigenic 

E. coli (ETEC), as well as a more recently recognized pathotype, adherent invasive E. coli 

(AIEC) (136, 137). However, while many pathotypes can contribute to diarrhea, STEC is 

one of the pathotypes associated with the highest mortality in healthy individuals.  

Members belonging to the STEC pathotype are predominantly foodborne 

pathogens transmitted orally mainly by consuming contaminated products that posing a 

significant public health concern in both high and low-to-middle income countries (136). 

The presence of Shiga toxins 1 and 2 (Stx1 and Stx2, respectively) in an E. coli isolate 

constitutes a characteristic of STEC (136, 137). However, while there are over 400 

different STEC serotypes, only a small subset of them has been demonstrated to cause 

illness in humans. STEC infections in humans can range from mild to bloody diarrhea to 

hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS). Enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) is a subset group 

within the STEC pathotype that was described by the association with hemorrhagic colitis 

(HC), which is clinically distinct from shigellosis as well as genotypic and phenotypic 

differences from EPEC (136, 138, 139). Members of the EHEC subgroup of STEC isolates 

contain a chromosomal pathogenicity island known as the Locus of Enterocyte Effacement 

(LEE), essential for the formation of Attaching and Effacing lesions (A/E), a phenotype 

fundamental for bacterial virulence (136, 138). The formation of A/E lesions is caused by 

the injectosome known as the type 3 secretion system (T3SS), encoded by the LEE, which 

translocates several virulence factors into the host cell (136, 138, 140). This PAI encodes 

the products or virulence factors that contribute to the survival in a wide range of 

environmental conditions and commensal competition in the host (136, 138, 140). One of 

the large contributors to this genomic plasticity and virulence traits are lambdoid 

bacteriophages integrated into the chromosome and encode both Stx1 and Stx2 (138). Shiga 

toxins are the main virulence characteristic defining STEC isolates and a key virulence 
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factor associated with HUS. These Stx-carrying phages have the potential of becoming 

lysogenic upon bacterial stress, causing the release of toxins from lysed bacterial cells 

during the lytic cycle of these phages (138).  

The most common EHEC serogroup in outbreaks is O157:H7 and has been 

classified by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) as an adulterant in beef since 

1994 (136). As a member of the STEC pathogroup and LEE-positive pathogen, the 

repertoire of effector molecules for pathogenesis is broad, of which 62 possible effector 

genes have been identified in its genome (136, 140). Several adhesins encoded in LEE-

positive STECs likely contribute to the colonization of the intestinal epithelium upon 

ingestion, including fimbriae, pili, autotransporters, etc. Long polar fimbriae (Lpf) have 

been shown to attach to the extracellular matrix of protein laminin (136, 137). Following 

attachment, the formation of A/E lesion occurs by subversion of the actin cytoskeleton 

machinery of the host cell-mediated by the interaction between intimin and the bacterial 

translocated intimin receptor, Tir (138). In culture, this intimin-mediated attachment with 

the epithelium creates a unique morphological feature resembling a pedestal (137, 138). 

Intimin-mediated attachment of EPEC to intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) requires the 

subversion of diverse signaling pathways within the host, and many of these are found in 

the LEE PAI. Using the type 3 secretion system (T3SS), intimate attachment is mediated 

by the interaction of intimin and Tir, which uses an effector to recruit the host cell 

cytoskeleton to mediate actin assembly (137, 138).  

 

EHEC O157:H7 AND DISEASE 

Transmission of STEC, including EHEC O157:H7, is through the fecal-oral route (138). 

Ruminants, such as cattle, are reservoirs for pathogenic STEC, and exposure to fecal matter 

in meat and dairy presents an important source of human illness worldwide (136). In 

addition, direct exposure by contact with animals or their feces is also an important route 
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of exposure to STEC (138). Contaminated food and water are important contributors to the 

sporadic, but often in large numbers, of outbreak-related illnesses due to STEC (136). In 

the US alone, ~68% of STEC-related illnesses are related to the consumption of 

contaminated meat and produce, while in a recent outbreak, only approximately 19% of 

cases were associated with the person-to-person transmission (141). EHEC-related 

outbreaks remain a significant cause of disease in the US, with an annual cost that exceeds 

$500 million (136). 

Infections with STEC can range from mild watery diarrhea to hemorrhagic colitis 

(HC) and the risk of developing severe HUS complications. In the United States, there were 

approximately 463 STEC O157:H7 (0.97 per 100,000 population) cases in 2011 (136). 

Hospitalizations associated with STEC O157:H7 were two-fold higher for O157:H7 

(43.3%) over non-O157 STEC (18%) (136). Likewise, the mortality rate associated with 

O157:H7 related strains is two-fold higher than non-O157 EHEC. EHEC O157:H7 is 

prevalent in developed and developing countries such as Argentina, which has the highest 

incidence worldwide of HUS in children under the age of five (136, 138). Although disease 

manifestation and severity depend on a wide range of factors, including serotype, dose, 

virulence factors, incubation period, and the first symptoms include diarrhea, which may 

be accompanied by fever, abdominal pain, or vomiting (136). Following diarrhea, patients 

may experience HC in the following days, where O157-related infections result in a 

significantly higher rate of bloody diarrhea than non-O157 EHEC infections (136). Reports 

have shown that diarrhea caused by O157:H7 can generally resolve after a week following 

the initial onset of symptoms; however, reports have shown that non-O157 EHEC 

infections may persist longer (136).  

Despite the resolution of diarrheal episodes in many cases, EHEC-associated 

illnesses are of particular concern due to the association with HUS. A key contributor to 

the induction of HUS are the Stx toxins, which belong to the AB class of toxins, and its 

mechanism of action involves renal cells (globotriaosylceramide positive on their cell 
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surface (Gb3+)), the intestinal epithelium, and the vascular epithelium (136, 137). Shiga 

toxins can be classified into two main types, Stx1 and Stx2, with three (a, b, and d) and 

seven subtypes (a-g), respectively (136). STEC, including EHEC, can carry a single variant 

of either stx1 or stx2, both stx1/stx2, or a combination of stx2 subtypes (136, 138). Both Stx1 

and Stx2 are associated with the induction of HUS; however, stx2 is associated with severe 

disease (142). Stx trafficking and enzymatic activity mechanisms involve an initial binding 

to Gb3 on the surface of endothelial cells, followed by its internalization and trafficking 

from the Golgi apparatus to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and eventual release into the 

host cell cytoplasm (136). The A subunit of Stx has RNA-glycosidase activity, which 

removes an adenine from 28S rRNA, thereby inhibiting protein synthesis is causing cell 

death (136). HUS involves thrombocytopenia, hemolytic anemia, and acute renal failure 

with a mortality rate that can reach 4% in children under ten years of age (136). 

Additionally, 20-40% of children have long-term sequelae from HUS, including GI 

complications, cardiac complications, and neurological disorders (136). 

The use of antibiotics to treat EHEC-associated infections can be contentious due 

to the stimulation of an SOS response in the bacteria resulting in the stimulation of the lytic 

cycle and exacerbated release (143). Furthermore, one study found that the use of 

fluoroquinolones also had the ability to increase the production of Stx2 in EHEC O157:H7 

(144).  

 

TREATMENT AND VACCINES FOR EHEC O157:H7 

With the alarming consequences of HUS, especially in children, combined with no precise 

treatment, there have been several studies on potential therapeutics to protect against a 

potentially fatal outcome. Experimental treatment in both pre-clinical and clinical trials has 

focused mainly targeting the Stx activity (136, 145). Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) 

studies blocking both Stx1 and Stx2 have been shown to reduce cytotoxicity in vitro and 
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have shown to be well tolerated in a single dose phase I clinical trial (146–148). While the 

effects of toxin neutralization by these mAbs have been demonstrated in mice, the 

effectiveness in humans in preventing HUS after the onset of diarrhea remains to be 

established (146). Short, cell-permeable peptides blocking Stx transport through epithelial 

cells have also been shown to reduce renal injury upon delivery in a baboon model of 

infection (149, 150). Furthermore, a conjugate of globotriose with chitosan was found to 

neutralize Stx1 and Stx2 cytotoxicity in a mouse model of STEC O157:H7 by directly 

neutralizing toxin activity (151). Other therapeutic strategies include using secreted 

molecules by Lactobacillus acidophilus as probiotics; these were shown to inhibit STEC 

adherence to epithelial cells in vitro and reduce bacterial shedding in vivo (151). The 

inadvisable use of antibiotics for the treatment of EHEC-related infections, the emergence 

of antibiotic-resistant strains, and the rise of HUS episodes have prompted the development 

of effective preventive countermeasures.  

Given the role of Stx toxin during EHEC infection, restriction to antibiotic therapy 

use, and complexity of disease symptomology, one of the main strategies targeting vaccine 

development is the neutralization to reduce its effect (136, 145). An attenuated EHEC 

O157:H7 strain lacking the ler and stx2 (ler/stx2) genes and carrying a plasmid-encoded 

detoxified StxA1 and Stx2A subunit was generated as a vaccine candidate and shown to be 

safe with reduced toxicity after intraperitoneal (IP) administration (152). Animals 

immunized and with the ler/stx2 vaccine strain were shown to reduce wild-type bacterial 

shedding 6 days after challenge. Another model using an attenuated Salmonella strain 

expressing heterologous recombinant EspA, Intimin, and the B subunit of the Stx1 (EIS) 

induced strong serum IgG and fecal IgA titers against each protein after oral or 

oral/subcutaneous immunization (152). Another attenuated Salmonella enterica serovar 

Typhimurium expressing the EHEC g-intimin (eae) significantly increased serum IgG and 

fecal IgA humoral responses, associated with reduced EHEC O157:H7 shedding post-

challenged (153). However, attenuated Salmonella bacteria were recovered from Peyer’s 
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patches and spleen. Another approach exploited for mucosal antigen delivery was based 

on Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG), due to its mucosal immunoreactivity and ability to 

boost humoral responses. A recombinant BCG expressing the B subunit of the Stx2 (rBCG-

Stx2B) induced increased levels of Stx2-specific IgG antibody titers in the serum directly 

correlated with a reduction in colony-forming units (CFUs) and a significant increase in 

survival rate (63%) after challenge with EHEC O157:H7 (153). Another platform exploited 

against EHEC was based on bacterial ghost (GC) as an attenuated bacterial antigen delivery 

strategy. Although GC of EHEC O157:H7 have been generated and immunization results 

in an increased survival rate and reduced bacterial shedding post-challenge, immunized 

animals showed disease symptoms after challenge, including weight loss and reduced 

activity (154). More recently, another approach using BG expressing a chimeric protein of 

Stx2A and Stx1B was engineered (Stx2Am-Stx1B) (154). Vaccination with this BG cell 

producing a recombinant chimeric Stx protein induced higher antigen-specific IgG and IgA 

antibody titers and increased survival (52%) after intragastric challenge with a high dose 

of O157:H7 (154).  

In recent studies, chimeric proteins using the Stx toxin have been approved to be 

an attractive approach for protein-based vaccination. A chimeric protein containing the A1 

subunit of Stx2 and the N-terminus of EspA was generated and shown to induce higher 

antigen-specific IgG titers after subcutaneous immunization (155). This Stx2A1 / EspA 

chimeric protein significantly increased survival (95% survival) after challenge with Stx2 

(155). However, while serum against the Stx2A1/EspA could neutralize toxin activity in 

vitro, it did not prevent bacterial adherence onto HeLa cells (155). A chimeric protein 

constructed with the subunit B from Stx1 and Stx2 along with a truncated intimin protein 

(Stx1/Stx2/Int) induced higher IgG antibody titers in mice associated with a significant 

increase in survival (100%) after challenge with EHEC O157:H7 strain 88321 (156). While 

serum from immunized animals with the Stx1/Stx2/Intimin chimera showed anti-toxin and 

anti-adhesion activity, an effect absent in sera of vaccines using single proteins, the fusion 
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protein was unable to block wild type bacterial adhesion in vitro. A more recent study, a 

chimera containing the Stx1B subunit and an inactive Stx2A subunit (Stx2Am-Stx1B, SAmB) 

was shown to induce a TH2-biased immune response associated with the induction of 

humoral responses (157). Animals challenged with lysed EHEC 88321 showed increased 

survival with up to 93%, and even higher survival rates against Stx1, Stx2, or Stx1/2 

challenge (157). One approach in vaccine development to reduce the risk of developing 

adverse reactions while helping protect the antigen from degradation is using plant 

microencapsulation system using plant-based expression systems. Using this vaccine 

platform, a chimeric gene composed of espA, eae, and tir (EIT) was cloned in a codon-

optimized plant-expression vector under the control of FAE promoters for tobacco and 

canola plants (158–160). Animals immunized with the recombinant EIT protein was 

associated with a significant reduction in bacterial colonization and increased antigen-

specific IgG and IgA titers after subcutaneous or oral immunization (159). A 

polysaccharide-based glycoconjugate vaccine containing O-specific polysaccharide 

conjugated to recombinant exotoxin A of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (O157-rEPA) was 

shown to induce strong serum IgG titers in children with 20-fold higher levels by 26-weeks 

post-vaccination (161). Vaccinated children showed mild to no-collateral reactivity to the 

vaccine, and anti-bacterial activity in serum correlated with anti-LPS IgG titers (161).  

Although several novel vaccine candidate platforms are available, no vaccine is 

available for human use. The complexity of E. coli pathogenesis and antigenic differences 

between different pathotypes has hindered the development of broadly protective vaccines. 

Therefore, future EHEC vaccine targets and technologies should target different EHEC 

serotypes and antigens that may provide cross-reactivity against multiple pathotypes. 

Whole-genome approaches such as reverse vaccinology, based on the bioinformatic 

prediction of antigens, will enable the prediction of protective immunogenic candidates 

that can serve as the basis for the development of broadly protective vaccines against 

pathogenic E.coli.  
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OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY 

The long-term objective of this study is to develop a safe and effective vaccine against the 

intracellular pathogens, B. mallei and B. pseudomallei that provides sterilizing immunity. 

Another objective of this study is to identify a subunit vaccination platform capable of 

eliciting protective immunity against the extracellular pathogen, enterohemorrhagic E. coli 

(EHEC) O157:H7. To develop an appropriate non-replicative vaccination platform that is 

safe and works against intra- and extracellular pathogens, the research focus on identifying 

broad mechanisms of vaccine delivery to amplify cell- and humoral responses. It was also 

critical to understand the protective responses for each infection model, especially for 

Burkholderia infection, which are relatively uncharacterized. Therefore, a more immediate 

objective of this study was to evaluate the multivalent delivery of antigens using a gold 

nanoparticle (AuNP) platform to elicits cross-protection against B. mallei and B. 

pseudomallei. AuNPs have gained interest in vaccine development because of their 

biocompatibility and ability for functionalization for different applications. Nanoparticles 

(NPs), including gold (Au), are well established inert molecules with a large 

surface/volume ratio capable of being exploited for a wide range of applications (29, 50, 

162, 163). Some of these applications include drug delivery, diagnostics, and recently, in 

vaccine design as platforms for antigen delivery. Recent studies have exploited the cargo-

loading capacity of AuNPs to deliver biomolecules targeted to antigen presenting cells 

(APCs) allowing enhanced humoral and cellular immunity (11, 38, 164).  

Thus, I hypothesized that gold nanoparticle delivery glycoconjugates using 

immunogenic proteins would generate protective immunity against B. mallei and B. 

pseudomallei in a C57BL/6 mouse model. I have tested my hypothesis by completing the 

following three aims: 1) To assess the protective effects of AuNP-delivered 

glycoconjugates against B. mallei, 2) Determining the cross-protective effects against B. 

pseudomallei using AuNP-delivered glycoconjugates, 3) Evaluating the important humoral 
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or cellular mediated protective markers elicited by AuNP-glycoconjugate as they relate to 

protection. To evaluate this work, I chose a C57BL/6 model of infection for both B. mallei 

and B. pseudomallei using previously identified B. mallei-specific antigens by reverse 

vaccinology. I evaluated the induction of humoral and cellular responses and assessed 

protection in vivo. In addition to this work, I wanted to evaluate the ability of AuNP-

delivered antigens to protect against an extracellular pathogen, EHEC O157:H7 using a 

similar vaccination strategy. For this, I chose two predicted antigens by reverse 

vaccinology using a BALB/c model of colonization. I evaluated protection in vivo and in 

vitro. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chapter 4: B. mallei Vaccine Study Materials and Methods 

BACTERIAL STRAINS AND GROWTH CONDITIONS  

Burkholderia thailandensis (Bth) E264 and B. mallei (Bm) ATCC 23344 (China 7) were 

routinely grown aerobically at 37°C in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium containing 1% NaCl or 

LB medium supplemented with 4% glycerol (LBG), respectively. All chemical reagents, 

unless otherwise noted, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

 

PROTEIN PURIFICATION 

Open reading frames (ORFs) from each candidate amplified from genomic DNA from Bm 

23344: hcp1 (BMAA0742), ompW (BMA2010), opcP (BMAA1353), opcP1 

(BMAA1122), flgL (BMA3336), and Hemagglutinin-family protein (HA; BMAA1324) 

were cloned in pET30a(+) expression vector with a 6× histidine (His) tag positioned in the 

C-terminus (165). Briefly, in-frame genes of each candidate were amplified from purified 

Bm 23344 genomic DNA using the restriction enzymes NdeI and XhoI and the plasmids 

were transformed into competent E. coli BL21 (DE3) (New England BioLabs). To induce 

protein expression, overnight cultures were diluted 1:20 in 1 L of Luria Bertani (LB) broth 

containing 50 µg/mL of kanamycin, grown to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) between 

0.6 and 0.8, and induced with 1 mM (final concentration) of isopropyl-D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Cultures were centrifuged (4,000 × g for 15 min) after 3 h 

post-induction, and each resulting bacterial pellet was frozen at –20°C. The bacterial pellets 

were then resuspended in 40 mL of 1× Dulbecco’s phosphate- buffered saline (DPBS) 

containing 10% glycerol and 25 mM sucrose with a 1 mg/mL final concentration of 

lysozyme and 0.2% sodium deoxycholate and a tablet of Complete EDTA-free protease 
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inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Germany). This lysate was then sonicated, centrifuged, and the 

pellet was used for subsequent washes to maximize soluble protein extraction. After 

spinning down at 20,000 × g for 40 min, the supernatant was subjected to sterilization using 

a 0.2-µm pore size filter (Millipore). Soluble protein extracts were then bound to Talon® 

cobalt (Co2+) columns (GE Healthcare, USA) and washed with PBS buffer–50 mM 

imidazole. Proteins were eluted from affinity columns by applying a 1× PBS buffer with 

10% glycerol, 25 mM sucrose and 250 mM imidazole. Fractions containing soluble protein 

were collected and pooled before dialysis into PBS containing 10% glycerol and 25 mM 

sucrose overnight at 4°C. Endotoxin levels were tested using a Pierce LAL chromogenic 

endotoxin quantification kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) following manufacturer’s 

specifications. The limit of detection for endotoxin is approximately 0.1 EU/mL of 

solution. The purified proteins and protein standards were subjected to a colorimetric 

bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol and were 

then stored at -80°C until use (PierceTM Protein Assay Kit, ThermoFisher Scientific). For 

protein visualization, 0.25 µg of each protein was run on SDS-PAGE gel by 

electrophoresis. Gels were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane for Western blot 

analysis. A mouse anti-histidine antibody (Invitrogenä Catalog No. R930-25) was used 

(1:5,000) and the reaction mixture incubated overnight at 4°C, followed by horseradish 

peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse IgG (Southern Biotechä Catalog No. 

OB1030-05) was used (1:10,000) as a secondary antibody. Protein bands were visualized 

by adding ECL substrate (ThermoFisher Scientific), and the results were imaged on film. 

Molecular weight markers were visualized using Precision Plus ProteinTM WesternCTM 

Blotting Standards (Bio-Rad) with StrepTactin-HRP conjugate (Supplemental Fig. 1). WB 

and Coomassie-stained gel were generated from the same experiment and processed in 

parallel. 
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LIPOPOLYSACCHARIDE EXTRACTION 

The LPS from Bth E264 was isolated by the hot phenol-extraction method (165, 166). 

Briefly, a pellet of 4 L of LB-grown Bth to stationary phase (24 h at 37°C and 200 RPM) 

was collected (6,000 × g for 15 min) and lysed in the presence of a mixture of 1:1 phenol 

in water (ThermoFisher Scientific). After lysis at 80°C, phenol was removed by dialysis 

4× into ultra-pure water and centrifuged (15 min at 6,000 × g) to clarify the solution, and 

the supernatant was lyophilized. The lyophilized solution was resuspended in an aqueous 

solution containing 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2 and digested 

with RNase, DNase I and Proteinase K (50 μg/mL each). After clarification (100,000 × g 

for 3 h), the resulting supernatant containing LPS was lyophilized. The sample containing 

the LPS was washed 5× times with 90% ethanol and lyophilized. After lyophilization, the 

pellet was weighed, resuspended in PBS, and stored at -80°C until use. The purity of LPS 

was assessed by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis, followed by Silver Staining following 

manufacturers protocol (PierceTM Color Silver Stain Kit). 

 

GOLD NANOPARTICLE SYNTHESIS AND COUPLING 

Spherical 15 nm gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were synthesized by the Turkevich method 

(167). Briefly, 1 mM gold (III) chloride trihydrate underwent a reduction reaction with 90 

mM sodium citrate dihydrate. Particle size and shape was analyzed by transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). To stabilize the conjugation of soluble antigens onto the 

AuNP surface, 0.1 mM 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (16-MHDA) and 0.1% Triton X-

100 were added to AuNPs. After 2 h of incubation, this solution was filtered by 

centrifugation (EMB Millipore AmiconTM Ultra-15, 30 kDa molecular weight cutoff 

[MWCO]), and the procedure was repeated for 2 h to ensure complete coverage. Covalent 

protein conjugation by carbodiimide synthesis (165) was achieved by the addition of 20 µg 

of protein per mL for maximum coating of nanoparticles in the presence of 1 mM DMTMM 
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[4-(4,6-dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-4-methyl-morpholinium chloride]. The AuNP-

protein conjugation reactions were carried out in 100 mM borate buffer for 12 h. 

Attachment of 16-MHDA and protein was confirmed by measuring plasmon resonance via 

UV-Vis spectroscopy, TEM, as well as by SDS-PAGE. To conjugate LPS onto the AuNP-

protein conjugates, we employed the thiol-maleimide synthesis mechanism. To achieve 

this, LPS was activated by the addition of 80 mM EMCH (N-(ε-maleimidocaproic acid 

hydrazide) cross-linker in the presence of 40 mM EDC (N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-

ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride) and 10 mM NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide) in 50 mM 

MES buffer (pH 7.0). After 1 h at room temperature, LPS was concentrated to desired 

concentration using AmiconTM Ultra-15, 30 kDa MWCO. After desalting the LPS in 5 

mM EDTA, 20 µg of activated LPS were added per mL of protein-coupled AuNPs 

previously activated in the presence of 250 µM SATA (S-acetyl thioglycolic acid N-

hydroxysuccinimide ester) for 1 h at room temperature.  After 4 h of incubation, the 

reaction was quenched with 5 mM N-ethylmaleimide. The AuNP-protein-LPS conjugates 

were washed 2× with PBS containing 10% glycerol and 25 mM sucrose and concentrated 

to desired volume containing a concentration of ~ 0.23 µg/µL of both protein and LPS 

using an Amicon® Stirred Cell containing a 100 kDa MWCO filter. 

 

ANIMAL STUDIES  

Female 6-to-8-week-old C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar 

Harbor, ME, USA). Animals were housed in microisolator cages under pathogen-free 

conditions with food and water available ad libitum and maintained on a 12 h light cycle. 

To allow adequate acclimation, mice were housed within the animal facility for 1 week 

prior to experimentation. C57BL/6 mice (n=9 per group) were inoculated intranasally (i.n.) 

three times in 2-week intervals with 50 µL formulations. Animals received each of the 

AuNP-protein-LPS conjugate. Two combination AuNP formulations were synthesized: 
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AuNP-Combo1-LPS (containing Hcp1, OmpW, OpcP, OpcP1, FlgL, and HA) or AuNP-

Combo2-LPS (containing HA, OmpW, and OpcP). Each vaccine formulation contained a 

total of approximately 10 µg of protein, 10 µg LPS, along with 20 µg of CpG ODN 2395 

(InvivoGen, USA). Control groups received 20 µg of adjuvant alone. To evaluate antibody 

titers, blood was drawn retro-orbitally 2-weeks following the last boost (n=5). To isolate 

sera, blood was incubated for 30 min at room temperature (RT) to allow clotting and 

centrifuged (10,000 × g for 10 min). Sera was removed and stored at –80°C until use. For 

assays requiring serum, the samples from immunized animals (n=5) were pooled and 

stored. Three-weeks after administering the last immunization, animals were i.n. 

challenged with a low- or high-dose challenge of Bm 23344 in 50 µL formulations. The 

low dose challenge animals received 2 LD50 (2.8 × 104 CFU per mouse), while the high-

dose challenge received 50 LD50 (7 × 105 CFU per mouse). To enumerate bacterial 

colonization, the lung/spleen (low-dose challenge) or lung, liver, and spleen (high-dose 

challenge) of mice were collected. Organs were homogenized in 1 mL of 1× PBS, serially 

diluted, and plated on LBG agar and incubated at 37°C for 48 h. The bacterial limit of 

detection (LOD) was determined to be 1 CFU/organ.  

 

DETECTION OF ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES 

Baseline and post-vaccinated sera were collected from animals administered with adjuvant 

only, individual AuNP-protein-LPS conjugates, and from AuNP-Combo-LPS formulation 

two-weeks after the second boost. Whole blood was collected via retro-orbital bleeding 

and stored in Microvette tubes without anticoagulant. The sera were separated by 

centrifugation and stored at –80°C. The protein-specific total IgG, IgG1, and IgG2c titers 

were determined by indirect enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (168). Briefly, 

a microplate (Costar, Cambridge, MA) was coated with each protein or LPS antigen (1 

μg/well) in a mixture with 1× PBS (Corning, USA) and maintained overnight at 4°C. Wells 
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were washed twice with washing buffer (0.05% Tween 20 – DPBS) and then blocking 

buffer (0.05% Tween 20, 2% bovine serum albumin [BSA], 1×DPBS) was added at RT for 

2 h. The blocked wells were washed twice before the addition of sample diluent (1% BSA 

– 0.05% Tween 20 – 1× DPBS). The sera were added to each top dilution well in triplicate, 

and 2-fold dilutions were performed following incubation at RT for 2 h. Diluted goat anti-

mouse IgG-HRP (Southern Biotechä Catalog No. OB1030-05), IgG1-HRP (Southern 

Biotechä Catalog No. 1070-05) or IgG2c-HRP (Southern Biotechä Catalog No. 1077-05) 

(1:5,000) was added into each well and then incubated for 3 h after washing. Plates were 

washed four times prior to addition of tetramethylbenzidine substrate solution (Invitrogen, 

USA). Stop solution (2N H2SO4) was added, and the samples were immediately read at 

450 and 570 nm using a microplate reader (BioTek, USA). The results were reported as 

the reciprocal of the highest titer, giving an optical density (OD) reading of at least the 

mean ³ 2 standard deviations compared to the baseline sera. All assays were performed in 

triplicate, and results were reported as mean reciprocal endpoint titers.  

 

SERUM ADHERENCE INHIBITION ASSAY 

Murine respiratory alveolar epithelial cells LA-4 (American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC®) CCL-196TM) were maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2 in complete F-12-Kaigh’s 

(F12-K) medium (Gibco, USA). Complete F12-K minimum was supplemented with 

penicillin and streptomycin (100 U/mL and 100 μg/mL, respectively), and 10% fetal bovine 

serum. For adhesion assays, 12-well plates were seeded with 5×105 cells/per well. At 

approximately 1 h prior to infection, the monolayer was washed twice with 1 mL PBS prior 

to addition of 1 mL of medium containing no supplements. Bacterial inoculum (input) was 

prepared from 16 h cultures of Bm 23344 and adjusted to an MOI of 10 (5 × 106 CFU) and 

incubated in the presence or absence of immune serum from individual AuNP-protein-LPS, 

AuNP-Combo2-LPS, adjuvant-only serum, or naive sera (final concentration of 10%) for 
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1 h at 37°C with slight agitation. After incubation in the presence of sera, bacteria were 

collected in 1 mL of fresh media and used to infect cell culture plates containing 5 × 105 

cells. Monolayers were incubated for 1 h at 37°C with 5% CO2. After incubation, cells 

were washed three times with PBS prior to the addition of 100 μL of 0.1% Triton X-100 

in PBS. After detachment, the cells were serially diluted in PBS and plated on LBG agar 

plates for 48 h to enumerate the number of adhered bacteria (output). The percentage of 

adhered bacteria was determined as the output/input × 100. Data represent results of two 

independent experiments performed using pooled sera from (n=5) mice.  

 

MACROPHAGE SURVIVAL AND FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY 

C57BL/6 murine bone marrow-derived primary macrophages (BMDM) (Cat No. C57-

6030, Cell Biologics Inc., Chicago) were routinely grown in complete primary cell culture 

medium following manufacturer’s instructions (Cat No. M3368, Cell Biologics, Chicago). 

Cells were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2. For infection and microscopic analysis, 5 ´ 105 

cells were grown in 12-well cell-culture grade plates (Corning) or round cover slips and 

incubated overnight, prior to treatment. Bacterial inoculum used at an MOI of 10 (5 × 106 

CFU) was incubated in the presence or absence of (56° for 30 min) immune serum from 

AuNP-protein-LPS, AuNP-Combo2-LPS, or naive sera (final concentration of 10%) for 1 

h at 37°C with slight agitation. After incubation in the presence or absence of sera, bacteria 

were collected in 1 mL of fresh media and used to infect cell culture plates containing 5 × 

105 cells. For cell infection, monolayers were incubated for an additional 2 h at 37°C with 

5% CO2. After infection, cells were either washed, lysed with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS, 

and plated in LBG agar for 48 h, or fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 30 min. 

Cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 min and polymerized actin and 

DNA were visualized using rhodamine isothiocyanate-phalloidin (Molecular Probes-

Invitrogen, USA) or DAPI (Molecular Probes-Invitrogen, USA), respectively. Bm 23344 
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cells were detected with serum from Bth LPS-immunized mice (1:500), followed by a goat 

anti-mouse IgG, IgM (H+L) secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa 488 (ThermoFisher 

Scientificä Catalog No. A-10667) (1:10,000). Cells were mounted using ProLong Gold 

Antifade (Molecular Probes-Invitrogen, USA) prior to visualization. Images were 

examined using an Olympus BX51 upright fluorescence microscope and analyzed using 

ImageJ software, National Institutes of Health (169). 

 

VISUALIZATION OF LIVE AND DEAD INTRACELLULAR BACTERIA 

Primary murine macrophages (5 × 105) were infected as described above with a MOI of 

10, for 1 h, in the presence of inactivated serum from immunized animals. Prior to 

infection, bacteria were incubated in the presence of sera for 1 h and input bacteria was 

quantified. After infection, cells were slightly permeabilized with 0.1% saponin in PBS for 

10 min at room temperature. Cells were then stained with LIVE/DEADTM BacLightTM Kit 

(Molecular Probes, Life Technologies) containing propidium iodide (PI) or SYTO 9, 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. Following staining, cells were washed three 

times with PBS and fixed with 4% PFA for 20 min. Cells were directly mounted using 

ProLong gold antifade (Molecular Probes, Life Technologies) and visualized using an 

Olympus BX51 upright fluorescence microscope and analyzed using ImageJ software, 

National Institutes of Health (169). 

 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

All statistical analysis was done using GraphPad Prism software (v 8.0). P values of <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. Quantitative data are expressed as means ± 

standard errors. All data were analyzed for normality before the corresponding test was 

run. Results of colonization, antibody, serum adherence inhibition, and 
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opsonophagocytosis assays were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

using Tukey’s post hoc test or the Kruskal-Wallis post hoc test when data were not 

normally distributed. Significant differences between IgG1 and IgG2c titers were 

determined via Student´s t test. Statistical differences in survival were determined by the 

Kaplan-Meier method, followed by log-rank test. Levels of significance compared to the 

adjuvant-only group: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.005, *** p<0.0005, **** p <0.0001.  
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Chapter 5: B. pseudomallei Vaccine Study Materials and Methods 

BACTERIAL STRAINS AND GROWTH CONDITIONS 

Burkholderia thailandensis (Bth) E264 and B. pseudomallei (Bpm) K96243 were routinely 

grown aerobically at 37°C in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium containing 1% NaCl or LB 

medium supplemented with 4% glycerol (LBG), respectively. All chemical reagents, 

unless otherwise noted, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

 

ANIMAL STUDIES 

Female 6-to-8-week-old C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar 

Harbor, ME, USA) and maintained in an animal biosafety level 3 (ABSL3) facility. 

Animals were housed in microisolator cages under pathogen-free conditions with food and 

water available ad libitum and maintained on a 12 h light cycle. All animal protocols were 

reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of 

the University of Texas Medical Branch (protocol no. 0503014D). To allow adequate 

acclimation, mice were housed within the animal facility for 1 week prior to 

experimentation. 

 

IMMUNIZATION AND CHALLENGE STUDIES 

C57BL/6 mice (n=9 per group) were inoculated intranasally (i.n.) three times in 2-week 

intervals with 50 µL formulations. Animals received each of the AuNP-protein-LPS 

conjugate. Two combination AuNP formulations were synthesized: AuNP-Combo1-LPS 

(containing Hcp1, OmpW, OpcP, OpcP1, FlgL, and HA) or AuNP-Combo2-LPS 

(containing HA, OmpW, and OpcP). Each vaccine formulation contained a total of 10 µg 

of protein, 10 µg LPS, along with 20 µg of CpG ODN 2395 (InvivoGen, USA). Control 
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groups received 20 µg of adjuvant alone. To evaluate antibody titers, blood was drawn 

retro-orbitally 2-weeks following the last boost (n=5). To isolate sera, blood was incubated 

for 30 min at room temperature (RT) to allow clotting and centrifuged (10,000 × g for 10 

min). Sera was removed and stored at –80°C until use. For assays requiring serum, the sera 

from immunized animals (n=5) were pooled and stored. Three-weeks after administering 

the last immunization, animals were challenged with a low- or high-dose challenge of Bpm 

K96243 in 50 µL samples. The low dose challenge animals received a dose of 5 LD50 

(~7.5×104 CFU per mouse), while the high-dose challenge received 6 LD50 (9×104 CFU 

per mouse). To enumerate bacterial colonization the lung/spleen (low-dose challenge) or 

lung, liver, and spleen (high-dose challenge) were collected. Organs were homogenized in 

1 mL of 1× PBS, serially diluted, and plated on LBG agar to quantify bacterial colonization 

at 37°C for 48 h. The bacterial limit of detection (LOD) was determined to be 1 CFU/organ.  

 

HISTOPATHOLOGY EVALUATION 

At 15 days post-vaccination or 35 days post-challenge, three representative animals from 

each group were euthanized and their lungs, livers, and spleens were fixed with 10% 

normal buffered formalin. For histopathological analysis, fixed tissues were embedded in 

paraffin and sectioned prior to staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Representative 

images from each organ from one mouse per group were taken and analyzed. Pathology 

scoring was performed blindly by a certified pathologist from UTMB, not directly 

associated with the design of any experiment. 

 

DETECTION OF ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES 

Baseline and post-vaccinated sera were collected from animals administered adjuvant only, 

individual AuNP-protein-LPS conjugates, and from AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation two-
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weeks after the second boost. Whole blood was collected via retro-orbital bleeding and 

stored in Microvette tubes without anticoagulant. The sera were separated by centrifugation 

and stored at –80°C. The protein-specific total IgG, IgG1, and IgG2c titers were determined 

by indirect enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Bronchioalveolar lavage fluid 

(BALF) from AuNP-protein-LPS or AuNP-Combo2-LPS immunized mice were collected 

three-weeks after receiving the last immunization and stored at -80°C (day 0).  A 

microplate (Costar, Cambridge, MA) was coated with each protein or LPS antigen (1 

μg/well) in a mixture with 1×PBS (Corning, USA) and maintained at 4°C overnight. Wells 

were washed twice with washing buffer (0.05% Tween 20 – DPBS) and then treated with 

blocking buffer (0.05% Tween 20, 2% bovine serum albumin [BSA], 1×DPBS) at RT for 

2 h. The blocked wells were washed twice before the addition of sample diluent (1% BSA 

– 0.05% Tween 20 – 1× DPBS). Baseline sera, or adjuvant-only BALF, sera from 

immunized animals or BALF samples were added to each top dilution well in triplicate, 

and 2-fold dilutions were performed following incubation at RT for 2 h. Diluted goat anti-

mouse IgG, IgG1 or IgG2c, IgA (Southern Biotech, USA) (1:5,000) was added into each 

well and then incubated for 3 h after washing. Plates were washed four times prior to 

addition of tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate solution (Invitrogen, USA). Stop 

solution (2N H2SO4) was added, and the samples were immediately read at 450 and 570 

nm using a microplate reader (BioTek, USA). The results were reported as the reciprocal 

of the highest titer, giving an optical density (OD) reading of at least the mean ≤ 2 standard 

deviations compared to the baseline sera or adjuvant only BALF (for lung IgA or IgG). All 

assays were performed in triplicate, and results were reported as mean reciprocal endpoint 

titers.  
 

MACROPHAGE SURVIVAL ASSAY AND FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY 
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C57BL/6 murine bone marrow-derived primary macrophages (BMDM) (Cat No. C57-

6030, Cell Biologics Inc., Chicago) were routinely grown in complete primary cell culture 

medium following manufacturer’s instructions (Cat No. M3368, Cell Biologics, Chicago). 

Cells were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2. For infection and microscopic analysis, 5´105 

cells/well were grown in 12-well cell-culture grade plates in round cover slips and 

incubated overnight, prior to treatment. Bacterial inoculum used at an MOI of 10 (5×106 

CFU) were incubated in the presence or absence of inactivated (56° for 30 min) immune 

serum from AuNP-protein-LPS, AuNP-Combo2-LPS, or naive sera (final concentration of 

10%) for 1 h at 37°C with slight agitation. After incubation in the presence or absence of 

sera, bacteria were collected in 1 mL of fresh media and used to infect cell culture plates 

containing 5×105 cells. After 2 h of infection at 37°C with 5% CO2, cells were washed and 

fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde–PBS for 30 min. Following that step, cells were slightly 

permeabilized with 0.1% saponin in PBS for 10 min at room temperature. Cells were then 

stained with LIVE/DEADTM BacLightTM Kit (Molecular Probes, Life Technologies) 

containing propidium iodide (PI) or SYTO 9, following the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Cells were washed three times with PBS, fixed with 4% PFA for 20min, and then directly 

mounted using ProLong gold antifade (Molecular Probes, Life Technologies). Cells were 

visualized using an Olympus BX51 upright fluorescence microscope and analyzed using 

ImageJ software, National Institutes of Health (169).  

 

CELLULAR IMMUNE RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

Spleen cells from AuNP-Combo2-LPS immunized mice were obtained three-weeks after 

the last immunization (170). Single cell suspensions of spleen cells from immunized and 

control mice (Adjuvant-only) were cultured in 48-well cell-culture grade plates (Corning, 

USA) in duplicate at 1´106 cells/mL in RPMI 1640 (Gibco, Life Technologies) 

supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Invitrogen Life Technologies), 1 mM sodium 
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pyruvate, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U of penicillin/mL, 100 mg of streptomycin/ml 

(complete medium) with stimuli. Splenocyte cell suspensions were stimulated with 

different stimuli for 5 days, including: OpcP (10 µg/ml), OpcP1 (10 µg/ml), LPS (10 

µg/ml), protein + LPS, aCD3/aCD28 magnetic antibody-coupled beads with 30 U/mL of 

mouse recombinant IL-2, or complete medium alone. After 5 days of incubation at 37°C 

in a humidified atmosphere (5% CO2 and 95% air), cell culture supernatants were collected 

and immediately stored at -80°C until further analysis. Cytokine production was analyzed 

using a BioPlex kit (BioRad, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

All statistical analysis was done using GraphPad Prism software (v8.0). P values of <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. Quantitative data are expressed as means ± 

standard errors. All data were analyzed for normality before the corresponding test was 

run. Results of colonization, antibody, and cytokine levels were analyzed by one-way or 

two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Tukey’s post hoc test or the Kruskal-Wallis 

post hoc test when data were not normally distributed. Statistical differences in survival 

were determined by the Kaplan-Meier method, followed by log-rank test. Levels of 

significance compared to the adjuvant-only group: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.005, *** p<0.0005, 

**** p <0.0001. 
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Chapter 6: EHEC Vaccine Study Materials and Methods 

BACTERIAL STRAIN AND GROWTH CONDITIONS 

Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli used in this study, EHEC (O157:H7), EPEC (O127:H6) or 

EAEC (O104:H4) were routinely grown aerobically at 37°C in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth. 

Before cell infection, the overnight cultures were activated in DMEM medium without 

fetal bovine serum (FBS) and without antibiotics. Bacterial cultures were incubated for 2 

h at 37°C under static growth. 
 

CLONING  

EHEC (EDL933) DNA was isolated via QIAGEN® DNeasy® Blood and Tissue Kit, 

according to manufacturer’s directions. Sequences encoding LomW (GI: 12514345) and 

EscC (GI: 12518466) were amplified via Phusion® polymerase (New England BioLabs) 

and cloned into a pET30a(+) expression vector using NdeI and XhoI or HindIII-HF® (New 

England BioLabs) restriction sites. The open reading frame for each protein was inserted 

in-frame with a 6x-histidine (His) tag on the C- terminus. Ligation, transformation, and 

expression were performed according to manufacturer’s directions (pET System, Novagen) 

with some modifications. Upon confirmation of successful gene insertion via gel 

electrophoresis and directional sequencing (UTMB 335 Genomics Core), plasmids were 

transformed into BL21 (DE3) competent E. coli (New England 336 BioLabs) via heat 

shock treatment.  
 

PROTEIN PURIFICATION 

To induce protein expression, overnight cultures were diluted 1:20 in 1 L of Luria Bertani 

(LB) broth, grown to OD600 between 0.6 and 0.8, and induced with 1 mM final 
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concentration of Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). At 3 h post-induction, 

cultures were centrifuged (4000 x g for 15 min), and the resulting bacterial pellet frozen at 

-20°C. The bacterial pellets were then resuspended in phosphate buffer saline containing 

10% glycerol and 25 mM of sucrose with 1 mg/mL final concentration of lysozyme, 0.2% 

of sodium deoxycholate and a tablet of cOmpleteÔ EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail 

(Roche, Germany). This lysate was then sonicated, centrifuged, and the pellet used for 

subsequent washes to maximize soluble protein extraction. After spin down, the 

supernatant was filtered sterilized (0.2 µm). Soluble protein extracts were then bound to 

TALON Nickel columns (GE Healthcare, USA) and washed with PBS buffer with 50 mM 

imidazole. Proteins were eluted from affinity columns by applying a PBS buffer with 10% 

glycerol and 25 mM sucrose and 250 mM imidazole. Fractions were collected and pooled 

before dialyzing overnight at 4°C. The purified proteins and protein standards were 

subjected to a colorimetric bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) according to manufacturer’s 

protocol, then stored at -80°C until use. For protein visualization, 2 µg of protein was run 

on SDS-PAGE gel by electrophoresis. Protein bands were visualized by staining with 

Coomassie blue stain (Bio-Rad), or gels were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane for 

western blot analysis. A mouse anti-histidine antibody (1:5000) was used and incubated 

overnight at 4°C, and an HRP conjugated rabbit anti-mouse IgG was used as a secondary 

antibody. Protein bands were visualized by adding ECL substrate (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, USA) and imaged on a film.  
 

COUPLING OF PROTEIN CANDIDATES ONTO AUNPS  

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), 15 nm in diameter, were synthesized by the Turkevich 

method (167). One mM gold (III) chloride trihydrate underwent a reduction reaction with 

90 mM sodium citrate dihydrate. Particle size and shape was established by transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). To stabilize the conjugation of soluble antigens onto the 
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AuNP surface, 0.1 mM 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (16-MHDA) and 0.1% Triton X-

100 were added to AuNPs. After 2 h of incubation, this solution was filtered with 

centrifugation (EMB Millipore AmiconTM Ultra-15, 30 kDa MWCO) and repeated to 

ensure coverage. To covalently link soluble protein, 20 µg per mL of nanoparticles was 

added in the presence of DMTMM. The reactions were carried out in 100 mM borate buffer 

to allow for conjugation. Attachment of 16-MHDA and protein was confirmed by 

measuring plasmon resonance via UV-Vis spectroscopy as well as by SDS-PAGE 

electrophoresis.  
 

ANIMAL STUDIES 

Female, 6 to 8-week-old BALB/c mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar 

Harbor, ME, USA) and maintained in Animal Biosafety Level 2 (ABSL2). Animals were 

housed in microisolator cages under pathogen-free conditions with food and water ad 

libitum and maintained on a 12 h light cycle. All animal protocols were reviewed and 

approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Texas 

Medical Branch (protocol no. 1007037B). To allow adequate acclimation, mice were 

housed within the animal facility for 1 week prior to experimentation.  
 

IMMUNIZATION AND CHALLENGE STUDY 

To evaluate the protective immunogenicity of LomW and EscC coupled onto AuNPs 

(AuNP-LomW or AuNP-EscC), anesthetized BALB/c mice (n=6 per group) were 

inoculated subcutaneously (s.c.) three times in two-week intervals. Animals received either 

AuNP-LomW, AuNP-EscC, or a combination vaccine (AuNP-Combination). Each vaccine 

formulation contained 10 μg of protein (LomW or EscC) along with 500 μg Alhydrogel 

(InvivoGen, USA) and 10 μg of detoxified cholera toxin (CT) (Sigma). For the 
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combination group (AuNP-Combination), mice received equal parts AuNP-LomW and 

AuNP-EscC (5 μg each for 10 μg total protein concentration). Control groups received 

adjuvant alone. To evaluate antibody titers, blood was drawn retro-orbitally 2 weeks 

following the last boost. To isolate sera, blood was incubated for 30 min at room 

temperature to allow for clotting and centrifuged (10,000 x g for 10 min). Sera was 

removed and stored at -80°C until use. Fecal samples were taken prior to vaccination 

(baseline) and two weeks after the last immunization. For assays requiring serum, the sera 

from all immunized animals (n=8) were pooled and stored.  
 

INFECTION AND BACTERIAL COLONIZATION 

Two weeks after administering the last immunization, all mice were challenged with a dose 

of ~3 × 109 CFU of E. coli O157:H7 strain 86-24 via gavage (200 μL). Food was restricted 

12 h before infection but was administered ad libitum throughout the remainder of the 

study. Two hours prior to challenge, mice were injected intraperitoneally with cimetidine 

(50 mg/kg, Sigma) to reduce stomach acidity. Fecal samples were collected daily for 7 days 

to assess bacterial shedding. Fecal pellets were homogenized in PBS, serially diluted, and 

plated on MacConkey agar plates and incubated at 37°C. To enumerate bacterial 

colonization in gastrointestinal tract, mice were euthanized, and ceca and large intestines 

were removed. Organs were homogenized in 1 mL PBS, serially diluted and plated on 

MacConkey agar to enumerate bacterial colonization.  
 

DETECTION OF PROTEIN-SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES 

Baseline serum and fecal samples from adjuvant-only, AuNP-LomW, AuNP-EscC, and 

AuNP-combination formulation mice were collected 7 days before prime and 14 days after 

the second boost. Whole blood was collected via retro-orbital bleeding and stored in 
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microvette tubes without anti-coagulant. The serum was separated by centrifugation and 

stored at -80°C. Fecal pellets were suspended in 1 mL of PBS, centrifuged to remove fecal 

debris, and the supernatants were stored at -80°C until use. The protein-specific total IgG 

and IgA titers were determined by indirect ELISA. The microplate (Costar, Cambridge, 

MA) was coated at 4°C overnight with 1 μg/well of LomW or EscC in 1x Dulbecco’s 

Phosphate-Buffered Saline (DPBS) (Corning, USA). Wells were washed twice with 

washing buffer (0.05% Tween-20 in 1´ DPBS) and then blocked with blocking buffer 

(0.05% Tween-20, 2% BSA, 1´ DPBS) at RT for 2 h. The blocked wells were washed 

twice before adding sample diluent (1% BSA, 0.05% Tween-20 in 1´ DPBS. The sera were 

added to each top dilution well in triplicate and two-fold dilutions were performed 

following incubation at RT for 2 h. The diluted goat anti-mouse IgG, (1:5000) (Southern 

Biotech, USA) was added into each well and then incubated for 3 h after washing. Plates 

were washed four times prior to adding tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate solution 

(Invitrogen, USA). The stop solution (2N H2SO4) was added, and the samples were 

immediately read at 450 and 570 nm using a microplate reader (Biotek, USA). The results 

were reported as the reciprocal of the highest titer giving an optical density (O.D.) reading 

of at least mean + 2 standard deviation of baseline sera. All assays were performed in 

triplicate, and results were shown as the mean reciprocal endpoint titer.  
 

ADHERENCE INHIBITION BY SERUM ASSAY 

Caco-2 cells (ATCC® HTB-37TM) were maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2 in complete 

HTB-37 medium. Complete Dulbecco’s Minimum Essential Medium (DMEM, GIBCO, 

USA) supplemented with 2 mM glutamine, 1mM sodium pyruvate, 1´ non-essential amino 

acids, penicillin-streptomycin (100 U/mL, 100 µg/mL), and 10% fetal bovine serum. For 

adhesion assays, 12-well plates were seeded with 1 x 106 cells/per well. Approximately 1 

h prior to infection, the monolayer was washed twice with 1 mL PBS prior to addition of 
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1 mL medium containing no supplements. Overnight culture of EHEC O157:H7 strain 86-

24 were diluted in DMEM (1:20) without supplements and incubated at 37°C under static 

growth conditions for 2 h. Bacterial inoculum was adjusted to a MOI of 10 (1 ´ 107 CFU) 

and incubated in the presence of AuNP-LomW, AuNP-EscC, AuNP-Combination immune 

serum, adjuvant-only serum, or naïve sera (10%) for 1 h at 37°C with slight agitation. After 

incubation in the presence of sera, bacteria were collected in 1 mL of fresh media and used 

to infect cell culture plates containing 1 ´ 106 cells. Monolayers were incubated for 2 h at 

37°C with 5% CO2. After incubation, cells were washed three times with PBS prior to 

addition of 100 µl of 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS. After detachment, the cells were serially 

diluted in PBS and plated on LB agar plates to enumerate adhered bacteria (output). The 

percentage of adhered bacteria was determined as the output/input ´ 100. Data was 

representative of two independent experiments using pooled sera from (n=8) mice. 
 

SERUM BACTERICIDAL ASSAY 

Serum bactericidal assay were done as previously described with modifications (171, 172). 

Sera from immunized animals (n=8) were pooled and, either stored at -80°C or heat 

inactivated (56°C for 30 min). Serum from naïve BALB/c mice was added to inactivated 

serum as an active source of complement. Bacterial cultures were done as described above. 

Overnight EHEC 86-24 cultures were diluted 1:20 in DMEM without supplements and 

activated under static growth conditions for 2 h. Once the bacteria reached an OD600 of 0.5, 

50 µL reactions containing 1 x 106 CFU were prepared with 10% of active, inactive, or 

inactive serum along an exogenous source of complement. Bacteria were incubated in the 

presence of serum for 1 h at 37°C with slight agitation. Viable CFU counts were determined 

by plating on LB agar plates 1 h post incubation in mouse serum. The negative control 

contained bacteria with serum from adjuvant-only immunized mice. The serum 

bactericidal percentage of serum was determined using the following equation (Bacterial 
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CFU in adjuvant only sera – bacterial CFU in treatment group sera) / bacterial CFU in 

adjuvant only sera ́  100. The results are obtained from two independent experiments using 

pooled sera from (n=8) mice.  
 

FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY 

For microscopy fluorescence analysis, Caco-2 cells were cultured in round cover slips 

placed at the bottom of 12-well plates and incubated for 24 h at 37°C with 5% CO2. 

Bacterial inoculum using a MOI of 10 (1 ´ 106 CFU) was incubated in the presence of 

AuNP-LomW, AuNP-EscC, or naïve sera (10%) for 1 h at 37°C with slight agitation. After 

incubation in the presence or absence of sera, bacteria were collected in 1 mL of fresh 

media and used to infect cell culture plates containing 1 ´ 105 cells. Additionally, 

evaluation of bacterial viability was performed by using the LIVE/DEAD staining 

(LIVE/DEADÒ BacLightÔ Bacterial Viability Kit, Invitrogen, USA), using 

manufacturer’s instructions. For cell infection, monolayers were incubated for additional 2 

h at 37°C with 5% CO2. After infection, cells were washed and fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde-PBS. Polymerized actin was detected by staining with tetramethyl 

rhodamine isothiocyanate-phalloidin (Molecular Probes-Invitrogen, USA). DNA from cell 

nuclei and bacteria were mounted using FluoroshieldTM and detected with DAPI. EHEC 

(86-24) was detected by immunofluorescence with anti-E. coli O + E. coli K antibody 

coupled to FITC (Abcam, USA). Images were taken using an Olympus BX51 upright 

fluorescence microscope and analyzed by Image J software (University of Wisconsin-

Medicine). 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

All statistical analysis was done using GraphPad Prism software (v8.0). P-values of <0.05 

will be considered statistically significant. Quantitative data is expressed as the mean ± 

standard error. All data was analyzed for normality before running the corresponding test. 

Colonization, antibody results, serum adherence inhibition, and bactericidal assays were 

analyzed by one-way ANOVA (Tukey post-test) or Kruskal-Wallis when data was not 

normally distributed.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Chapter 7: A Nano-glycoconjugate Vaccine Against B. mallei 

INTRODUCTION 

Glanders is a zoonotic disease with a high degree of transmissibility to humans and 

mortality in solipeds (e.g. horses, mules, and donkeys) (67, 71, 173). The infection is 

caused by the Gram-negative pathogen B. mallei (Bm). This historic pathogen has been 

intentionally used as a biothreat agent a number of times because of its high 

transmissibility, mortality, and amenability for aerosolization (71, 72, 74). In addition, Bm 

is a non-motile intracellular pathogen with a complex intracellular lifestyle that uses a 

myriad of secreted effectors to allow survival and evasion of host immune responses (72, 

74). Due to the pathogen’s inability to survive for long periods of time outside its 

mammalian host, Bm is thought to have evolved by reductive evolution from its genetically 

related counterpart, B. pseudomallei (Bpm), the causative agent of melioidosis (65, 66). 

Both of these pathogens are capable of infecting and surviving inside phagocytic and non-

phagocytic cells, including lung epithelial cells (66, 67). Depending on the route of 

infection, by either percutaneous inoculation (also known as farcy) or inhalation (glanders), 

humans and equines can present a wide range of clinical signs and symptoms (65). 

Pulmonary infection with Bm can be developed as either acute or chronic infections (65, 

70). Its aerosolization properties together with the ability of infecting both humans and 

animals, has resulted in the dual classification of Bm as a Tier 1 Select Agent by the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the United States Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) (72). 

Bm and Bpm are naturally resistant to a wide range of antibiotics, and the available 

ones are limited or require extensive treatment regimens (67, 74). Furthermore, Bm-
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specific therapeutic interventions have not gained much interest in the last ten years and 

fewer vaccine candidates have been reported for Bm, in comparison to Bpm (173, 174). 

Therefore, there is a need to identify and develop specific preventive measures for each of 

these pathogens for which no vaccine is currently available. Although glanders was 

eradicated from the Western Hemisphere in the late 20th century; today, glanders remains 

largely an occupational hazard for individuals that come in close contact with infected 

animals, including endemic areas in Western Asia, India, Africa, and South America (65, 

70). Although a variety of vaccine candidates have been tested, live attenuated vaccines 

have provided the best evidence of complete protection and near-sterilizing immunity (99, 

170). One outstanding concern associated with the live-attenuated vaccine approaches is 

their safety, especially if an effective vaccine will be used in immunocompromised 

individuals. Further, many other vaccines have failed to define the biomarkers of protection 

or the vaccine-mediated immune protective mechanisms. Therefore, alternative 

vaccination strategies, such as subunit vaccines, have to overcome the obstacles of 

conventional vaccine platforms to surmount the challenges of inducing robust humoral 

immune responses and engaging cellular immune responses (12).  

Nanoparticle formulations offer attractive features that dictate and direct the 

immune response, including protection of the antigen from degradation, facilitating antigen 

movement across the epithelia, uptake and processing by antigen-presenting cells (APCs), 

depot formation, and co-delivery of antigens (12, 59). Given that the processes that govern 

antigen uptake and presentation by antigen presenting cells (APCs) are dependent on 

particle characteristics, nanovaccines offer a mean of augmenting the immunogenicity of 

subunit candidates that could result in increased protection. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) 

represent a platform with documented evidence of safety in a number of models, including 

infectious disease and cancer, as well as their use as effective nano-delivery systems which 

utilizes a number of mechanisms, including increased antigen uptake and processing, 

resulting in robust protective immune responses (38, 62, 168, 175). The goal of the current 
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study was to exploit the use of the AuNP platform to augment the protective ability of 

Burkholderia antigens that were identified using bio- and immuno-informatic analysis and 

testing those vaccines in a murine model of glanders. We conjugated each antigen along 

with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of B. thailandensis (Bth), a tested immunogen, to elicit 

robust humoral responses to all these multiple antigenic molecules and test their protective 

properties either alone (AuNP-protein-LPS), or as a combination antigenic formulation 

(AuNP-Combo-LPS) after intranasal delivery. We tested whether single AuNP-protein-

LPS formulations afford variable degrees of protection, and if a combination AuNP-

glycoconjugate formulation improved the degree of protection against a lethal Bm 

challenge. Further, we also tested if serum from the AuNP-protein-LPS formulations 

showed antigen-specific responses against protein and LPS and whether this immune 

response was associated with a profile of anti-Bm activity including adherence inhibition 

to lung epithelial cells and opsonophagocytic activity in macrophages. We identified three 

protective antigenic vaccine candidates against Bm and reinforced the use of AuNPs as 

attractive antigen-delivery vehicle to augment protective immune responses.  

 

RESULTS 

Design and synthesis of gold (AuNP) nanoglycoconjugate vaccine platform  

Using a previously published immuno- and bio-informatic prediction model for the 

identification of predicted antigens conserved between B. pseudomallei and B. mallei, we 

selected candidates based on their desirable physicochemical properties and predicted 

antigenicity and narrowed it to six candidates based on their amenability for purification 

(165). These candidates were recombinantly expressed in E. coli BL21 and purified by 

affinity chromatography where all proteins showed undetectable endotoxin levels. All six 

histidine (His)-tagged proteins were visualized on an SDS-PAGE gel followed by 

Coomassie staining (Fig. 1a) and by western blot (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Fig. 1). To 
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synthesize the glycoconjugate moiety on the surface of AuNPs, we purified the 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of B. thailandensis (Bth) and showed a high purity yield by SDS-

PAGE gel electrophoresis followed by silver stain (Fig. 1c). Consistently spherical 15-nm-

diameter AuNPs were synthesized using the Turkevich method, and visualized by 

transmission electron microscopy, before and after conjugation to proteins (Fig. 1d). The 

protein candidates were immobilized on the AuNP surface by the addition of 16-

mercaptohexaundecanoic acid (MHDA), which is a small linker with a thiol group that 

readily binds AuNPs and possesses a carboxylic acid on the distal end involved in 

conjugation by carbodiimide synthesis. We covalently coupled Bth LPS on protein-

decorated AuNPs by thiol-maleimide synthesis (Fig. 1d and e). To confirm the conjugation, 

we used UV-visible light (UV-Vis) spectroscopy to measure the difference in wavelength 

displacement indicating a red-shift, as seen after the addition of every protein and 

subsequent addition of LPS (Fig. 1e). This red shift (2 nm difference on average) after the 

addition of proteins onto the AuNPs allowed us to characterize the stable coupling of 

protein (amide bond) and LPS (thioether bond) complex onto the surface of the AuNP 

platform for subsequent in vivo studies (Fig. 1f).  
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Figure 1.  Design and synthesis of gold nanoparticles (AuNP)-coupled as 
glycoconjugates to bio-and immuno-informatically identified candidates. 

 (a) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel and (b) Western blot (WB) of 
recombinantly expressed protein antigens after purification. WB and 
Coomassie-stained gel were generated from the same experiment and 
processed in parallel. (c) Silver-stained gel of B. thailandensis LPS. (d) TEM 
of bare spherical 15 nm AuNPs prior to conjugation and representative 
particles after conjugation to OmpW. Scale bar 15 nm. (e) UV-Vis 
spectroscopy showing the Mean Maximum Wavelength (nm) of bare AuNPs, 
after the addition of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHDA) linker, the 
addition of each protein, and after conjugation to LPS. (f) Graphical scheme 
of AuNP-linked glycoconjugate showing the amide bond between protein and 
MHDA linker after carbodiimide synthesis, and the thioether bond between 
LPS and protein after thiol maleimide synthesis.  

Intranasal delivery of gold-nanoglycoconjugates protect against lethal inhalational 
glanders.  

To test the protective properties of the different candidates when delivered as vaccines, we 

used AuNPs alone (AuNP-protein-LPS), or in combination (AuNP-Combo1-LPS), and 
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immunized C57BL/6 mice intranasally using a prime and two-boost vaccination strategy 

during two-week intervals (Fig. 2a). Each formulation contained a final concentration of 

10 µg of protein and 10 µg of LPS coupled to AuNPs and 20 µg of CpG, (TLR9 agonist, 

as adjuvant) in a final volume of 50 µL. A group of animals also received a combination 

formulation containing equivalent amounts of each individually conjugated antigen [~1.67 

µg/protein (Hcp1, OmpW, OpcP, OpcP1, FlgL, and HA)] along with LPS (AuNP-

Combo1-LPS) and CpG. Two weeks after receiving the last immunization, animals were 

bled to evaluate antibody responses to individual antigens (Fig. 2a). Using a low-dose 

challenge model, animals were challenged with 2 Lethal Dose-50 (LD50) of wild type (WT) 

Bm 23344 three-weeks after receiving the last immunization and to evaluate protective 

differences between the antigens (Fig. 2a). Animals immunized with AuNP-OmpW-LPS 

or AuNP-OpcP-LPS had a significant increase (100% survival) in survival at 35 days post 

infection (dpi), compared with animals that received an adjuvant-only formulation (Fig. 

2b). In addition, animals immunized with AuNP-Hemagglutinin (HA)-LPS or AuNP-

Hcp1-LPS displayed a significant increase (90% survival) in survival compared to 

adjuvant-only treated mice (Fig. 2b). In contrast, only partial protection was provided by 

the AuNP-OpcP1-LPS (70%), AuNP-Combo1-LPS (80%), or AuNP-FlgL-LPS (40%) 

formulations (Fig. 2b). After 35 days post infection, surviving animals were euthanized 

and the lungs and spleens were analyzed for bacterial load. We observed that most animals 

immunized with single AuNP-protein-LPS formulations had significant colonization in the 

lung with approximately 103 CFU/gram of tissue (Fig. 2c). However, we also found that 

most animals immunized with the AuNP-Combo1-LPS formulation (6 of 7) had no 

recoverable bacteria in the lung, except for one mouse (no significant differences) (Fig. 

2c). In addition, most animals that survived to 35 days post infection had bacterial 

colonization in the spleen (no significant difference); however, 60% of animals immunized 

with the AuNP-Combo1-LPS formulation had no recoverable bacteria (Fig 2d).  
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To further increase the protection afforded by the candidates with the highest 

percent survival in the low dose-challenge, we conducted an in vivo protection study 

focusing on antigens OmpW, OpcP, HA, and a combination of these three (AuNP-

Combo2-LPS). Using a similar vaccination strategy as depicted in Fig. 2a, animals were 

immunized with single protein-LPS formulations, and a formulation containing equivalent 

amounts of OmpW, OpcP, or HA (~3.33 µg/protein) (AuNP-Combo2-LPS). Three-weeks 

after receiving the last vaccination, animals were challenged intranasally with 50 LD50 of 

Bm 23344 (Fig. 3a). Animals immunized with AuNP-Combo2-LPS displayed 100% 

survival compared with the adjuvant-only control after 35 dpi, while animals immunized 

with AuNP-OpcP-LPS, AuNP-OmpW-LPS, or AuNP-HA-LPS, showed 80%, and 50% 

survival, respectively (Fig 3a). Surviving animals from each group were evaluated for 

bacterial infection in the lung, liver, and spleen (Fig. 3b-d). Animals immunized with 

AuNP-HA-LPS had no recoverable bacteria in either the lung or liver (Fig. 3b-c). 

Furthermore, 60% of animals immunized with this candidate vaccine did not show any 

recoverable bacteria in the spleen (Fig. 3d). In addition, 80% and 44% of animals 

vaccinated with the AuNP-Combo2-LPS did not show any recoverable bacteria in the lung 

and liver, respectively (Fig. 3b-c). Nonetheless, the highest colonization was found in the 

spleen of those surviving animals receiving the AuNP-OmpW-LPS formulation (Fig. 3d). 

These results indicate that the different AuNP-glycoconjugate formulations protect mice 

against a lethal inhalational challenge with Bm, being the highest protection the one 

provided by the optimized nanovaccine combination (AuNP-Combo2-LPS).  
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Figure 2.  Increased survival from AuNP-OmpW-LPS, -HA-LPS, and OpcP-LPS after 
low-dose challenge with Bm 23344.  

 (a) Graphical illustration of the vaccination timeline. C57BL/6 mice (n=9) 
were immunized intranasally with formulations containing 10 µg of protein, 
10 µg of LPS, and 20 µg of CpG ODN 2395, 3× in two-week intervals. 
Combination formulation included equivalent amounts of protein (Hcp1, 
FlgL, OmpW, HA, OpcP, and OpcP1) from each candidate for a total of 10 
µg of protein. (b) After intranasal challenge with 2 LD50 (2.8 × 104 CFU per 
mouse) of Bm 23344, the (c) lungs and (d) spleens of surviving animals were 
collected at 35 days post-infection to perform bacterial enumeration. Bacterial 
load was determined per gram of tissue, and representative panels for 
colonization are shown in log scale. All colonization data are shown as means 
± standard errors of the means (SEM) of results determined per group. 
Statistical analyses were determined by the Kaplan-Meier method, followed 
by log-rank test. Levels of significance compared to the adjuvant-only group: 
* p < 0.05.  

To evaluate the immunogenicity of the different AuNP-coupled glycoconjugates 

and assess the protection differences afforded by different antigens, we evaluated the 

antigen-specific humoral responses associated with the highest protection against Bm 

lethality. Animals immunized with each individual formulation containing OpcP, OmpW, 

or HA had total IgG of ≥107 endpoint titers against each antigen (Fig. 4a-c). In addition, 

animals that received the AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation, containing equivalent amounts 

of OpcP, OmpW, and HA, showing robust responses against each antigen, which were 

equivalent to single protein-LPS formulations (Fig. 4a-c). Further, animals immunized 

with either AuNP-OmpW-LPS, AuNP-HA-LPS, AuNP-OpcP-LPS, as well as with AuNP-

Combo2-LPS, maintained robust humoral responses against LPS with the highest titers of 

106, and AuNP-OmpW-LPS associated with the lowest 105 endpoint titers (Fig 4d). To 

evaluate the differences in immune polarization or functionality, we measured the isotype 

changes in single-protein formulation after vaccination (Fig. 4e-g). We observed robust 

TH1-biased immune response with statistically higher levels of IgG2c in animals immunized 

with OpcP- and OmpW-formulations (Fig. 4e-f). These results indicate the ability of 

intranasally immunization with AuNP-delivered glycoconjugates to induce robust antigen-

specific antibody titers and a TH1-biased immune response that correlated with protection.  
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Figure 3.  Increased protection by AuNP-Combo-LPS, -OmpW-LPS, -HA-LPS, and 
OpcP-LPS against high-dose challenge with Bm 23344.  

 C57BL/6 mice (n=9) were immunized as described. The AuNP-Combo-LPS 
vaccinated group contained equivalent amounts of protein (OmpW, HA, and 
OpcP) from each candidate for a total of 10 µg of protein. (a) After intranasal 
challenge with 50 LD50 (7 × 105 CFU per mouse) of Bm 23344, the (b) lungs, 
(c) livers, and (d) spleens of surviving animals were collected at 35 days post-
infection and bacterial enumeration performed. Bacterial load was 
determined per gram of tissue, and representative panels for colonization are 
shown in log scale. All colonization data are shown as means ± standard 
errors of the means (SEM) of results determined per group. Statistical 
analyses were determined by the Kaplan-Meier method, followed by log-rank 
test. Levels of significance compared to the adjuvant-only group: *** 
p<0.0005, **** p <0.0001. 

Serum from AuNP-glycoconjugate vaccination is associated with a reduction in 
bacterial adherence and increased opsonophagocytosis linked to bacterial death. 
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The differences in functionality between the vaccine groups were analyzed by evaluating 

the ability of serum from immunized mice to block bacterial adherence onto epithelial cells 

or to increase macrophage-mediated phagocytosis. Bacteria in the presence of sera from 

AuNP-OpcP-LPS or AuNP-Combo2-LPS had a significant reduction in adherence to 

murine lung epithelial cells, compared to bacterial infection without sera (Fig. 5a). The 

other sera did not significantly interfere with the bacterial adherence properties. In contrast, 

by 2 h post infection, bacteria in the presence of sera from AuNP-OpcP-LPS, AuNP-HA-

LPS, and AuNP-Combo2-LPS immunized groups were associated with significantly lower 

levels of surviving Bm in primary mouse macrophages in comparison to bacteria in the 

presence of naïve sera (adjuvant-only group) (Fig. 5b). In the presence of serum from 

AuNP-OpcP-LPS, AuNP-HA-LPS, and AuNP-Combo2-LPS, we observed an increase in 

the number of internalized bacteria by primary murine macrophages by 1 h post infection, 

comparing to bacteria in the presence of serum from naïve animals (Fig. 5c). In addition, 

using a live/dead bacterial stain, we were able to visualize the viability of intracellular 

bacteria in primary macrophages by assessing the loss of membrane integrity via the 

incorporation of propidium iodide (Fig. 5d). In the presence of sera from the immunization 

groups AuNP-OpcP-LPS, AuNP-HA-LPS, and AuNP-Combo2-LPS, we noticed a larger 

proportion of internalized bacteria by macrophages had compromised membranes, as 

visualized in red within the bacterial cytoplasm (Fig. 5d). These results confirm that the 

antibodies in the serum from AuNP-protein-LPS-immunized animals block bacterial 

adherence to lung epithelial cells and enhance antibody-mediated phagocytosis by 

macrophages. More importantly, we showed that both effects are present in serum from 

animals immunized with AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation.  
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Figure 4.  Sustained antibody responses after intranasal delivery of AuNP-nano-
glycoconjugate immunization.  

 (a-c) protein- and (d) LPS-specific total IgG titers were assessed by ELISA, 
with endpoint titers defined as twice the standard deviation (SD) of the levels 
measured for naive sera. Sera samples taken from the mice immunized with 
the combination formulation (OpcP, OmpW, and HA) were used to assay 
protein-specific total IgG antibody titers. (e-g) IgG1 and IgG2c isotype titers 
were determined by reciprocal endpoint titers against each antigen using anti-
mouse IgG1 or IgG2c antibodies, respectively. All antibody data are expressed 
as mean ± SEM of results from at least 5 mice per group and analyzed in 
triplicate. Significant differences between IgG1 and IgG2c titers were 
determined via a one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test or Student´s t 
test. *p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 **** p<0.0001. 

DISCUSSION 

Efficient delivery of antigens by AuNPs requires a stable association with the AuNPs 

interface (47). This nanovaccine platform has been used for the delivery of a variety of 
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biomolecules and in vaccine delivery, and it has been shown to help deliver protein 

antigens and enhance protection. Although the exact mechanism by which this may occur 

is not entirely understood, it is believe that nanoparticles may act as adjuvants to enhance 

antigen stability, improve the ability to cross mucosal barriers, and for antigen presentation 

upon antigen-presenting cell internalization (11, 12, 59).  
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Figure 5.  Sera from surviving animals reduce adherence to mouse lung epithelial cells 
and promote bacterial opsonophagocytosis by primary murine macrophages, 
leading to bacterial death.  

 Bm 23344 bacterial cells (5 × 106 CFU) were incubated in the presence or 
absence of immunized serum (10% of final volume) from animals immunized 
with each vaccine group (pooled from at least 5 animals) for 1 h at 37°C. 
Serum from naive mice (adjuvant-only) served as controls. After incubation, 
bacteria were used to infect (a) LA-4 cells or (b) primary murine macrophages 
for 2 h and 1 h, respectively. After infection, LA-4 cell monolayers or primary 
macrophages were processed to enumerate adhered or surviving bacteria, 
respectively. All data are expressed as mean ± SEM of results from two 
independent experiments using sera from n=5 mice per group. Significant 
differences were determined via one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post 
hoc test compared to the Adjuvant-only group (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001). (c) 
Fluorescence microscopy analysis of primary murine macrophages after Bm 
23344 infection in the presence of immune serum (from vaccinated groups). 
After infection, cells were fixed, permeabilized, and stained with phalloidin-
rhodamine (actin), DAPI (bacteria and cell nuclei), and examined by IFA 
(sera anti-LPS followed by a rabbit anti-mouse Alexa Fluor-488). (d) 
LIVE/DEADTM BacLightTM-stained primary murine macrophages infected 
with Bm 23344 in the presence of sera from each immunization group as 
described above. Panels below each group represent magnifications (10×) of 
the images on top. Images were taken using an Olympus BX51 upright 
fluorescence microscope (60´) and processed using Image J software. Scale 
bars 25 µm. 

A recent study showed that upon antigen delivery and dendritic cell internalization, 

OVA-conjugated AuNPs showed enhanced OVA-specific polyfunctional T cells 

responses, including the induction of CD8+ cytotoxic T cells (62). In addition, the 

mechanism of nanoparticle uptake to draining lymphatic organs is more efficient compared 

to soluble antigens-alone, an effect dependent on the NP’s physicochemical characteristics, 

such as their size, shape, or charge (11, 51, 62, 175). Based on these premises, we 

covalently linked each recombinant predicted antigen to the surface of AuNPs by a 

covalent modification via a small hydrophobic linker (16-MHDA). To exploit the stability, 

loading efficiency of AuNPs, and the multivalent display of antigens, we conjugated the 

LPS of Bth containing both the O-antigen molecule (OAg) as well as the lipid A moiety 

onto the protein-decorated NPs, to expand the protective response against Bm. The LPS of 

Bth has been demonstrated to have immune and adjuvant stimulatory activity (176). To 
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induce antibody responses against the LPS moiety of Bth, a well-known T cell-independent 

antigen, we covalently coupled LPS to proteins on the surface of AuNPs to engage T cell 

help and allowing for memory B cell development, and long-lived T cell memory (177). In 

addition, the final vaccine formulation contained 20 µg of CpG ODN 2395, a toll-like 

receptor 9 (TLR9) agonist shown to help induce a TH1-biased response and a therapeutic 

molecule in helping control Bm-infection during early times post infection (178, 179). 

Together, the function of AuNPs as antigen delivery vehicles along with a TH1-biased 

adjuvant could help augment and divert the immunogenicity of the protein and LPS 

antigens. As predicted, we were able to show the synthesis, by covalent coupling of both 

the protein and LPS antigens, to the surface of a single AuNP by using UV-Vis and TEM.  

Given that inhalation of Bm is a potential exposure route, a vaccine that elicits 

robust mucosal responses is expected to provide the most efficient protection against 

aerosol infection. Most vaccines platforms that are delivered by the parenteral route fail to 

induce strong mucosal responses (59). Therefore, intranasal vaccination is an efficient and 

appealing strategy for the induction of mucosal-specific immunity (59). Among the 

multiple challenges hindering the development of nasal vaccination are the inefficient 

antigen uptake, rapid antigen clearance, size-restriction across epithelial barriers, and safe 

use of adjuvant for intranasal delivery (59). Nanoparticle-based vaccines offer a mucosal-

adjuvant strategy that is safe and efficient for antigen delivery, uptake, and processing (12, 

38, 62). Using a murine model of glanders, we evaluated six bio- and immuno-

informatically predicted antigens for their protective ability against a low-dose challenge. 

We found that three new antigens provide significant protection against such inhalational 

challenge. OpcP and OmpW are two predicted porins that are among the most abundant 

proteins in the outer membrane of Bpm and Bm (180). Hemagglutinin is a predicted 

member of the autotransporter family of proteins with an unknown active function in the 

pathogenesis or life cycle of Bm. Our results indicated that these antigens alone provided 

significant protection against a low-dose Bm intranasal challenge. In addition, these 
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candidates provided a high degree of protection against a high-dose challenge of Bm, with 

the highest protection afforded by OpcP and OmpW, two proteins present in a wide range 

of growth conditions in both Bpm and Bm (180). In addition, a combination vaccine 

formulation of the three most-protective antigens (AuNP-Combo2-LPS) provided 100% 

survival against a high-dose Bm challenge, although no observable difference was seen 

when delivered in combination with three other proteins (FlgL, Hcp1, and OpcP1). 

Plausible justifications for this observation might be that the protective antigens in a 

formulation containing all six candidates are diluted, not reaching the appropriate 

concentration, in comparison to the formulation containing only three antigens. Another 

option is that the protective responses to those antigens are out-competed in the 

combination formulation containing all six antigens (AuNP-Combo1-LPS). Future studies 

should focus on determining the optimal antigen dose and combination that provide the 

most effective protection against Bm colonization in the lungs, liver, and spleen, while 

maintaining establishment of an acute infection.  

Our results also demonstrated that AuNP-conjugated glycoconjugates induce 

strong antigen-specific humoral responses when delivered intranasally. Interestingly, in 

vaccine groups with the highest survival rate, the total IgG titers remained equivalent when 

the antigen was delivered alone or in combination with another two antigens. In addition, 

we also observed elevated LPS-specific humoral responses, with the highest levels seen in 

the AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation. We have shown that AuNP-protein-LPS delivery is 

able to maintain elevated LPS-specific titers without affecting the induction of strong 

protein-specific responses. Studies have shown high degree of structural similarity of the 

LPS in Bth, Bpm, and Bm as well as their function as potent innate immune stimulator (166, 

176). Although the role of LPS-specific humoral responses in human glanders patients is 

unknown, in the case of melioidosis patients, the O-polysaccharide (OPS)-specific titers 

correlate to higher degree of survival in convalescent patients (181). Importantly, 

convalescent human melioidosis patients appear to have higher LPS-specific IgA titers, 
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compared with non-survivors (181). Our results further strengthen this hypothesis by 

demonstrating the importance of serum IgG against both protein and LPS antigens at 

providing protection against inhalational Bm infection. In addition, we previously showed 

a similar observation with two known protective Bm antigens, Hcp1 and FliC, when 

delivered in a AuNP-glycoconjugate model showing the best protection afforded upon 

conjugation of the LPS structure to a protein carrier (182). 

Given the complex role of serum antibodies in mediating antibacterial responses, 

we also analyze the differences in antibody function in the different vaccine groups. While 

the C57BL/6 mouse genetic background does not express the locus for the IgG2a antibody 

subtype, rather IgG2c, we measured this antibody isotype to prevent an incorrect 

interpretation of murine humoral immune responses (183, 184). Our results suggest that 

the higher IgG2c levels correspond to a TH1-biased immune response, potentially 

implicating cellular-mediated immune responses as mediators of vaccine protection. 

However, future studies should focus in the different AuNP-glycoconjugates and assess 

how cellular-mediated immunity is elicited. To further analyze the potential effector 

function associated with the humoral responses, we decided to measure in vitro two other 

important antibody functions. We evaluated the bacterial adherence to murine lung 

epithelial cells in the presence or absence of serum from each vaccine group and found a 

significant decrease in bacterial adherence with sera from the OpcP-LPS and Combo-LPS 

vaccine groups. The data suggest that serum inhibition of bacteria adherence is due to the 

antibodies against OpcP, an such inhibitory effect is retained in the combination vaccine 

formulation. This bacterial protein is highly expressed on the surface of Bm and across a 

wide range of conditions and represents an efficient mechanism of blocking adherence to 

prevent internalization and to prevent full Bm pathogenesis. We also used primary mouse 

macrophages to define whether serum enhanced bacterial uptake and found that this 

phenotype was maintained in most vaccine groups, including the combination vaccine 

formulation (Combo2). The decrease in bacterial viability, as seen by reduced bacterial 
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survival, and visualization of compromised bacterial membranes within macrophages 

treated with the AuNP-OpcP-LPS, AuNP-HA-LPS, and AuNP-Combo2-LPS sera 

indicates that serum acted during bacterial uptake but also during bacterial killing. Lastly, 

these results indicate that antibodies against different proteins have a variety of anti-Bm 

properties and the combination vaccine formulation retained these different effector 

functions. Our results offer a possible explanation for the observed enhanced protection in 

vivo against inhalational glanders. Furthermore, these results indicate that a multivalent 

vaccine against Bm may provide enhance and complete protection against infection and 

colonization. Overall, the work highlights the identification of three new protective subunit 

vaccine candidates against Bm which warrant further investigation into the most effective 

formulation dose and/or combination that can be advance to human trails.  
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Chapter 8: A Nano-glycoconjugate Vaccine Against B. pseudomallei 

INTRODUCTION 

B. pseudomallei (Bpm) is an intracellular pathogen with a complex life cycle and the 

causative agent of melioidosis, a complex human disease associated with a high fatality 

rate (66). Melioidosis can be acquired by several routes including, inhalational, ingestion, 

or percutaneous inoculation (66, 71). A broad spectrum of complications can result from 

inoculation by any infection route and the predicted mortality ranges, with mortality rates 

exceeding 50% in some regions (66, 185). Prediction modeling highlighted the global 

burden of melioidosis to comprise 165,000 new cases each year, of which half of those are 

fatal (185). Together with the intrinsic resistance of Bpm to first-line antibiotics and 

prolonged treatment regimen for melioidosis, prompt antimicrobial therapy optimal for 

Bpm is crucial to control the infection (66, 68). However, melioidosis in endemic regions 

is associated with the highest mortality rates attributed to failure of early detection and 

limited healthcare infrastructures, reinforcing the need for effective preventive 

countermeasures.  

The intricate host-pathogen interplay complicates the development of vaccines that 

are safe for use in susceptible individuals while inducing protective immune responses. 

Individuals who survive Bpm infection develop strong Bpm-specific humoral, and cell-

mediated responses, particularly evoking an immune response skewed towards the 

activation of TH1 cells, which is associated with IFNg production (72, 186–190). In 

particular, human convalescent patients have higher antibody levels against LPS and 

increased levels of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (186, 190–192). Individuals who succumb to 

infection have a decrease in the levels of T cells, and reduced IFNg and IL-17 expression 

(186, 190, 192–195). Further, the pool of protective antigens, together with the dearth in 

vaccine delivery platforms, which can be associated with the induction of robust antibody 
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and cell-mediated immunity, has hindered the development of fully protective Bpm subunit 

vaccines (72). Another challenge is that sterilizing protection against inhalational exposure, 

which is associated with the highest mortality, remains a challenge in small animal models. 

The induction of mucosal-specific immunity through nasal vaccination, though appealing, 

has been hindered by factors such as inefficient antigen uptake, size-restricted 

permeability, antigen stability through epithelial barriers, and absence of effective 

adjuvants that help stimulate cell-mediated immunity (11, 12, 59). However, mucosal 

delivery of vaccine antigens is necessary to induce protective immunity (12, 59).  

Nanoparticle-based vaccines are attractive as molecule carriers as they have been 

shown to protect the antigen from degradation, facilitating its uptake by antigen-presenting 

cells (APCs), depot formation, and co-delivery of antigens (11, 12, 37, 59). In particular, 

gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have been exploited to deliver several biomolecules, including 

co-delivery of multiple proteins or DNA antigens, given their intrinsic physicochemical 

properties and rigid surface (39, 57, 196–199). These particles offer a means to overcome 

the hurdle of increasing immunogenicity without compromising the safety and tolerability 

of one or multiple antigens (39, 57, 196, 199). AuNPs have garnered interest in antigen 

delivery given their high biocompatibility, tunable physicochemical characteristics like 

size or shape, ability to carry multiple antigens on a rigid surface (14, 37, 39, 50, 51, 53, 

56, 196, 199). Therefore, nanoparticle-based vaccine platforms represent a promising 

characteristic to surmount some of the challenges of classical vaccine development to elicit 

strong humoral and cell-mediated immunity (39, 50).  

The objective of the studies described in this chapter was to exploit the use of an 

AuNP-based platform to deliver an optimal multivalent vaccine formulation, while 

understanding the immunological responses associated with protection against a Bpm 

challenge. We synthesized and intranasally delivered a glycoconjugate moiety on AuNPs 

using several Burkholderia-specific antigens along with the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from 

B. thailandensis. Immunization with a combination formulation containing OpcP and 
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OpcP1 (AuNP-Combo2-LPS) afforded complete protection against lethality. Animals 

immunized with the AuNP-Combo2-LPS had robust antigen-specific lung IgA responses 

and serum IgG, with elevated IgG2c titers. In addition, sera from AuNP-Combo2-LPS 

immunized mice promotes antibody-dependent opsonophagocytosis and reduced bacterial 

survival in primary macrophages. Splenocytes from AuNP-Combo2-LPS immunized mice 

showed elevated levels of IFNg, TNFa, IL-2, IL-17A, and IL-10, upon antigen 

restimulation. Overall, our study shows that AuNP-coupled glycoconjugate vaccine 

immunization is associated with antigen-specific humoral and cell-mediated responses 

associated with protection against Bpm. Our data highlights the identification of several 

protective antigens against Bpm and expands on the rationale for the delivery of multiple 

antigens using an AuNP platform as a means of inducing both humoral and cell-mediated 

responses. 

 

RESULTS 

Immunization with AuNP-OpcP-LPS or AuNP-OpcP1-LPS provides protection 
against an intranasal challenge with Bpm K96243.  

To test the protective properties of several immunogenic proteins when delivered 

intranasally, we conducted an in vivo protection study against an inhalational challenge of 

Bpm K96243, using six previously identified proteins (165) (Fig 1A). We recombinantly 

expressed and purified each protein by affinity chromatography (Hcp1, OmpW, OpcP, 

OpcP1, FlgL, and Hemagglutinin [HA]) and coupled them to the surface of 15 nm gold 

nanoparticle (AuNPs) (Fig 1). In addition, we coupled the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of B. 

thailandensis to incorporate a repeating glycoconjugate moiety onto AuNPs (Fig. 1). Then, 

we intranasally (i.n.) immunized C57BL/6 mice with three doses at two-week intervals, 

with individual AuNP-protein-LPS candidates containing 10 µg of protein, 10 µg of LPS, 

and 20 µg of CpG (final concentrations; Fig. 6A). A group of mice also received a 
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combination of equal ratios of each individually coupled antigen (AuNP-Combo1-LPS). 

Three weeks after receiving the last immunization, animals were challenged with 6 lethal-

dose 50 equivalents (LD50) of Bpm K96243. Animals immunized with AuNP-OpcP-LPS 

or AuNP-OpcP1-LPS showed 30% and 90% protection, respectively, against a lethal 

inhalational dose of Bpm K96243 by day 35 post-infection (Fig 6B). However, no 

significant protection was afforded by the AuNP-Combo1-LPS formulation or the 

conjugates containing candidates Hcp1, FlgL, OmpW, or HA (Fig. 6B). The lung, liver, 

and spleen of surviving animals were collected at day 35 days post-infection, and animals 

vaccinated with AuNP-OpcP-LPS or AuNP-OpcP1-LPS showed little to no bacterial 

counts in the three organs (Fig. 6C-E). Only a single animal had colonization in the spleen 

with 1×105 bacteria (Fig. 6C). These results demonstrate the ability of AuNP-OpcP-LPS 

or AuNP-OpcP1-LPS to protect against a lethal dose of Bpm K96243 when delivered 

intranasally.  
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Figure 6.  Increase survival from AuNP-OpcP-LPS or AuNP-OpcP1-LPS immunized 
mice against a lethal intranasal challenge with Bpm K96243.  

 (A) Graphical representation of the vaccination and challenge timeline. 
C57BL/6 mouse (n = 10) were immunized intranasally 3× in two-week 
intervals with formulations containing 10 μg of protein, 10 μg of LPS, and 20 
μg of CpG ODN 2395. A combination formulation (AuNP-Combo1-LPS) 
included equivalent amounts of protein (Hcp1, OmpW, OpcP, OpcP1, FlgL, 
and HA) from each candidate for a total of 10 μg of protein. (B) Three-weeks 
after the last vaccination, animals were challenged with 6 LD50 (9.0 × 
104 CFU per mouse) of Bpm K96243, the (C) lungs, (D) livers, and (E) 
spleens of surviving animals were collected at 35 days post-infection to 
evaluate bacterial infection. Bacterial load was determined per gram of tissue, 
and representative panels for colonization are shown on log scale. All 
colonization data are shown as means ± standard errors of the means (SEM) 
of results determined per group. Statistical analyses were determined using 
the Kaplan-Meier method, followed by log-rank test. Levels of significance 
compared to the adjuvant-only group: ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 

Immunization with refined AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation containing 
OpcP/OpcP1 provides enhanced protection against inhalational Bpm challenge. 

Based on our initial experiment showing a significant increase in protection afforded by 

the AuNP-OpcP-LPS or AuNP-OpcP1-LPS nanovaccines, we further investigated the 

protective properties of a combination of these formulations. We performed similar 

immunization scheme of three doses in two-week intervals with subsequent lethal 

challenge with Bpm K96243. To evaluate immunization-induced pathology in tissues, the 

lung, liver, and spleen from three representative animals were evaluated two weeks after 

receiving the last immunization. All tissues from the three different vaccines appeared 

unremarkable (Fig 7). Animals immunized with individual AuNP-OpcP-LPS or AuNP-

OpcP1-LPS had a significant increase in survival following a 5 LD50 challenge of Bpm 

K96243, with 90% and 80% protection at day 35 post-infection (Fig. 8A). Further, animals 

that received a combination formulation with equivalent amounts of AuNP-OpcP-LPS and 

AuNP-OpcP1-LPS showed complete protection against lethality, with 100% of animals 

surviving to day 35 post-infection (Fig.  8A). Although related in molecular weight, we 

found that OpcP and OpcP1 only share a 39% identity and 54% similarity. We collected 
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the lungs, livers, and spleens or surviving animals to assess bacterial infection and 

histopathology from surviving animals. Mice immunized with individual AuNP-OpcP-

LPS or AuNP-OpcP1-LPS showed some bacterial colonization, with the highest numbers 

being 1x103 CFU/g of tissue in the lungs (Fig. 8B). However, most animals, except for one 

in each group, did not have any colonization of the liver (Fig. 8B), and only one mouse 

from the AuNP-OpcP-LPS immunization group showed spleen colonization (Fig. 8C). 

Animals immunized with the AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation showed lower lung and 

liver bacterial counts and only a single mouse displayed some colonization in the spleen 

(Fig. 8C-D).  

 

 

Figure 7.  Histopathology analysis from vaccinated-only mice.  
 Histopathological analysis from lungs, livers, and spleens of a representative 

mouse animals immunized intranasally with AuNP-OpcP-LPS (top panels), 
AuNP-OpcP1-LPS (middle panels), or AuNP-Combo-LPS (lower panels). 
Two-weeks after the last immunization, organs from three representative 
animals were harvested and fixed in 10% formalin. The tissues were fixed, 
sectioned, and stained with H&E. All animal tissue sections showed similar 
findings as reported in the post-challenge groups but to a lesser degree. 
Images are representative of three mice. Scale bar 500 μm. 
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Figure 8.  Intranasal immunization with optimized formulation (AuNP-Combo2-LPS) 
provides enhanced protection against inhalational melioidosis.  

 C57BL/6 mice (n = 10) were immunized as described in figure 1. The AuNP-
Combo2-LPS vaccinated group contained equivalent amounts of protein 
(OpcP and Opcp1) from each candidate for a total of 10 μg of 
protein. (A) After intranasal challenge with 5 LD50 (7.5 × 104 CFU per 
mouse) of Bpm K96243, (B) lungs, (C) livers, and (D) spleens of surviving 
animals were collected at 35 days post-infection, and bacterial enumeration 
performed. Bacterial load was determined per gram of tissue, and 
representative panels for colonization are shown on a log scale. (E) 
Histopathological analysis from lungs, livers, and spleens of a representative 
mouse from each surviving group. Lung sections from the AuNP-OpcP-LPS 
vaccination group showed increased pathological findings, compared to the 
AuNP-OpcP1-LPS and AuNP-Combo2-LPS groups. The liver sections from 
the AuNP-OpcP-LPS immunization group showed the most inflammation 
and evidence of liver injury, compared with the other groups. Spleen sections 
from surviving animals all showed similar histopathological findings, with 
the most pronounced in the AuNP-OpcP-LPS vaccine group. At the endpoint 
of the experiment, tissues were harvested from three mice of the 10 survivors. 
The tissues were fixed, sectioned, and stained with H&E. Images are 
representative of three mice. Scale bar 500 μm. All colonization data are 
shown as means ± standard errors of the means (SEM) of results determined 
per group. Statistical analyses were determined using the Kaplan-Meier 
method, followed by log-rank test. Levels of significance compared to the 
adjuvant-only group: ***p < 0.0005, ****p < 0.0001. 

Histopathology analysis of the lung sections from the AuNP-OpcP-LPS 

vaccination group showed increased interstitial pneumonia and lung consolidation when 

compared to the OpcP1 and combo groups (Fig. 8E, left panels). In addition, AuNP-OpcP-

LPS immunized mice had more parabronchial and perivascular lymphoid aggregates when 

compared to the other groups, post challenge (Fig. 8E, left panels). The liver sections from 

the AuNP-OpcP-LPS immunization group showed the most inflammation and evidence of 

liver injury (Fig. 8E, center panels). There was mixed portal and lobular inflammation that 

consisted of both lymphocytes and neutrophils (Fig. 8E, center panels). Two of three mice 

showed extramedullary hematopoiesis, which is evidence of liver injury. Livers from these 

animals also had granulomatous inflammation that was composed of activated histiocytes 

(Fig. 8E, center panels). These features were minimal to absent in the OpcP1 and combo 

groups, post challenge. The sections of spleen from the different immunization groups all 
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showed similar histopathologic changes, although AuNP-OpcP-LPS immunized mice had 

increased expansion of the marginal zone and atrophy of the germinal centers when 

compared to the other groups (Fig. 8E, right panels).  Similar histologic findings were 

observed in all the groups; however, these were at varying degrees and most pronounced 

in the AuNP-OpcP-LPS group (Fig. 8E, right panels). Together, these results demonstrate 

that the AuNP-Combo2-LPS vaccine provides complete protection against lethality, with 

bacterial infection contained in the lung of infected mice.  

 

Individual AuNP-protein-LPS formulations elicit robust protein- and LPS-specific 
humoral responses but lower OpcP and OpcP1 antibody titers from the AuNP-
Combo1-LPS formulation.  

The protection differences between individual and combination vaccines warranted the 

analysis of the antigen-specific immune responses occurring between the different 

formulations. We first analyzed antigen-specific total IgG responses from individual and 

AuNP-Combo1-LPS formulations against each antigen. Immunization with individual 

AuNP-protein-LPS candidates showed significantly higher total antigen-specific IgG titers 

against their corresponding protein or LPS from the AuNP-OpcP-LPS and AuNP-Opcp1-

LPS groups (Fig. 9A, B). In addition, the AuNP-Combo1-LPS was also able to produce 

elevated LPS-specific total IgG titers (Fig. 9B). To evaluate differences between the 

individual vaccine formulations and the AuNP-Combo1-LPS group, we measured IgG 

titers against each protein. Animals immunized with the AuNP-Combo1-LPS formulation 

showed similar IgG titers against Hcp1 (Fig. 9C), OmpW (Fig. 9D), FlgL (Fig. 9G), and 

HA (Fig. 9H). However, total IgG titers from the AuNP-Combo1-LPS vaccine showed 

lower OpcP- and OpcP1-specific titers (Fig. 9 E-F). Together these results confirm that 

AuNP-protein-LPS vaccination induce robust antigen-specific humoral responses and may 

explain the reduce protective capacity of the AuNP-Combo1-LPS formulation.  
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Figure 9.  Immunization with individual AuNP-protein-LPS candidates results in robust 
systemic antigen-specific specific humoral responses but reduced OpcP- and 
OpcP1-specific antibody response from AuNP-Combo1-LPS vaccination.  

 Total-protein and LPS-specific IgG antibody responses. (A) Protein- and (B) 
LPS-specific total IgG titers were assessed by ELISA, with endpoint titers 
defined as twice the standard deviation (SD) of the levels measured for naive 
sera. (C-H) Sera samples taken from the mice immunized with the AuNP-
Combo1-LPS formulation were used to assay protein-specific total IgG 
antibody titers. All antibody data are expressed as mean ± SEM of results 
from at least 5 mice per group and analyzed in triplicate. Significant 
differences between total IgG protein- or LPS-specific titers were determined 
using a one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s pos hoc test. Significant 
differences between individual and combo1 total IgG titers were determined 
via Student’s t-test. Non-significant (ns). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. 

AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation induces robust antigen-specific serum antibody 
response and promotes opsonophagocytosis by primary macrophages.  

Given the protection differences afforded by the two different vaccine combinations, we 

analyzed the antigen-specific total and isotypic antibody differences. We measured total 

IgG antibody responses elicited by the individual vaccine formulations, as well as from the 

AuNP-Combo2-LPS. Animals immunized with the different formulations showed robust 

total protein-specific IgG responses with antibody titers of 107 – 108 (Fig. 10 A, B). Also, 

LPS-specific serum IgG titers showed a robust response in mice immunized with individual 

formulation with titers of 106 (Fig. 10C). Importantly, we showed that the protein- and 

LPS-specific humoral response was maintained in animals immunized with the AuNP-

Combo2-LPS vaccine (Fig. 10 A-C). Furthermore, protein-specific isotype titers showed 

higher IgG2c levels than IgG1 in animals immunized with either individual formulations or 

the AuNP-Combo2-LPS (Fig. 10 D, E). However, no significant differences in LPS-

specific isotype titers were observed from the different immunization groups (Fig. 11). To 

test the functionality of this serum antibodies, we analyzed whether the antibodies promote 

antibody-mediated bacterial opsonophagocytosis. Primary murine macrophages were 

infected with Bpm that was previously incubated with immune serum from the vaccination 

groups.  
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Figure 10.  Immunization with optimized AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation elicits 
sustained antigen-specific humoral responses associated with increased 
opsonophagocytosis by macrophages.  

 Protein- and LPS-specific IgG and isotype antibody responses. (A) OpcP- (B) 
OpcP1- and (C) LPS-specific total IgG titers were assessed by ELISA, with 
endpoint titers defined as twice the standard deviation (SD) of the levels 
measured for naive sera. (D) OpcP and (E) OpcP-specific IgG1 and IgG2c 
isotype antibody titers. Sera samples taken from the mice immunized with the 
AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation were used to assay protein- and LPS-
specific total IgG as well as isotype antibody titers. (F) Fluorescence 
microscopy analysis of primary murine macrophages 2 h after Bpm K96243 
infection in the presence of immune serum (from OpcP, OpcP1, and Combo2 
vaccinated groups). After infection, cells were fixed, permeabilized, and 
stained with phalloidin-rhodamine (actin), DAPI (bacteria and cell nuclei), 
and examined by immunofluorescence (sera anti-LPS followed by a rabbit 
anti-mouse Alexa Fluor-488). (G) LIVE/DEADTM BacLightTM-stained 
primary murine macrophages infected with Bpm K96243 for 2 h in the 
presence of sera from each immunization group. Panels below each group 
represent magnifications (10×) of the images on top. Images were taken using 
an Olympus BX51 upright fluorescence microscope (60×) and processed 
using Image J software. Scale bars 25 μm. All antibody data are expressed as 
mean ± SEM of results from at least 5 mice per group and analyzed in 
triplicate. Significant differences between total IgG protein- or LPS-specific 
titers were determined using a one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s pos 
hoc test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. 

After infection, macrophages were fixed, permeabilized, and analyzed using 

immunofluorescence microscopy. A higher number of bacteria were internalized by 

macrophages in the presence of serum from animals immunized with AuNP-OpcP-LPS, 

AuNP-OpcP1-LPS, or AuNP-Combo2-LPS, compared to bacteria incubated with naïve 

serum (Fig. 10G). Using bacterial live/dead staining, we evaluated internalization of the 

bacteria by macrophages. After 2 h of infection, most of the internalized bacteria by 

macrophages in the presence of immune sera were non-viable, compared to naïve sera, as 

visualized by the incorporation of propidium iodide (Fig. 10H). These data demonstrate 

that the AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation induce a strong antigen-specific antibody 

response, promoting opsonophagocytic activity and inducing higher IgG2c titers. 
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Figure 11.  LPS-specific isotype titers in serum of AuNP-linked glycoconjugate 
immunized mice.  

 Sera from immunized animals was collected two-weeks after the last 
immunization. LPS-specific IgG1 and IgG2c antibody isotype titers were 
assessed by ELISA, with endpoint titers defined as twice the standard 
deviation (SD) of the levels measured for naive sera (adjuvant-only). All 
antibody data are expressed as mean ± SEM of results from at least 5 mice 
per group and analyzed in triplicate. Significant differences between LPS-
specific isotype titers were determined using a two-way ANOVA followed 
by Tukey’s pos hoc test. Not-significant (ns).  

Intranasal immunization with AuNP-Combo2-LPS induces robust antigen-specific 
lung IgG and IgA responses. 

We measured IgG and IgA antibody responses in the bronchioalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) 

of immunized mice to understand tissue-specific protective responses. Antigen-specific 

lung total IgG (Fig. 12A-C) and IgA titers (Fig. 12 D-F) were evaluated three-weeks after 

the final intranasal immunization. Animals receiving individual formulations (AuNP-

OpcP-LPS or AuNP-OpcP1-LPS) showed strong antigen-specific total IgG responses in 
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the lung (Fig. 12 A-C) with levels around 106 for protein-specific and 103 for LPS-specific 

responses (Fig. 12 A-C). Similarly, animals immunized with single formulations showed 

robust antigen-specific lung IgA responses with titers of 105 and 104 against protein or 

LPS, respectively, as compared to control mice (Fig. 12 D-F). These antigen-specific IgG 

and IgA responses were equivalent to those seen in animals immunized with the AuNP-

Combo2-LPS (Fig 12 A-F). These results validate that the gold nanovaccine induces strong 

humoral responses in the lung after intranasal immunization. 
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Figure 12.  Immunization with optimized AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation elicits robust 
lung total IgG and IgA responses.  

 Total IgG and IgA protein-specific antibody responses was analyzed from 
BALF of immunized animals two-weeks after the last immunization. (A-C) 
OpcP, OpcP1, and LPS-specific total IgG titers were assessed by ELISA, with 
endpoint titers defined as twice the standard deviation (SD) of the levels 
measured from adjuvant-only immunized animals. (D-F) OpcP, OpcP1, and 
LPS-specific IgA sera responses were analyzed by ELISA. Sera samples 
taken from the mice immunized with the AuNP-Combo2-LPS formulation 
were used to assay protein-specific total IgG and IgA antibody titers. All 
antibody data are expressed as mean ± SEM of results from at least 5 mice 
per group and analyzed in triplicate. Significant differences between total IgG 
and IgA protein for protein-specific titers were determined by a Student’s t-
test and LPS-specific titers were determined using a one-way ANOVA 
followed by Tukey’s pos hoc test. Not-significant (ns).  

Gold-linked glycoconjugate (AuNP-Combo2-LPS) vaccine induces an antigen-
specific mixed TH1-TH17-biased cytokine response to protein restimulation. 

Given our previous observations showing induction of a TH1-biased response with 

antibody IgG2c subtype after AuNP-Combo2-LPS immunization, we determined if gold-

linked glycoconjugate vaccine activate antigen-specific T cell responses. Spleens from 

AuNP-Combo2-LPS or adjuvant-only immunized mice (n=5) were collected on day 21 

post immunization and single cell suspensions were cultured in the presence of different 

antigens.  Splenocytes from AuNP-Combo2-LPS or adjuvant-only immunized animals 

were stimulated with OpcP, OpcP1, Bth LPS, a combination of OpcP+LPS or OpcP1+LPS, 

aCD3/aCD28 antibody-conjugated beads, or mock (media control). Five days after 

restimulation, cell supernatants were collected and used to measure the production of 

cytokines. Our results show a significant increase in IL-2, IFNg, TNFa, IL-17A, and IL-

10 cytokine production in response to OpcP or OpcP1 restimulation (Fig. 13 A-E). In 

contrast, no significant higher differences were seen after the addition of LPS to either 

OpcP or OpcP1 (Fig. 13 A-E). Furthermore, no protein- or LPS-specific significant 

differences in IL-4 production from splenocytes upon restimulation were measured (Fig.13 

F). These data further demonstrate induction of a mixed protein-specific TH1-TH17-biased 

response after intranasal vaccination with AuNP-Combo2-LPS. 
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Figure 13.  Mice immunized with AuNP-Combo2-LPS produce a robust antigen-specific 
TH1-TH17 cytokine profile correlated with antigen-specific responses.  

 Antigen-specific cytokine profile production from AuNP-Combo2-LPS 
splenocyte upon stimulation threw-weeks post immunization. Supernatants 
were analyzed for production of (A) IL-2, (B) IFNg, (C) TNFa, (D) IL-17A, 
(E) IL-10, and (F) IL-4. Mice (five per group) were immunized with 10 μg of 
protein and 10 μg LPS adjuvanted with 20 μg of CpG. Two boosts were given 
on days 28, and 49 and spleens were harvested three weeks after the final 
boost. Spleen cells from AuNP-Combo2-LPS immunized mice were 
stimulated for 5 days with protein, LPS, or both. Splenocytes stimulated 
media, or anti-CD3/CD28 antibodies served as controls.  Supernatants were 
assayed for cytokine expression using a murine BioPlex ELISA kit. All 
cytokine data are expressed as mean ± SEM of results from at least 5 mice 
per group and analyzed in triplicate. Significant differences were determined 
using a two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s pos hoc test. *p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 

DISCUSSION  

Current evidence indicates that protection against melioidosis, both in humans and animal 

models, requires robust humoral and cellular adaptive immunity (72, 181, 201–204, 186–

188, 190, 193–195, 200). However, efficient vaccine delivery platforms capable of eliciting 

robust, long-lasting, and specific immune responses while maintaining a safe profile are 

limited (11, 12, 14, 199). The development of potent and safe vaccine platforms that help 

promote cellular immunity against intracellular bacterial remains a challenge and warrants 

further investigation. Nanoparticle-based vaccines, mainly those utilizing gold 

nanoparticles, offer a means of delivering multiple antigens on the same surface with 

greater efficacy to lymphoid organs in comparison to soluble antigens (11, 12, 50, 51, 181, 

199). Although the mechanisms promoting increased immune responses are not fully 

understood, they involve enhancing antigen stability to cross mucosal barriers and increase 

antigen processing and presentation upon antigen-presenting cell (APC) internalization 

(11, 12, 50, 51, 181, 199). The stable conjugation of a protein-LPS moiety onto the surface 

of AuNPs seeks to preserve important antigenic molecular structures critical for eliciting 

robust humoral and cell-mediated immunity in a multivalent display of antigens in a rigid 

surface. The design of an AuNP-delivered glycoconjugate vaccine seeks to elicit robust 
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immune responses against multiple antigens to increase the protective efficacy and security 

of this vaccine platform (51, 56, 181). To exploit this idea, we covalently conjugated a 

protein-LPS glycoconjugate motif on the surface of 15 nm AuNPs via a small hydrophobic 

linker (16-MHDA). The lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of Bth, composed of the O-antigen 

molecule (OAg) and the lipid A moiety, were coupled to AuNP-protein conjugates to 

broaden the protective response (203–205). The LPS of Bth, a T-cell independent antigen 

is expected to engage T cell help allowing for B cell memory development and the 

production of antibody responses (177). The lipid A region of the Bth LPS structure could 

act as an adjuvant by stimulating the production of inflammatory cytokines (Fig. 13) (176, 

204, 205). Furthermore, the final vaccine formulation contained the toll-like receptor 9 

(TLR9) agonist, CpG ODN 2395, to augment and divert the immunogenicity of the protein 

or LPS antigens to a TH1-biased response (12).  

Given that inhalational exposure with Bpm presents the most lethal route of 

infection, a vaccine that elicits robust mucosal responses is needed to fully protect against 

inhalational challenge and represent the most appealing strategy for inducing specific 

immune responses in mucosal tissues (72). However, vaccines that can be delivered 

mucosally presented challenges of antigen uptake, rapid clearance, size restriction for 

amenability to cross the epithelium, few mucosal adjuvants available, etc. (59). Therefore, 

AuNPs ameliorate some of the mucosal subunit vaccines' challenges by affording a safe 

platform for antigen stability, uptake, and delivery. Therefore, we synthesized individual 

gold-linked glycoconjugates using six Burkholderia-specific protein antigens that were 

derived from our previous predictions using bio- and immuno-informatic reverse 

vaccinology analysis (165). We found that several of these candidates provided increased 

protection in a murine model of glanders (B. mallei infection) and promoted different 

protection levels when delivered using a similar immunization route (165, 206). However, 

we wanted to evaluate their protective efficacy against Bpm, develop a refined formulation, 

and analyze which humoral and cellular immune response are elicited. We found that two 
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of these antigens, namely OpcP or OpcP1, provided a significant increase in protection 

against Bpm, but a combination of these in equal ratios (AuNP-Combo2-LPS) afforded 

100% mice survival against inhalational melioidosis. Most of the surviving animals had 

bacterial infection contained in the lung, and few pathological lesions to mention as 

compared to the individual AuNP-protein-LPS formulations. The absence of sterilizing 

immunity could be due to the complex lifestyle of Bpm, which requires numerous and 

redundant virulence mechanisms, or the need to broaden the protective response using 

other conserved and immunogenic antigens. While OpcP (BPSS0879) and OpcP1 

(BPSS0708) only share 39% in amino acid sequence identity, both proteins are predicted 

to form porins in the bacterial outer membrane (OM). Interestingly, OpcP is an abundant 

porin in the OM of Bpm, comprising up to 11% of its total OM proteins (180). Future 

studies should aim at defining the function of this protein and the implications in antigen 

processing. Nonetheless, our data provided the rationale for analyzing the antigen-specific 

protective marker differences between OpcP and OpcP1.  

One of the main objectives in this chapter was to demonstrate that gold-coupled 

glycoconjugate vaccines induce robust antigen-specific humoral responses after intranasal 

delivery. Our results showed that AuNP-OpcP-LPS and AuNP-OpcP1-LPS were 

associated with the highest percent survival and maintained strong total IgG responses 

against protein and LPS antigen alone. However, we observed reduced antigen-specific 

IgG titers when given in a formulation containing six antigens (AuNP-Combo1-LPS). A 

reduced immune response against our leading candidates could provide a plausible 

explanation for the inability of the AuNP-Combo1-LPS formulation to provide full 

protection against a Bpm challenge. Our refined vaccine formulation AuNP-Combo2-LPS 

showed that antigen-specific serum IgG titers were equivalent against both protein and LPS 

compared to the individual vaccines. Our data demonstrate the ability of glycoconjugate-

coupled AuNPs to elicit strong humoral responses against three distinct antigens. This 

observation is important, as melioidosis convalescent patients have higher OAg-specific 
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antibody titers correlated with a higher degree of survival (181, 189, 202). Our data also 

demonstrates the ability of AuNP-Combo2-LPS intranasal vaccination to elicit systemic 

IgG and lung IgA responses, correlating with protection. This is critical as melioidosis 

survivors have higher LPS-specific IgA titers compared to non-survivors (181). These 

results further highlight that gold-linked glycoconjugate intranasal vaccine immunization 

induce strong systemic and mucosal humoral responses. This also suggests that humoral 

protective immunity could protect against bacteria at different stages of infection, including 

inhibition of bacterial adherence onto the mucosal epithelium, preventing subsequent 

dissemination. Bacterial opsonophagocytosis in the presence of absence of immune sera 

showed an increased in bacterial uptake when sera from AuNP-OpcP-LPS or AuNP-

OpcP1-LPS was added, a function that was also observed with the AuNP-Combo2-LPS 

formulation. The sera effect was confirmed by the reduced bacterial viability within 

macrophages. It has been previously shown that sera from convalescent melioidosis 

patients promotes antibody-dependent bacterial uptake and bacterial clearance (202). Our 

observations strengthen the hypothesis that humoral responses are an essential correlate of 

protection in melioidosis patients.  

To analyze isotypic antibody differences as measure of immune biased responses, 

we measured IgG2c and IgG1 isotype titers from individual and AuNP-Combo2-LPS 

formulations. Higher IgG2c antibody titers in C57BL6 mice are associated with the 

induction of a TH1-biased response, given that this mouse genetic background does not 

express the IgG2a isoform (183, 184). Our isotype differences, with higher protein-specific 

IgG2c titers, suggest a TH1-biased immune response, as has been reported previously (184). 

It has been shown that cell-mediated immunity is important for protecting many 

intracellular pathogens, including Bpm (66). The correlation of cell-mediated immunity, 

especially the production of IFNg, with human melioidosis survival prompted the analysis 

of its induction by our gold-linked glycoconjugate vaccines. Our results from splenocytes 

of immunized animals exogenously re-stimulated with antigen demonstrate that protein-
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specific T-cell responses may contribute to the protection afforded by these vaccines. In 

response to protein restimulation, splenocytes from AuNP-Combo2-LPS produce higher 

levels of IFNg, IL-2, TNFa, IL-17A, and IL-10. Interestingly, human peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from diabetic melioidosis patients showed reduced IL-17 

production upon restimulation, suggesting that IL-17 might be playing a significant role in 

response to Bpm infection (193). Furthermore, the induction of a mixed TH1-TH17 response 

has previously been observed in other Burkholderia vaccines, including a live-attenuated 

B. mallei vaccine (CLH001: DtonB/Dhcp1) generated by our own group (98, 170). The 

importance of IFNg as well as IL-17 has broad implications in vaccine design, as both are 

important in promoting optimal macrophage activation for intracellular pathogen killing 

and antibody production, respectively (207–209).  

Future studies should focus on determining the role of effector TH17 cells in 

protection against Bpm infection. This response could provide an important correlation 

between gold-linked glycoconjugate vaccines and the ability to elicit robust humoral and 

cell-mediated immunity (39). Future studies should determine the tissue-specific T-cell-

mediated responses and epitope mapping of both OpcP/OpcP1 antigens. In summary, we 

generated an optimized vaccine strategy against inhalational melioidosis. The resulting 

optimized combination vaccine (AuNP-Combo2-LPS) displayed full protection against a 

lethal Bpm K96243 challenge with unremarkable tissue pathology. We showed that 

delivery of individual or a combination of gold-coupled glycoconjugates induced robust 

antigen-specific humoral responses both systemically and at mucosal sites. Finally, we 

showed that splenocytes from immunized mice produced a protein-specific mixed TH1-

TH17 upon antigen re-stimulation. Our study provides a vaccine strategy against Bpm and 

an immune stimulatory platform to induce strong humoral and T cell-mediated immunity. 
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Chapter 9: A Nanovaccine Against Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli 

O157:H7 

INTRODUCTION  

Diarrheal diseases are one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality, especially 

among children under the age of five. A significant proportion of diarrheal disease is caused 

by pathogenic E. coli (210). Due in part to their pathogenic mechanisms, clinical 

symptomology, and virulence factors, diarrheagenic E. coli are classified into different 

pathotypes (136, 137). Enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC), particularly serotype O157:H7, 

is a unique human pathogen which is associated with severe complications and high 

mortality as compared to other pathotypes. In addition, the primary reservoir for EHEC 

includes ruminants and the main route of infection involves ingestion of contaminated food 

products which often result in outbreaks. Infections caused by EHEC can range from acute 

self-resolving diarrheal episodes to hemorrhagic colitis that can progress to the hemolytic-

uremic syndrome (HUS) (136, 137). The production of Shiga toxins (Stx) is one of the 

defining characteristics of EHEC O157:H7 pathogenesis and the key virulence factor 

associated with HUS. However, the first step in the pathogenic process of EHEC is the 

adherence to intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) (210, 211). To colonize the intestinal mucosa, 

EHEC O157:H7 is known to utilize a myriad of pili and/or fimbria to attach to IECs (211). 

Subsequently, EHEC binding results in an intimate attachment to the surface of IECs and 

injection of virulence factors using its Type 3 Secretion System (T3SS) apparatus. The 

translocated virulence factors are responsible for the formation of histological changes 

known as attaching and effacing (A/E) lesions on epithelial cells. These lesions are 

characterized by the disruption of the microvilli and the accumulation of actin below the 

site of bacterial adherence to create a “cup-like structure” (136). The genetic factors 
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necessary for the biogenesis of a functional T3SS, and many of its effectors are located on 

a pathogenicity island called the Locus of Enterocyte Effacement (LEE) (212).  

Despite the pathogenic processes and the likelihood to cause severe disease and 

sequelae in humans, there are no specific treatment options available to combat EHEC 

infections. In fact, the conventional use of antibiotics only aggravates the disease because 

it promotes and exacerbates the expression of gene products encoding the Stx toxins (Stx1 

and Stx2) which are located within a lambdoid phage. This process induces bacterial lysis, 

allowing for the release and dissemination of Stx into the intestine and other organs (138). 

Therefore, the development of new strategies to control infections caused by EHEC are 

necessary. A viable alternative to prevent infection is the development of vaccines; 

however, there are no approved human vaccines against this pathogen. The advances in 

vaccine development have included different platforms and approaches such as live 

attenuated, whole cell killed, subunit, toxoids, polysaccharide, and polysaccharide-protein 

conjugates (145, 213). Previous studies have focused on the development of vaccines based 

on proteins encoded in the LEE pathogenicity island, such as the intimin adhesin and the 

T3SS component EspA (214), as well as other peptides (215), different fusion constructs 

containing the subunit A and B of Stx1 and Stx2 (216), or avirulent bacterial ghost cells 

derived from EHEC O157:H7 (154). These different vaccine candidates have shown 

variable success in various in vivo murine models of infection.  

Recently, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have received attention due to their potential 

use over traditional vaccine platforms (217). The location of AuNPs in lymphoid tissues 

and cells (175, 218), the capacity of coupling to a variety of biomolecules (21, 217, 219), 

their stability, and their safety (21, 217) (essential for the development and synthesis of 

vaccines), provides a multifaceted focus for the design of this new vaccine platform. 

Previously, we identified two immunogenic protein candidates specific for EHEC using a 

reverse vaccinology approach. These candidates were tested using a DNA vaccine vector 

and demonstrated variable degrees of protection (213, 220, 221). Therefore, the objective 
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of this study was to conjugate these two EHEC O157:H7 antigen candidates to the AuNP 

platform and assess whether the nanovaccines can induce protective responses in vitro and 

in vivo. Our work proposes to bridge the properties of subunit vaccination with those of 

synthetic nanomaterials to enhance immune responses to vaccines against pathogenic E. 

coli. We have developed a multidisciplinary pipeline for the identification of antigens and 

efficient delivery of nanovaccines that can be used against other pathogenic bacterial 

organisms. 

 

RESULTS  

Purification of immunogenic proteins and coupling of AuNP vaccines. 

Using information from a comparative bio-immunoinformatic analysis performed in our 

laboratory, two O157:H7-specific candidates were selected based on their predicted 

immunogenicity, bacterial surface location and human MHC allele coverage, and because 

they were previously demonstrated to be protective when used as DNA vaccines (213, 

221). To use these proteins as subunit vaccine candidates, we selected a gold nanoparticle 

(AuNP) platform to display the antigens and to immunize mice subcutaneously. AuNPs 

have gained interest as vaccine scaffolds because they have been used to incorporate, 

stabilize, and increase the immunogenicity of subunit vaccine candidates (175). We 

purified two proteins, LomW (933W phage-encoded outer membrane protein) and EscC 

(Type 3 secretion system structural protein) under native conditions using affinity 

chromatography to allow efficient conjugation onto the AuNP surface. The His-tagged 

proteins were visualized by Coomassie stain and western blot (Fig. 14A). To consistently 

synthesize spherical 15 nm AuNPs, the Turkevich method (167) was used, and the resulting 

particles were visualized using transmission electron microscopy (Fig. 14B). The protein 

candidates were immobilized on the AuNP surface by adding 16-mercaptohexaundecanoic 

acid (MHDA) which is a small linker with a thiol group that readily binds AuNP and 
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possess a carboxylic acid on the distal end used to covalently attach biomolecules (47). We 

confirmed the conjugation of these proteins to MHDA-coupled AuNPs by UV-Vis 

spectroscopy as seen by the wavelength displacement to 529 nm and 530 nm upon addition 

of LomW and EscC, respectively (Fig. 14C). This red shift (2 nm and 3 nm for LomW and 

EscC, respectively) after the addition of proteins onto the AuNPs allowed us to characterize 

the stable coupling of AuNP-protein platform for subsequent in vivo studies.  

 

 

Figure 14.  Purification and characterization of AuNP platform after conjugation to 
LomW and EscC.  

 (A) Coomassie stained gel and western blot with anti-His shows the purity of 
LomW (28 kDa) and EscC (56 kDa). Purification of His-tagged recombinant 
protein from E. coli BL21 using Co2+-affinity chromatography. (B) 
Transmission electron micrograph of bare AuNPs showing its consistent size 
and shape. Bar shows 50 nm reference scale. (C) Absorption spectrum of non-
conjugated AuNPs (green), AuNPs with MHDA linker (pink), and AuNPs 
after covalent conjugation with LomW (red) and EscC (blue). Displacement 
shows a red shift after successful conjugation of protein.  
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Reduced gastrointestinal colonization in AuNP-EscC and AuNP-LomW immunized 
animals. 

After confirming the proper coupling of stable AuNP-protein conjugates, we assessed the 

protective efficacy and multivalency of AuNPs vaccines (nanovaccines) in an in vivo 

murine model of E. coli infection. Mice were immunized subcutaneously (s.c.) using the 

scheme displayed in Fig. 15.  

 

 

Figure 15.  Timeline of vaccination schedule.  
 Subcutaneous vaccination schematic in BALB/c mice and gavage challenge 

with EHEC O157:H7 strain 86-24, followed by blood, feces, and organ 
collection.  

BALB/c mice received three immunizations in two-week intervals containing a total of 10 

µg of protein conjugated onto AuNPs and combined with adjuvants. A group of mice 

received a combination formulation containing approximately 5 µg of each AuNP-

conjugated candidate. Serum and fecal samples were collected two weeks after the last 

immunization to evaluate humoral responses. Mice were then challenged via gavage three 

weeks after the last immunization with 3 x 109 CFU of EHEC O157:H7 (strain 86-24). At 

three- and six-days post-challenge, we collected the large intestine and cecum and 

evaluated bacterial colonization. Immunization with either AuNP-LomW, AuNP-EscC, or 

AuNP-Combination (AuNP-LomW + AuNP-EscC) resulted in a significant reduction in 

colonization in both the cecum and large intestine at three days post challenge (Fig. 16).  
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Figure 16.  Reduced bacterial colonization from AuNP-protein vaccinated mice.  
 After challenge via gavage with 3 ´ 109 CFU of EHEC 86-24, large intestines 

and ceca from BALB/c mice (n=8) were collected at (A-B) 3 and (C-D) 6 
days post-infection. Organs were processed, diluted, and plated on 
MacConkey agar plates for bacterial enumeration. Bacterial load was 
determined per gram of tissue. All colonization data is shown as mean ± SEM 
from per group. Significant differences in organ colonization were 
determined via one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test: *, 
P<0.05, **, P<0.001; ***, P<0.0001.  

In all three immunization groups, there was a significant reduction in colonization in both 

the large intestine (Fig. 16A) and the cecum (Fig. 16B) at 3 days post infection (d.p.i.). We 

saw a similar pattern of reduced colonization at 6 d.p.i. (Fig 16C and D) but differences 

were smaller because animals had begun to clear the wild type bacteria from the 
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gastrointestinal (GI) tract (Fig. 17). These results confirmed the vaccine properties of our 

AuNP-protein immunization in the reduction of EHEC colonization in vivo.  

 

 

Figure 17.  EHEC O157:H7 bacterial counts in feces after infection.  
 Excretion of EHEC O157:H7 was determined as CFU/g of feces for the first 

6 days post challenge. The results are expressed as means ± the SEM from 
eight mice in each group. Fecal pellets were collected in pre-weighted 1 mL 
of PBS tubes and weighted after sample collection. After processing and 
diluting in PBS, fecal samples were plated on MacConkey Agar plates and 
incubated at 37°C prior to counting. 

AuNP-protein immunization resulted in robust humoral mediated immunity. 

To evaluate the immunogenicity of the AuNP-LomW and AuNP-EscC nanovaccines, we 

evaluated the production of protein-specific total IgG and secretory IgA (sIgA) responses 

in immunized mice. Using the serum and fecal samples collected after the last 

immunization, we compared the total IgG endpoint titers from AuNP-LomW, AuNP-EscC, 
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and combination formulations against each antigen. The IgG end-point titers against 

LomW and EscC were significantly higher for all three vaccine formulations as compared 

to the adjuvant-only immunized mice group (Fig. 18 A and B). The levels of serum IgG 

demonstrate the ability of AuNP-protein vaccination to elicit strong systemic antigen-

specific IgG responses. Likewise, the total fecal sIgA endpoint titers were significantly 

higher for LomW and EscC in both vaccine groups (Fig. 18 C and D).  
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Figure 18.  Antibody responses after AuNP-protein immunization.  
 (A) LomW-specific total IgG titers and (C) secretory IgA, as well as (B) 

EscC-specific total IgG antibody responses and (D) secretory IgA were 
assessed via ELISA, with endpoint titers determined as twice the SD from 
naïve sera. Sera and fecal samples were collected two-weeks post last 
immunization. Samples taken from the mice immunized with the combination 
formulation were used to assay anti-LomW and anti-EscC antibody titers. All 
antibody data is expressed as mean ± SEM from (n=8) per group. Significant 
differences in IgG and IgA titers were determined via one-way ANOVA 
followed by Tukey’s post hoc test: *, P<0.05, **, P<0.001; ***, P<0.0001. 

The levels of sIgA confirm that AuNP-protein immunization elicited strong 

mucosal IgA responses irrespective of the vaccination route. These results demonstrate that 

AuNP-LomW, AuNP-EscC, and AuNP-combination can elicit strong IgG and sIgA 

responses. Next, we evaluated the functionality of these antibody responses during in vitro 

experiments by determining whether serum antibodies were able to mediate inhibition of 

the adherence and establishment of infection.  

 

Antibodies from AuNP-immunization decreased bacterial adherence to intestinal 
epithelial cells. 

The capacity of antibodies to neutralize pathogens in mucosal surfaces is important for host 

protection, especially against enteric bacteria. To assess the functionality of these 

antibodies, we tested whether serum was able to inhibit bacterial adherence to human 

intestinal epithelial cells (IECs; Caco-2). Using 10% of serum from AuNP-vaccinated 

mice, we quantified adherence of EHEC to IECs and detected a reduction of approximately 

98% when EHEC (MOI = 10) was incubated prior to infection with AuNP-LomW, AuNP-

EscC, or combination sera (Fig. 19A). In contrast, serum from animals that were vaccinated 

with the adjuvant-only control or serum from naïve animals had about a 20% reduction in 

bacterial adherence (Fig. 19A). To calculate adhered bacteria, the different samples were 

all compared to the input inoculum. 
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To further analyze the neutralizing capacity of antibodies found in the immune 

serum, an in vitro assay was performed to evaluate adherence of EHEC to Caco-2 cells. 

One of the hallmark pathogenic mechanisms during EHEC infection is the intimate 

adherence onto the epithelial surface and the formation of polymerized actin pedestals 

(136, 137).  
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Figure 19.  Serum from AuNP-protein immunized mice reduces EHEC 86-24 adherence 
and pedestal formation on Caco-2 intestinal epithelial cells.  

 EHEC 86-24 bacterial cells (1 ´ 107 CFU) were incubated in the presence of 
inactivated immunized serum (10% of final volume) from AuNP-LomW, 
AuNP-EscC, and AuNP-LomW + AuNP-EscC for 1 h at 37°C. Serum from 
naïve or adjuvant-only immunization served as controls. After incubation, 
bacteria were used to infect Caco-2 cells for 2 h. (A) After infection, cell 
monolayers were washed, detached, and diluted to enumerate adhered 
bacteria. All adherence data is expressed as mean ± SEM from two 
independent experiments using sera from (n=8) mice per group. Significant 
differences were determined via one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post 
hoc test: *, P<0.05, **, P<0.001; ***, P<0.0001. (B) Fluorescence 
microscopy analysis of Caco-2 cells after EHEC infection in the presence of 
immune serum (from vaccinated groups). After infection, cells were fixed and 
stained with phalloidin-rhodamine (actin), DAPI (bacteria and nuclei), or 
EHEC by immunofluorescence (anti-EHEC primary antibody conjugated to 
FITC). Panels on the right present a magnification of images on left. 
Magnified view shows the formation of actin pedestals and bacterial 
adherence pattern.  

To visualize bacterial adherence and the rearrangement of actin cytoskeleton, Caco-

2 cells were labeled with fluorescent actin stain (FAS), nuclei labeled with DAPI, and a 

commercial antibody was used to detect EHEC. In the case of EHEC infected cells and 

using fluorescence microscopy, we observed a diffuse adherence pattern and the 

accumulation of polymerized actin beneath the site of bacterial attachment (Fig. 19B).  

In contrast, immune serum from vaccinated mice inhibited the formation of actin 

pedestal structures and reduced the number of bacteria attached to host cells (Fig. 19B). 

These results corroborate our quantitative analysis and further demonstrate a reduction in 

bacterial adherence in the presence of immune serum (Fig. 19A). Overall, we found that 

serum from AuNP-vaccinated mice significantly reduce the attachment of EHEC to IECs, 

thereby preventing the formation of actin pedestals.  

We then tested whether the serum from vaccinated mice was able to block the 

adherence of other pathotypes which share some of the antigens coupled to the 

nanovaccines. Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC) O104:H4 is a hybrid strain that was 

associated with numerous HUS cases during the German outbreak in 2011, and which 
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possess EAEC virulence factors but also encodes for Shiga toxin (222). On the other hand, 

enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), like EHEC, carries the LEE pathogenicity island which 

encodes for the T3SS components required for A/E lesion formation. A bioinformatic 

comparison confirmed that EscC and LomW of EHEC are highly conserved proteins 

between either EPEC (EscC) or EAEC (LomW) (Table 1). Therefore, we tested whether 

antibodies against these proteins conferred cross-protective anti-adhesive properties in 

vitro against other pathotypes. A characteristic aggregative adherence pattern in a stack-

brick conformation and a cytotoxic effect represented by contraction of the actin 

cytoskeleton followed by detachment from the substratum are associated with EAEC 

pathogenesis (136, 137). We observed that these adhesive properties were affected during 

EAEC infection in the presence of LomW-specific serum (Fig. 20A). In the case of EPEC, 

infection is characterized by a localized adherence pattern leading to the establishment of 

microcolonies and subsequent formation of actin pedestals. Unlike EHEC, where a 

complete abolishment on the formation of actin pedestals was observed, EscC-specific 

serum partially reduced bacterial adherence and the formation of pedestals (Fig. 20B). 

These results indicate that: 1) a reduction in the adherence for both pathotypes was 

achieved; 2) the presence of LomW-specific antibodies can prevent aggregative adherence 

and cytotoxicity during EAEC infection, while EscC-specific antibodies reduced 

adherence and to a lesser extent the formation of pedestals during EPEC infection. 

Table 1: Homology of EHEC O157:H7 EscC and LomW among EPEC and 
EAEC/EHEC pathotypes. 

Pathotype EscC LomW Homology/Identity  
to EHEC O157:H7 strain 86-

24 
EPEC O127:H6 ü  100%/99.8% 

EAEC/EHEC O104:H4  ü 100%/100% 
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Figure 20.  Cross-protective effect from immune serum from AuNP-protein vaccinated 
mice reduces adherence and cytotoxic effect induced by EAEC or EPEC on 
Caco-2 intestinal epithelial cells.  

 Infection of Caco-2 cells was carried out as mentioned in the previous image. 
(A) EAEC O104:H4 was incubated in the presence or absence of AuNP-
LomW immune serum for 1 h. After incubation, bacteria were used to infect 
Caco-2 cells for 2 h and stained for fluorescence microscopy. (B) EPEC 
O127:H6 was incubated in the presence or absence of AuNP-EscC immune 
serum prior to infection in Caco-2 cells. After infection, cells were fixed and 
stained as previously described.  

Bactericidal activity of AuNP-immunized serum is antigen-specific and involves the 
classical complement pathway. 

We then evaluated whether the serum from vaccinated mice had bactericidal activity. To 

test the activity by complement-mediated killing, we quantified the percentage of EHEC 

killing in the presence of active or inactive serum, and inactive serum supplemented with 

a source of complement. In the presence of active serum from the three AuNP-immunized 
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mice groups, we observed almost complete killing but did not see a significant difference 

in percentage of bacterial killing between the 3 groups. In contrast, we noticed a significant 

reduction in bacterial killing from inactivated AuNP-LomW and AuNP-EscC immunized 

serum (Fig. 21A). Further, the bacterial killing effect was restored for the AuNP-EscC 

inactivated serum when an exogenous complement source was added, and to some extent, 

for the serum of AuNP-LomW, and AuNP combination (Fig. 21A). To corroborate that 

complement-mediated killing is the mechanism used to damage the integrity of the 

bacterial membrane and achieve bacterial clearance, we used a LIVE/DEAD BacLight 

assay to monitor bacterial viability as a function of the membrane integrity. SYTO9 is a 

green, fluorescent dye that can enter all bacterial cells, whereas Propidium Iodide (PI) is a 

red dye that only enters bacteria when the membrane is damaged. We observed an increase 

in the number of red-stained bacterial cells in the presence of sera from AuNP-LomW, 

AuNP-EscC, and AuNP combination, indicating the loss of membrane integrity (Fig. 21B). 

In contrast, the majority of untreated EHEC, or those bacteria treated with naïve serum, 

showed green, fluorescent signal (Fig. 21B). This suggest that the bactericidal activity from 

the serum of AuNP-proteins is antigen-specific and supports the engagement of the 

classical complement pathway as a mechanism of bacterial killing in vitro. 
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Figure 21.  Serum bactericidal activity of immune serum from AuNP-protein vaccinated 
mice is antigen dependent.  

 EHEC 86-24 (1 ´ 107 CFU) was incubated with 10% of activate, inactive, and 
inactive + exogenous complement source. Bacteria were incubated in the 
presence of serum using 10% of serum for 1 h at 37°C. (A) Viable CFU counts 
were determined by plating on LB agar plates. Bacterial killing was 
normalized using bacteria surviving after exposure with adjuvant-only serum. 
Data is expressed as mean ± SEM from two independent experiments using 
sera from (n=8) mice per group. Significant differences were determined via 
one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test: *, P<0.05, **, P<0.001; 
***, P<0.0001. (B) LIVE/DEAD BacLight assay using SYTO9 to stain live 
bacteria (cyan color) while propidium iodide (red color) stain dead bacteria. 
EHEC 86-24 (1 ´ 107 CFU) was incubated in the presence of AuNP-immune 
and naïve serum for 1 h at 37°C prior to staining. 
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DISCUSSION  

The current interest in AuNPs for biomedical applications has been a result of their natural 

properties, including stabilization of antigens and enhancing uptake by antigen presenting 

cells (47, 223). The use of AuNPs has been exploited for the delivery of antigens in several 

models, including viral diseases and cancer (47, 48, 63, 223, 224). However, there are few 

reports of AuNP functionalization with bacterial antigens (58, 157). We have previously 

used AuNPs for the construction of nanovaccines against other bacterial pathogens (55, 

165, 225). Therefore, we sought to exploit the natural properties of AuNPs by coupling 

two EHEC O157:H7-specific antigens and assessing their protective properties both in vivo 

and in vitro. Both LomW and EscC were identified by an extensive bio-immunoinformatic 

analysis and were predicted to contain several immunogenic epitopes, and our laboratory 

has previously shown that they can provide some level of protection against EHEC 

colonization when delivered as a DNA vaccine (213, 220, 221). Therefore, we decided to 

investigate whether we could use the AuNP platform to potentiate the delivery of these 

antigenic protein candidates and increase their protective effect. Based on our prior 

experience, we were able to demonstrate that AuNPs form stable scaffolds capable of 

conjugating different proteins (LomW and EscC) on their surface, allowing for 

stabilization and efficient antigen delivery.  

As extensively demonstrated, EHEC O157:H7 colonization onto intestinal 

epithelial cells is characterized by the formation of tight interactions with epithelial cells, 

also known as attaching and effacing (A/E) lesions (137). In recent years, EHEC has not 

received much attention for the development of vaccine candidates because attention has 

re-focused to other pathogenic E. coli strains (145, 213). Nonetheless, studies examining 

vaccine candidates in cattle against EHEC have focused on various virulence factors 

including colonization factors, T3SS structural proteins, or Shiga toxin (Stx) (153, 226). 

Although promising, these attempts have shown variable degrees of success. In the present 
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study, we observed a significant reduction in EHEC colonization to the large intestine and 

cecum of mice that were immunized with AuNP-LomW, AuNP-EscC, and the combination 

nanovaccine. These results indicate that AuNP-protein immunization elicits a protective 

immune response capable of neutralizing EHEC, thus preventing the colonization of the 

mouse GI tract. A previous study highlighted the importance of outer membrane proteins 

as immunogenic antigens recognized by HUS patients and with antibodies present in their 

sera (227). Among the proteins that were identified to be reactive in HUS patient sera are 

the flagella protein (FliC) and outer membrane structural components (OmpF, OmpC), all 

of them displaying both IgG and IgA reactivity (227). It is plausible to propose that other 

surface exposed proteins, like LomW and EscC, might be reactive during disease 

progression; thus, a nanovaccine intervention that elicits both systemic and mucosal 

antibodies might prevent the development of HUS.  

The function of the LomW protein in EHEC pathogenesis is not characterized, but 

if expressed, the protein is predicted to be translocated to the bacterial outer membrane as 

a component of the 933W phage machinery, a genetic region that also encodes the Shiga 

toxin genes (228). The presence of LomW on the bacterial outer membrane needs further 

investigation, but if this occurs during infection, the antigen becomes an ideal target for 

vaccination because it can be readily recognized by antibodies as demonstrated in our 

experiments. On the other hand, EscC is a structural protein component of the type 3 

secretion system (T3SS), known to participate in the formation of a ring on the bacterial 

outer membrane (229). The reduction of EHEC adherence to IECs in the presence of EscC-

specific antibodies strongly suggests that such inhibition interferes with early events prior 

to intimate attachment. Previously, it was demonstrated that vaccination with structural 

T3SS components reduced bacterial fecal shedding (230). Our data confirm those results 

but in addition, we now provide evidence demonstrating that serum can block the formation 

of actin pedestals on the surface of intestinal cells, which represent a direct effect on the 

pathogenic mechanism of EHEC and potentially, other A/E lesion forming pathogens. In 
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addition, it has been demonstrated that antibodies that inactivate the T3SS inhibit the 

injection of effector molecules that mediate other bacterial pathogenic mechanisms (230). 

The absence of actin pedestals in the presence of antigen-specific serum confirms the 

inhibition of an important pathogenic EHEC mechanism. Although we do not know the 

mechanism mediating the anti-LomW effect, our results indicate that antibodies against 

both EscC and LomW allow for inhibition of EHEC early events during adhesion, prior to 

the intimate attachment to IECs and the subsequent pathogenic process.  

Despite differences in the pathogenic mechanisms between diverse E. coli 

pathogroups, there are shared homologous proteins linked to disease; therefore, the 

components that constitute these bacterial systems would be ideal antigens in the 

development of cross-protective vaccine candidates. Here, we describe the high sequence 

conservation of LomW between EAEC O104:H4 and EHEC, as well as EscC between 

EPEC O127:H6 and EHEC (Table 1). Our cross-protective in vitro studies demonstrated 

inhibition of bacterial adherence to IECs as well as pedestal formation and cell cytotoxicity 

in EPEC and EAEC, respectively, and indicates that development of a multi-E. coli vaccine 

might be feasible. In the case of EAEC O104:H4, the characteristic aggregative adherence 

pattern and cell cytotoxicity (characterized by cell rounding and detachment from the 

substratum) is interrupted by serum from AuNP-LomW immunized mice. For E. coli 

O127:H6 (EPEC), the characteristic localized adherence pattern was reduced in the 

presence of AuNP-EscC; however, the formation of actin pedestals was not completely 

abolished. These indicate variable effects associated with heterologous mechanisms in 

colonization, including the participation of additional pathotype-specific virulence factors. 

Further studies to increase the cross-protective effect with other pathotypes is needed to 

advance a multivalent vaccine.  

Humoral responses play a major role in controlling extracellular pathogens, 

especially enteric organisms that colonize the GI tract (231). Protective immune responses 

against EHEC are mediated by a TH2-biased humoral immune response that includes 
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neutralizing IgA antibodies; however, IgG has also been shown to play a role (232, 233). 

The route of vaccination is important because the type and location (systemic vs. mucosal) 

of the immune responses dictate the protective outcome of a vaccine. Mucosal 

immunization against EHEC is associated with sIgA, although there have also been several 

candidates whose protection is correlated with IgG levels (153, 232, 233). Systemic 

immunization routes, such as subcutaneous vaccination have reported high levels of IgG 

as a protective mechanism in the absence of IgA (153). However, few vaccine candidates 

have been able to induce robust IgG and IgA responses. In our study, we demonstrated that 

subcutaneous immunization with the AuNP vaccine results in high serum IgG and fecal 

sIgA responses. Interestingly, the differences in the magnitude of titers between IgG and 

IgA could be the result of antibody fluctuations in fecal pellets or the time of collection. In 

addition to the neutralization activity, we demonstrated the bactericidal properties of serum 

from AuNP-protein immunized mice. We showed that antigen-specific serum from 

vaccinated mice damages the bacterial membrane, thus indicating activation of the classical 

complement pathway. These results prove the functionality of serum antibodies in 

mediating bacterial killing. Previously, oral immunization with a live-attenuated 

Salmonella strain expressing E. coli O157:H7 intimin was shown to elicit humoral and 

mucosal humoral responses (153). Our results corroborate some of those findings, 

including the involvement of both mucosal and systemic humoral responses in reducing 

intestinal colonization. However, we now demonstrate that AuNPs elicit robust antigen-

specific serum IgG and mucosal IgA responses without the need of a live-attenuated 

vaccine platform.  

In summary, we have demonstrated that our AuNP-vaccine platform can induce 

protective immune responses both in vivo and in vitro while coupling specific antigens 

targeting EHEC adhesion and colonization. We have also demonstrated the functionality 

of these immune responses in vitro. This subunit vaccine platform can induce strong 

humoral responses in response to each antigen as well as in combination. We propose that 
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conjugating antigens on the surface of synthetic AuNPs is a viable approach for the design 

of effective bacterial vaccines. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This study's main objective was to generate a broadly protective subunit vaccine against B. 

pseudomallei and B. mallei pathogens. To achieve this goal, I evaluated several AuNP-

linked glycoconjugates using the LPS of B. thailandensis and several B. mallei-specific 

proteins previously identified via a reverse vaccinology approach. In this work, I have 

shown that different gold-linked glycoconjugates provide varying degrees of protection 

against B. mallei infection in a mouse model of glanders. I have also shown that a refined 

gold-linked glycoconjugate formulation containing three different protein antigens, OpcP, 

OmpW, and Hemagglutinin, provides 100% protection by 35 days post-infection against 

lethality in a mouse model of glanders. 

Furthermore, I have shown that these conserved antigens in B. pseudomallei also 

afford different degrees of protection in a mouse model of melioidosis. Like in the glanders 

model of infection, I showed that immunization with a refined formulation containing two 

antigens, OpcP and OpcP1, afforded complete protection against B. pseudomallei infection 

murine melioidosis model and was associated with a lower bacterial infection in the livers 

and spleens of surviving animals. In this work, I have shown the ability of different gold-

linked glycoconjugates to induce robust antigen-specific humoral responses, with 

combination formulations having similar antigen-specific antibody responses against 

different antigens as single gold-linked glycoconjugates. I have also shown that protective 

antigens are associated with the induction of a TH1-biased immune response with increased 

macrophage opsonophagocytosis and reduced bacterial viability. Also, I have shown that 

splenocytes from vaccinated animals produced a mixed TH1-TH17 cytokine production 

upon protein re-stimulation associated with protection.  These results highlight the ability 

of a gold-linked glycoconjugate to promote humoral and cell-mediated immunity, 

correlated with protection against a mouse model of melioidosis. The studies presented 

here show a subunit vaccine platform that induce protective responses against two 
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intracellular pathogens with complex lifestyles. Future studies should include 

characterizing the epitopes of OpcP and Opcp1 to identify the most immunogenic regions 

which could be synthesized and delivered more effectively. Furthermore, future studies 

should focus on analyzing the durability of these correlates of protection and the tissue-

specific memory or effector cell populations and their mechanism of protection.  

Using a similar vaccination strategy, I also showed the ability of EHEC O157:H7-

specific AuNP-delivered vaccine candidates to induce robust systemic IgG and mucosal 

IgA humoral responses. These responses were associated with reduced bacterial 

colonization in the gut of immunized mice. In addition, we showed that serum from 

immunized animals had antigen-specific bactericidal activity and inhibited bacterial 

adherence in vitro. These results highlight the potential for AuNP-delivered nanovaccines 

to protect against intracellular and extracellular bacterial pathogens. Future studies should 

include testing various vaccination routes and comparing the effectiveness of this vaccine 

and the role of adjuvant-codelivery in a single AuNP that can help provide increase 

protection. In the era of multidrug resistance, vaccines against these bacterial pathogens 

offer a means to prevent and combat some of the most challenging global health threats 

humanity has faced. 

Furthermore, the studies presented here sought to exploit the use of a synthetic 

vaccine platform to deliver a multivalent vaccine and enhance protection against several 

bacterial pathogens. Also, this study highlights the use of nanovaccine technologies in the 

development of effective antibacterial vaccines. However, with increasing understanding 

of vaccine platforms that target specific cells or tissue compartments and specific 

adjuvants, vaccinology's future looks bright and will have implications against other 

disease models outside of infectious disease. Overall, I think the results summarize in this 

dissertation are a starting point for a gold-delivered multivalent vaccine as an effective 

strategy to protect against B. mallei, B. pseudomallei, and pathogenic E. coli.   
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